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LETTER DATED 19 APRIL 1971 FROM THE CHAIRMAN OF THE
VISITING MISSION TO THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

I have the honour to transmit to you herewith, in accordance with
Trusteeship Council resolution 2154 (XXXVII) of 19 June 1970, and with rule 98
of the rules of procedure of the Council, the report of the United Nations
Visiting Mission to the Trust Territory of New Guinea, 1971.

This report is subscribed to unanimously by all four ~embers of the
Visiting Mission.

(Signed) Denis ALLEN
Chairman of the Visiting Mission

to the Trust Territory
of New Guinea, 1971



INTRODUCTION

1. Even by jet, the flight from Sydney to Port Moresby is a long one - longer
than from oydney to New Zealana or New Caledonia. Yet it is still less than from
Sydney to Per~h and, in Australian minds, the Territory of Papua and New Guinea
tenas to be thought of as an extension of Australia and not as a remote and exotic
world in the sense that India and Nigeria were for the average Englishma.n, or
lndo-China and the Ivory Coast for the French. Geographical contiguity has
something to do with it: Queensland and the Territory have a common botder. But
common history and especially shared experiences in two world wars also count for
much. The result is a relationship·different in many ways from that customarily
associated with colonial Powers and their dependencies.

2. As administering Power, Australia has concentrated its attention on the one
Territory and this has produced an Australian presence which today is all pervasive.
The la~ge and costly administrative machine still depends heavily on 7,000
Australians in the .public service. The economic life of the ports and towns and
the larger agricultural and mining enterprises are almost entirely in Australian
hands. The Christian missions, with their schools and hospitals and agricultural
training centres, their ubiquitous out stations in the more remote areas, their
network of small airstrips ,and light aircraft services play a vital part in the
fields of education, health and welfare and, indeed, in the economy of the country.

3. The close relationship between Australia ,and the Territory has enabled many
Australian administrators, missionaries, settlers and teachers to bring to the
Territory a devotion often reserved for one's own country and it makes in the main
for admirably easy and relaxed social relations. But it also leads Australians
settling in Rabaul or Port Moresby to take it for granted that they can enjoy there
the same way of life as they would have in Townsville or Rockhampton. There'is a'
tendency, especially in certain old established expatriate 1/ communities, to
assume that Australian standards are the only valid ones and to ignore their impact
on local custom and tradition. In some larger communities, a social exclusiveness
has developed ,that Papuans and New Guineans find hard to penetrate. And everywhere
the disparity between expatriate and indigenous standards of living is marked.

4. Australia's benevolent interest in the Territory has made po.ssible a
remarkably high level of economic ,aid. But it has also fostered, !n minds already
prone to cargo cult attitudes, a tendency to rely on outside help, a reluctance
to assume responsibility and a parochial ignorance of the outside world. These
IJew Guinean characteristi~s, noticed by the 1965 Visiting Mission, are still
prevalent today.

5. There are, of course, many other well-known f~atu~es of the Territory which
militate against the ~mcrgence of a strong and self-reliant national spirit.
Earlier missions have all commented on the ruggedness of the country, the
dispersion of its peoples, the plethora of languages, the recent m~mories of tribal
warfare. Stress has been laid upon the contrast between the newly opened highlands,

1/ In New Guinea, the word' "expatriate" is generally used to denote a person
of European origin living in the Territory. It usually refers to an Australian.
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where the Administration has only been effectively established over the past
twenty-five years, and thos~ coastal and island regions which nave had over
eighty years of contact with the outsi~e world. Too much, should not be made of
this contrast today. It is true that the highlan4s are still predominantly
conservative and have the political numbers to make their views felt. Development
has been very rapid in recent yea~s, however, and the highlands now contain some
of the most prosperous areas of cash crops in the Territory. The establishment of
law and order and the building of roads has give~ highland people a new mobility,
and they are to be found in and around many coastal towns, bringing new social
problems in their wake. Conversely, there are many areas in the coastal and island
districts where communications have not yet penetrated and development is slow.
These feel neglected and isolated and sometimes frustrated. Even 'in the favoured
towns such as Rabaul and Lae, themselves rebuilt after total destruction in the
Second World War, some frustrations are apparent, born rather of impatience to move
on to full self-government at a faster pace than the more conservative regions
will allow.

6. The disparities in development between regions are, in fact, very great. The
recent rapid progress in constitutional advance, in economic development and in
higher education has accentuated these disparities. The growing economy of the
towns is still dominated by expatriate enterprises, and it is only recently that

,intensive efforts have been init~ated by the Administration in the difficult task
of assisting New Guineans to participate in it. Elsewhere, large-scale projects,
such a~ the Bougainville Copper Mine, the oil palm settlement scheme in West
New Britain, extensive timber leases and other mineral developments now in
prospect, are transforming hitherto undeveloped,areas, while successful efforts
are being made to encourage indigenous participatio~ in coffee growing, cattle
~aising and other forms of cash agriculture. For the greater part of the population
however sUbsistence gardening is still the main occupation.

7. The increasing pace of development is creating rising expectations. Even in
the more backward areas, there is a dawning awareness of the advantages of a cash
economy and a growing demand for money, but often little understanding of how
wealth is created'and money earned. Everywhere, the Visiting Mission heard requests
for more local businesses, more roads and more schools. Education is, in fact,
coming to be regarded as the indispensable avenue to success. Consequently, there
is much concern about the 50 per cent/of children of school age who do not receive
any education, and still greater concern about the 60 per cent who finish primary
school but cannot get secondary places. In the sphere of politics, there, is a
new ferment of ideas. Self-government is much talked of, though not always
understood. Here too, there has been a rapid evolution of opinion in recent years;
the argument is no longer about whether it will come but only when. This growing
political awareness has been accompanied by increasing concern for the unity of
the whole Territory of Papua and New Guinea and by anxiety whether this unity and
the newly won benefits of law and order can be maintained as full self-government
comes.

8. All these· expectations create new problems in the political, economic and
social spheres. The chapters of this report, after describing the Visiting
Mission's extensive journeyings and repording the views of the local population,
will discuss these in greater detail and suggest possible remedies. But it should
be stressed. at the outset that the Mission's main. impression was of a basically

. happy and favoured Territory, advancing rapidly, already enjoying a substantial
measure of self-government, relatively better endowed with insti.tutions of higher
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education than were many other developing countries as they moved into self
government and independence, receiving an unusually large amount of outside aid,
having a steadily growing economy of considerable potential, and blessed with a
warm climate, generous rainfall, some rich volcanic soils (as well as vast areas
of intractable mountain and swamp) and a vigorous and gifted population.

9- Moreover, the Visiting Mission was left in no doubt of the firm intention of
the Australian Government and of the Administration to bring the whole Territory
of Papua and New Guinea to full internal self-government and'independence, while
maintaining Australian aid and support so long as these may be needed and desired.
Such hesi'tations as remain derive more from fear and caution in the Territor.y
itself than from Australian reluctance. At its public meetings, the Mission heard
frequent praise for Australia's recent work in the Territory and urgent requests
that it continue.

10. The Visiting Mission wishes to place on record its appreciation of the fact
that, besides visiting all twelve districts of the Trust Territory of New Guinea,
its members were enabled by the Australian authorities to pay unofficial visits to
three of the six districts of the Territory of Papua. These visits were of great
value to the Mission in helping it to form a balanced view of the problems of the
Trust Territory. It is impossible to travel far in New Guinea without realizing
that its life and destiny are indissolubly linked with those of ~apua. The two
Territories form a single nation and a single country, and it is the clear wish
of the great majority of their people that this should be so. It is, in fact,
becoming increasingly difficult to deal separately with the two Territories, and
this report will often have to treat of matters relating to the whole Territory
of Papua and New Guinea.

-3-



CHAPTER I

GENERAL

A. Terms of reference

11. At its l370th meet;_ng, on 19 June 1970, the Trusteeship Council considered
the question of the dispatch of a pericaic visiting m!ssion to the Trust
Territory of New Guinea in conjunction with its agenda item concerning General
Assembly resolution 2590 (XXIV) of 16 December 1969. In paragraph 5 of that
resolution, the General Assembly requested the Trusteeship Council to include
non-members of the Council in its periodic visiting, missions to the Trust Territory
of New Guinea in consultation with the Special Committee on the Situation with
regard to the Implementation Jf the Declaration on the Granting of Independence
to Colonial Countries anG Peoples and with the Administering Authority and in
accordance with the Charter of the United Nations. Following consultations on .
the subject between the Special Committee and the Trusteeship Council, the latter
decided, at its l370th meeting, to dispatch a periodic visiting mission to the
Trust Territory of New Guinea at the beginning of 1971 and to invite the
Governments of France, Iraq, Sierra Leone and the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland to nominate members to compose the mission. The Coune5.1 also
decided that the nominations ,of members of the Visiting Mis~ion to be subm~tted

by those Governments would be automatically approved when received.

12. At the same meet1ng, the Council adopted resolution 2154 (XXXVII)
in which it directed the Visiting Mission to investigat•.; and report as fully as
possible on the steps taken in the Trust Territory of New Guinea towards the
realization of the objectives set forth in Article 76 £ of the Charter of the
United Nations, and to pay special attention to the question of the future 'of
the Territory, .in the light of the relevant Articles of the Charter and the
Trusteeship Agreement,.bearing in mind the provisions of relevant Trusteeship
Council and General Assembly resolutions, including Assembly resolutions 1514 (XV)
of 14 December 1960 and 1541 (XV) of 15 December 19bO. It further requested the
Mission to give attention, as might be appropriate) in the light of discussions
in the Trusteeship Council end of resolutions adopted by it, to issues raised
in connexion with the annual reports of the administration of the Trust 'Territory,
in the petitions received by the Council concerning reports of the previous
periodic visiting missions 'to the Territory and in the observations of the
Administering Authority on those reports and to receive petitions, without
prejudice to its acting in accordance with the rules of procedure of the Council,
and to investigate on the spot such of the petitions received as, in its opinion,
warranted special investigation. Finally, the Council requested the Visiting
Mission to submit to the Council as soon as practicable a report on its visit
to the Trust Territory of New Guinea containing its findings, with such
observations, conclusions and recon1nendations as it might wish to make.

13. Subsequently, the General Assembly, on 14 Decemb~r 1970, adopted resolutiOlJ
2700 (XXV) which, inter alia, took note of the arrangements made by the
Trusteeship Council and invited the administering Power to co-operate fully with
the Visiting Mission and to provide it with all the necessary facilities and
assistance in, the perforralance of its tasks.

-4-



14. Mr. Paul Blanc, Counsellor of the Permanent Mission' of France to the United
Nations; Mr. Adnan Raouf, Deputy Permanent Representative of Iraq to the ,United
Nations; Mr. Charles E. Wyse, First Secretary 9f the Permanent Mission of
-Sierra Leone to the United Nations, and Sir Denis Allen of the Un~ted Kingdom
were subsequent~y nominated by their Governments as members of !he Visiting
Mission ~ ori 18 January 1911, the members of the Mission elected Sir Denis Allen
as Chairman of the Mission.

B. Itinerary

15. The Visiting Mission assembled in Sydney on 23 January 1971, and departed
for Port Moresby the following morning. In New Guinea, the Mission was
accompanied by its secretariat: Mr. Maxime -JJ€opold Zollner, Principal Secr£;tary;
Mr. Richard W. Wathen, Political Affairs Officer; Mr. Girma Abebe, Political
Affairs 'Officer; Mr. Milton Riedel, Admin1.strative Officer; and
Mrs. Helena-Maria Lim, stenographer.

16. The Mission remained in Port Moresby from 24 January until ~ January,
where it held discussions with the Administrator and senior officials of his
headquarters staff.. In Port Moresby, it visited the Universi.ty of Papua and
New Guinea, the Administrative'College, the United'Nations Information Centre,
the Bomana Police Training College and the Papua and New Guinea Electricity
Commission Training School.

17. On 27 January, the Mission left Port Moresby for Gorolta to begin i.ts tour
of the Trust ~erritory of New Guinea. It visited all twelve districts of the
Territory and held as many meetings as was possible in both the urban a~d rural
areas of each district. The detailed itinerary in annex I to the present report
indicates the places visited by the Mission, the'meetings it held and what ~t
saw and did in the Trust Territory. The Mission returned to Port M0resby on
27 February and held further' discussions wi:th th~ Administrator and fenior" officials
at hea~quarters. It also held discussions with members of the House of Assembly,
members of the Select Committee on Constitutional Development, the Executive of
the Public Service Association, the manager of the Development Bank of Papua and
.New Guinea, the Government economic adviser as well as the Director of the'United
Nations Information Cel1tre~ The Mission also visited the University of Pe.pua and
New Guinea and t~e Technical Training School.

18. During its tour, the Mis.sioe held fifty meetings ana discussions with
members of local government councils and with the general pUblic. It alsp held
thirteen meetings with repre~entative groups, organizations and associations. It
visited. twentY'-four educational institutions and Qeld .discussions with studepts.
It also inspected hospitals and medical centres, and thirty-four other institutions,
including manufacturing and industrial establishments,co-operativesocieties,
agricultural projects and processing plants. It also held many meetings with
administrative officials in the various districts. Informal discussions were held
with individuals in all walks of life on numerous occasions.

19. In the course of its tour, the Mission received a number of written submissions
which were taken into account in the preparation of -its report. The texts of these
submissiops are filed and available for inspection in the United Nations
Secretariat.
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20. The Mission departed from Port Moresby for Canberra on 6 March, for
discussions with the Minister for External Territories and senior officials of
that Department and the Department of Foreign Affairs of the Commonwealth of
Australia, as well as with members of the Parliamentary Foreign Affairs Committee.
On 11 March, the Mission left 'Can'berra. to return to Ne'Ttl York.

21. During its visit to New Guinea, the Mi~sion was accompanied by
Mr. Willia.m Granger of the Depa~tment of External Territories in Canberra;
Mr. Terry White of the Department of the Administrator in Port Moresby; and
Mr., Lucas ~vaka of the territorial'Department of Labour. Mr. Malcolm Dan of the
Commonwealth Department of Foreign Affairs accompanied the Mission from Lae to
Port Moresby. The Mission was also accompanied in Port Moresby and Canberra by
Mr. Robin Ashwin, Minister, Deputy Permanent Representattve of Australia to
the United Nations. To these officers, the Mission wishes to express its sincere
thanks for obtaining and providing it with valuable information and for greatly
facilitating the Mission's task throughout its tour of the Territory.

22. The Mission wishes to record its sincere gratitude to the A~inistrator,

Mr. Leslie W. Johnson, the District Commissioners and the heads of departments
and all other officers of the Administration who devoted so much of their time
and effort to plan and facilitate the Mission's visits to all the districts of
the Trust Territory. It would also like to express its deep appreciation to the
members of the House of Assembly and of the local government councils and to other
people who, in their respective districts, gave every possible help to the Mission.
Throughout its tour of the Territory, the Mission received the fullest co-operation
from all officers of the Administration with whom it came in contact and wishes
to express sincere thanks for their unfailing courtesy and considerable help.

C. Programme of visits and meetings

1.- Eastern Highlands District
,... --

23. The Eastern Highlands District, with a population of some 230,000 people
(227,702 indigenous and 2,500 non-indigenous persons) and an area of approximately
4,600 square miles, is one of the most densely populated districts in the
Territory. The first exploraticn to the eastern fringe of the Goroka valley took
place in the e;9.rly 1930s. It was, however, only after the Second World War that
effective de~elopment programraes were initiated in the district. Goroka is the
district headquarters. Local government was introduced to the district in 1958
and now encompasses all but 8,000 of the district's population. The seven local
government councils in the district are all multiracial.

24. Coffee is the most important export commodity. The annual yield for the
district is now over 7,000 tons, of which an estimated 70 per cent is grown by
village farmers. Local government councils assist by sUbsidizing the purchase of
small.village pUlpers, which have increased local production of grown coffee.
Although the bulk of the coffee is exported in the green bean stage, two factories
at Goroka and Kainantu do a small amount of roasting, grinding and packaging of
coffee for local consumption. A few European and New Guinean plantations maintain
their own small processing factories, but most of the coffee grown is processed
at the two main centres of Go~oka and Kainantu. Other cash crops include
passionfruit, pyrethrum and tobacco. Cattle projects in small villages continue
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to increase. The Administration has established a stud piggery near Goroka and
approximately 600 pigs are bred annually at the centre for distribution to
village people throughout the highlands. There are eighteen village poultry
projects which sell both eggs and chickens.

25. The Visiting Mission arrived at Goroka in the Eastern Highlands District on
27 January, and was met at the airport by the Acting District Commissioner,
members of the House of Assembly and otoer officials. The Mission was warmly
welcomed by a huge crowd of highlanders in their colourful costumes, singing and
performing traditional dances. During its tour of the district, the Mission
inspected the Asaro-Watabung Local Government Council pig project, the Asaro
Rural Police Post and Health Centre, the Goroka Base Hospital, the Secondary
School Teachers Training College, the J.K. McCarthy Museum, the Trcpical Pig
Breeding Centre of the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries, Mr. John Akunai's
plantation, Mr. Auwo Kotauwo's poultry and mixed business enterprises and the
business enterprises of Mr. Harry Gotaha. It also made an aerial insp~ction and
circuits of Lufa and Marawaka, Okapa sub-district stations, the Aiyura
Agricultural Experimental Station, the Ukarumpa Summer Institute of Linguistics
and the site of the Ramu nydro-electric scheme in Arona Valley. 'The MisRion held
meetings with the Asaro-Watabung, Kainantu, Okapa, Henganofi and Goroka local
government councils, representatives of the Goroka Farmers' and Settlers!
Association and the Goroka Chamber of Commerce.

26. At the meeting with the Asaro-Watabung Council; on 27 January,
Mr. Ruipo Okoroho, who s'aid that he represented 27,000 people of the Asaro
Watabung Council area, informed the Mission that, on 26 January, at a 2'
meeting of representatives of all the people - councillors, luluais, tUltuls,:I
committee men and village leaders of the area - it was unanimously agreed that the
population of that area did not want self-government. The time suggested for
attainment of self-government was not earlier th~n 1981. Mr. Okoroho said that
he had been selected at that particular meeting to present their case.

27. Mr. Sinake Giregire, a member of the House ~f Assembly and Ministerial Member
for Posts and Telegraphs, as well as a member of the Select Committee on
Constitutional Development, stated that Papua and New Guinea, as a young country
which was aiming towards self-government and eventual independence, should first
of all be a united country - one name, one people and one ideal - to be able to
take its place amongst the nations of the world. He said that New Guinea was a
Trust Territory and its people were Australian protected persons, while Papua
was an Australian possession with a people not different from New Guinean~ but
who were Australiar. citizens. Mr. Giregire maintained that the Australian
intention to grant self-government when it was the wish of the majority of the
people of Papua and New Guinea amounted to its surrender of her sovereignty over
Papua. He welcomed it, but saw the existing boundary between Papua and New Guinea
to be an obstacle. It divided the country, the people and the nation, thereby
hindering the people's efforts towards unity. Mr. Giregire suggested to the
Mission that the barrier be abolished so that the peoples of the two Territories
could rightfully be one people with a common purpose. He could not see why the
United Nations could not ask Australia to bring Papua into the. Trusteeship System
and give it to Australia as a Trust Territory, in conjunction with New Guinea.

gJ ~~uais and tultuls were local officials appointed by an earlier
Administration and, although no longer official terms, they are still used by
the people to designate those in authority.



Mr. Giregire further stated that the future well-being of the Asiap and Pacific
countries depended on the development of beneficial trade relationships among
them. He maintained that easy and free trade relationships of mutual benefit
would ensure peace and prosperity for all. In concluding his remarks, he said that
the Territory, which was on the verge of self-government, should be economically
developed as soon as possible. Self-government would only come when the Territory
was economically independent. While the people of the Territory were grateful
to Australia for its impressive financial aid, they needed more funds to develop
the rural areas so that they would have the opportunity to become bU$inessmen in
their own right rather than remain at subsistence level. Mr. Giregire suggested
that the United Nations should consider granting to the Territory - through its
agencies - $3 to $4 million a year to be used for essential rural development
works, in accordance with the wishes of local government councils themselves.
Others also spoke in support of earlier speakers and basically repeating the same
views. In ~articular, they stress~d that they were not prepared for self
government at the present stage of their development.

28. During the me€ting with the Kainantu Local Government Council, on 28 J&nuary,
the main sUbject discussed was self-government. The question of economic
development and the situation in the field of education were also discussed. A
member of the Council said that some in the/Council area considered 1972 to be an
appropriate time for self-government. He sai.d that economic development. should
precede self-government. In his view, 1972 was too early and a target date should
not be set until the Territory was economically developed. Another speaker felt
that the United Nations had a responsibility to ensure the Territory's readiness
for self-government. Others alBo spoke of the need for economic ~evelopment, social
and educational advancement before New Guinea became self-governing.

29. An officer of th~ Health Department who worked in that sub-district favoured
self-government in 1972. He suggested a provincial form of government with the
Territory under a single central government consisting of four regions. The
speaker maintained that such a restructuring would accommodate those who favoured
early self-government.

30. A school teacher spoke ~f the confusion which prevailed in Papua and
New Guinea. The people of the Territory should be ~ducated and had to be made
aware of politics before they were asked about self-government. Until they
understood politics, self-government should not be granted.

31. The next speaker stated that the local government councils should be given
further power. He requested financial assistance from the United Nations for
education and for the\Papua and New Guinea Development Bank.

32. The President of the Local Government Council emphasized the difficulty of
granting self-government to the Territory because Australia considered Papua as
its possession while New Guinea was a Trust Territory.

33. Many speakers praised the Government of Australia for its contribution t~ the
economic and social development of the Territory, but considered the financial
aid inadequate for the need~ of the Territory. They were, therefore, obliged to
request financial assistance from the United Nations and the International Bank
for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD). They said that self-government before
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the people of the Territory were adequately prepared for it would be a mistake
and undesirable. Education and economic development, particularly in the r"ural
and isolated areas, should receive top priority. Self-government would be
considered afterwards.

34. At the meeting with the Okapa Local Government Council, the ~resident of that
council stated that the date for self-government was something that must be fixed
by all Papuans and New Guineans and not by the people of a section of the Territory
alone. A House of Assemb1.y for Papua and New Guinea existed and it was possible
to gather what other districts had to say about the future of the Territory as
a whole.

35•. A medical doctor said that in the 19508 little change had taken place. In
the 1960s many changes had been in evidence. He referred to the wide gap between
the salaries of expatriates and the indigenes. He hoped that the anomaly would be
remedied before independence. The.speaker stated that an early solution had to
be found for exis~ing racial problems in order that the Territory could move
towards self-government. With proper exploration and-exploitation of minerals
and other resources, the Territory could be prosperous. He favoured 1972 and
1980 for the granting to the Territ,ory of self-government and independence
respectively. .

36. The next speaker was disturbed' 'by the inadequate number of high schools
and said that no self-government should be granted before the people were
educationally prepared. He was opposed to self-government in 1972.

37. Mr. M. Warebu, a member of the House of Assembly, appreciated the Australian
contributions towards the development of the Territory. He was opposed to self
government at the present stage of the Territory's life. Papua and New Guinea
needed major development programmes of all kinds which it laclted. The Territory
would be ready for self-government when it had r~ached a sufficient level of
development.

38. During the meeting with the Heng9nofi Local Government Council, some speakers
said that they favoured self-govei'nm~nt in six years; others said that eight more
years were needed; still others stated that ten years were required before the
Tefritory could move towards self-government. All the speakers wished to see
the Territory, the rural areas in particular, much more developed politically,
economically and socially before the attainment of self-government. Tourismought
to be developed to help obtain the necessary funds for development. A speaker said
that loans must be sought to speed up implementation of economic programmes.
Another speaker felt that demands for higher salaries would be inevitable if
self-government were to be granted now. Others spoke of the need to bridge the
existing gap in salaries before self-government. The last speaker thought that
there were European and indigenous people who attempted to divide the country.
He said that the people of the Territory were one and no one should divide them.
There should be one government and a single house of assembly. The speaker
favoured a gradual move towards self-government.

39. On 29 January, the Mission visited the Goroka Teachers College which
was opened in 1967 at a cost of $A2 mil~ion. In 1970, there were 370 stUdents
.with an academic staff of forty-eight lecturers, including ten from the United
Nations Development Programme (UNDP), two from the University of Papua and
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New Guinea and one volunteer from the canadian University Services Overseas.
The College will have 400 students in attendance during the 1971 academic year.
During a discussion with members of the Mission, the 'students spowed keen
interest in the political, economic and social development of their Territory.
They seemed to be aware of the important tasks ahead of them and appeared to be
conscious of the great need for subordinating sectional considerations in favour
of the all-important national interest.

40. At a pUblic meeting at Goroka on the same day, the Secretary of the Eastern
Highlands Teachers' Federation, representing 300 Europeans and indigenous teachers
in the Highlands, presented a written complaint concerning·~eachers' housing and
accommodations. She said that many, especially the indigenes lived in very poor
houses and did not have basic furniture. She further complained concerning
discrimination against European women teachers. She said, that married women
were forced to accept lower salaries, fewer allowances and a restrictive leave.
No women had been appointed to the. Governing Council of the Goroka Teachers
College, and teachers in general were not informed how they were affected by the
Commonwealth Teaching Service. Indigenous teachers compared unfavourably with
overseas officers. Vocational schools were needed for the Highlands and she
suggested that an appeal board should be constituted as an independent body,
separated from the Commonwealth Teaching Service and not sUbject to it. There
was a lack of school equipment and she c;alled for more equality and better
distribution of school equipment in the Highlands.

41. The next speaker said that there was economic development in the European
sector but not in the indigenou~ sector of the Territory. He felt that 'profit
should be reinvested in the country and not sent out of it. The speaker felt
that the United Nations was forcing self-government on the people. On the sUbject
of localization, he said that there were many educated indigenous people but that
Europeans were filling the~r places and the local people were therefore left idle.
He wanted New Guineans in overseas universities to return to work in the Territory.
He sBi~ that more money should be made available through the Development Bank.

42. The third speaker said that the Administration did not pay enough for land
and therefore, Goroka could not expand". Influenza was reducing the population
in the Highiands and the Public Health Department did not help. The district
was short on transport.

43. Mr. John Akunai, a local coffee grower, said that there was too much killing
of people in the land and some ~aws condoned that. Offenders should be '
rehabilitated. There were many tribal disputes concerning land and this prevented
the people from going into cash crops. He considered that the law was not strong
enough on the sUbject. Concerning government, Mr. Akunai said that Australian
ways were not the ways of Papuans and New Guineans. He wanted a bicameral system
of parliament. More power should be given to the House of Assembly and to the
ministers. There was not enough power in the House of Assembly if the Territory
was to move towards self-government. He thought that there should be a five-year
waiting period to enable the population to consider the question of self-government.

44. Mr. Papuna Aruno, a member of the House of Assembly, felt that the Mission
should give more money to 'local 'government councils before self-government was
attained. There was a need for more schools, more aid posts and more roads.
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45. A councillor said that the United Nations was rushing the Territory towards
self-governw~Dt. When the Europeans came they had not started to educate the
people straight away. While SJme were educated in the Territory, others were
not. Tpe United Nations should give more money to the Government in order to
attain self-government. The Highlands' Highway should be developed and experts
should be sent to help the peJple.

46. The Secretary of the Compass Party said that the fifteen elected members
would agree to self-government only if the House of Assembly agreed to transfer
powers. He feared leftists and radicals in Port Moresby, and wanted to maint.ain
the present administration policy of granting self-government when the majority
of the people wished it. Powers had to be put into practice first. He wanted
no pushing from forces outside the Territory.

47. The next speaker said that the country was still at an early stage of
development. There were ~o factories and it needed substantial imports. More
development was needed and the Territory should be prosperous and run smoothly
before self-government could be attained.

48. The Vice-President of the Local Government Council stated that there was
much undeveloped land in the Territory and that something should be done with
The Development Bank should help develop unused land and the United Nations
should make sure that more money was made available.

it.

49. Another Vice-President of the Local Government Council wanted to know what
self-government really meant, and stated that no authority should state a time
for self-government. The Australian grant was generous but not enough. The
United Nations should supplement this grant. He was worried about education,
roads, public health and business in general.

50. A univer.sity student criticized private enterprises for insufficient
localization and called on the Government to penalize companies which did not
make efforts to localize. There was a break-down in the "field of education
because of imbalance. There were too many primary schools but not enough high
schools. There were not enough teachers and the majority of the children did
not attend school. He suggested that emphasis be placed on technical education.
He asked that a recommendati~n be made to the Australian Government on the role
of the House of Assembly and on the role of the ministers. He said that the
people were fearful of self-government and that they should proceed step by step.

51. The last speaker stated that it was the job of the elected members of the
House of Assembly to set a date for self-government. After the visit of the
Prime Minister of Australia, the ministers had received more power. But Canberra
had to transfer more power to Port Moresby. He did not like the idea of a
target date because he did not know when the people would be ready. Political
parties were only beginning to come up. Some of Mr. Whitlam's points were correct,
others were not. He felt that Mr. Whitlam had divided the country and he did not
want him in the Territory. The United Nation~ should give additional financial
assistance to the country. Australia had given much but it was not SUfficient.
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52. At a joint meeting with the High~ands Farmers f and. Settlers I Association and.
the Goroka Chamber of Commerce, speakers dwelt mainly on the subject of self~

government, economic development and land tenure problems. They hbped to see
Papua and New Guinea become for the residents what Australia was for Australian
residents. They were proud of the part the Chamber of Commerce had played in the
establishment of the Goroka Local Government Council as the first council covering
an urban area and of the mutual understanqing that had been fostered by that first
major step towards local self.government in the Territory. In their joint
submission to the Mission, the members stated that, contrary to what many of their
detractors had said, Papua and New Guinea already had. self-government, in fact.
The House of Assembly had. more power than a State Parliament in Australia. Tl1ere
were an increasing number of substantial companies with Native shareholders in
the district, and more were about to offer meaningful equity to the indigene::::.
In local government and in business there was a policy in the district of
assistance to local businessmen, ·and there were joint ventures between expatriates
and indigenes. Seventy per cent of the coffee was produced by indigenous people.

53. They maintained that the continuing, successful political evolu~jion of the
country must continue under the maintenance of law and order, which must be a
major factor in democratic evolution. The Government must be given the confidence
that it had United Nations support in maintaining law and order; only in that
way could they prevent the erosion of respect for the law which was apparent in
so many developing countries.

~4. They urged the Mission to support their proposals for land policy reform as
outlined. in the annexes to their submission. 2.1 This must be implemented during
the Australian period of administration if major nativ.e disputes were to be
avoided. after independence. Little had been achieved on this matter since the
last Visiting Mission.

55. The recently announced increased freight rates to and from the Territory
contradicted the specific recommendation of the las':; Visiting Mission that the
Territory needed low freight rates for its economic d.evelopment. Perhaps the
Administration should examine the possibility of establishing its own overseas
shipping line. They asked that the Mission take back to the United Nations
a report that the Territory had been given a bad name by noisy minorities financed
and controlled by sources outside the Territory. The fact was that the majurity
of people in the Territory 'Hished to enjoy the right to develop their economy in
an environment of stability, 181'1' and order.

56. During the discussion, several points were raised which further clarified the
position held by the Association and the Chamber of Commerce. The representative
of the Cha~ber of Commerce complained that the Administration which was alone
empOilered to purchase- land IIas offering unduly lOi'1' prices for it.

57. The speal~ers stated that it had been a move of the Administrator I s Executive
CounC.il ~o declare the Gazelle Local Government Council monoracial and they
considered that this was discriminatory. The Vice-President of the Chamber of
Commerce said that the maintenance of law and order should be the concern of all.

3/ The annexes have been placed in the files of the Secretariat and are
available for examination.
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Papua and New Guinea had been the scene in recent months of turmoil and riot~ The
members of the Mataungan Association were only 5,000 in a population 9f 2.5 million.
That Association had. sought financial backing from outside, that is, from the
Australian Communist Party. There should be no date for seif-government before
sufficient investment was made in the Territory. A speaker said that one saw
Europeans in local business but that it was difficult to obtain loans from the
Development Bank to start small businesses. Mr. John Akunai, a farmer, said. that
the Administration must define the ownership of land so that individuals could.
have title to it. This was necessary to nurture agricultural and financial
development. The De,partment of Agriculture '-Tas not doing a sufficiently good
job. There were not enough gardens.

,2. Morobe District

58. This is the third largest district, with an area of over 12,000 square miles,
and the second most populous, with a quarter of a million inhabitants, j.ncluc1ing
nearly 6,000 non-indigenous persons. It is divided by the Markham Valley running
down to the port of Lae, with mountains in the Ruon Peninsula to the north ond
around the Hau-Bulolo Valley in the south. It thus eLnbraces some of the most.
developed and some of the most backward areas in the Territory.

59. It has also had a varied history. German missionary activity began on the
coast in the l880s. Australia took over the area in 1914. In the 1920s there
was a gold. rush in the Wau··Bulolo Valley, which is now a centre of forestry unCi
timber milling activities. In the Second World \1ar, Lae suffered much destruction
but acquirec an airfield and wharves. Thereafter came the opening of the Highlands,
which has m~de Lae the port for about one million people.

60. The open~ng of the highway has promoted the growth of secondary industries,
mainly in relation to transport and construction, and of cattle breeding in. the
Markham Valley. The movement of population up and. down the highway is creatin{,S
new social problems, especially in Lae itself. The district is well covered by
health services, with one hospital bed for every 200 people. Educational coverage
is less complete, as only 35 per cent of children of school age go to primary
school and 35 per cent of those leaving primary school get secondary places.
There are thirteen local government councils, but over one fifth of the total
population is still not covered in the remote mountain areas. The district is
divided into seven sUb-districts: Lae, Menyamya, Finschhafen, Kaiapit, Kabv7Um,
Mumeng and Hau.

61. The Visiting Mission was in Morobe District from 30 January to 3 February.
On its· arrival on Saturday, 3.0 January, it had a brjefing sessibn with the
District Commissioner and the officers in charge of the various government services
for the district. It subsequently visited thA Institute of Higher Technology,
the Namasu Marketing Society and the factory of New Guinea Containers, Ltd. It
met the leaders of the MOrobe District vlorkers Association, the members of the
Chamber of Commerce at Lae and the members of the Huon Local Government Council.
The Mission also held public meetings at Kabwum, Finschhafen and Lae.

62. On 1 February the Mission flew to Kabwum, in the mountainous northern part
of the district. turing the public meeting at Kabwum, the first speaker,
Mr., Edward Tarasi, said that there was much talk of Papua and New Guinea as a
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single unit. In his view, the fact that they were not fully united was the fault of
the United Nations, which had not made Papua a Trust Territory like New Guinea. Tm
President of the Kabwum Local Government Council, Mr. Franzing Ansvang, recalled
that during the visit of an earlier mission he had expressed the view that the
people were not ready for self-government. He now thought that; the time had come
to grant self-government, but he did not want the Australian public officers to
leave the Territory, and he hoped that an effort would be made to improve their
financial position. Another speaker stated that the people of the district did not
want to set a date for independence, but the great majority of them hoped that
self··government would be granted in 1972. Most speakers supported the idea of early
self-government. ~everal of them drew an analogy with local government and said
that, at the time when the councils had been set up, the people had not been quite
sure that they could manage their own affairs, but, in fact, they had performed
quite well.

63. The same would happen in the case of self-government, and they must learn to
govern themselves. One speaker, originally from Bougainville District, emphasized
that it was for the people of the Territory themselves to decide when they should
become self-governing; they did not want other courrtries to tell them what they
should do.

64. A member of the Pangu Political Party said that the rural population wanted
United Nations assistance in obtaining better prices for their· coffee and copra
exports. They needed more external aid in order to raise the economic level of the
country. The people of the Territory wanted self-government and independence, but
the economy was not sufficieptly developed. They also had the impression that
whatever assistance was granted was being used to develop the towns rather than the
rural areas. Another complaint was that Australian members of Parliament who
visited the Territory simply toured the towns without coming into contact with the
country areas.

65. On the same day, the Mission travelled" by air from Kabwum to Fillschhafen, which
is situated along the coast on the eastern promontory of the Huon Peninsula. Luring
the afternoon, the .Mission held a public meeting at the headquarters of the
Finschhafen Local Government Council. Views ;;zre divided at the meeting with
regard to the question of self-government. One speaker, for example, argued
vigorously in favour of early self-government, asserting that it should be granted
as soon as possible. Divisive factors were beginning to manife8t themselves, he
contended, and if self-g0vernment was not quickly granted to the entire Territory
the result might be division of the country and less hope of maintaining it as a
single entity. On the other hand, Mr. Manaha, a member of the Council, argued that,
although the towns had achieved a relatively high level of development and were
therefore in favour of self-government, the rural areas were not ready for early
self-government since they did not yet have a sufficient number of educated people
or a high enough level of economic development. . teacher stated that 1972 would
be too early a date for self··government while to wait until a majority of the
population was educated would mean delaying self··government far too long; he implied
that agreement should therefore be reached on an intermediate date. Another
speaker, the Vice-President of the Finschhafen Local Government Council, asked the
Mission to suggest to the Australian Government that it should explore, before
self··government was granted, the possibility of the British Solomon Islunds joining
the Territory of Papua and New Guinea.
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66. One speaker expressed the view that, besides advancing towards nominal
political independence, the country must become economically independent. More
foreign investment was needed, and it was desirable for indigenous inhabitants to
be associated with the enterprises resulting from such investment. A larger number
of Papuans and New Guineans should hold responsible positions in their country.
The establishment of vocational sch001s by the Australians was to be corr~ended, but
the training of only one or two years given at the schools was, in his opinion, too
brief. Further development of the vocational schools was therefore necessa~r.

There were too few secondary schools, and only a small number of students were able
to go on from primary to secondary education. Lastly, the speaker was concerned at
the fact that the Territory was divided, with Papua under direct Australian

~ administration while New Guinea was a Trust Territory. If the Uni.ted Nations
~ wanted the country to be unified when it attained independence, steps should be
~ taken to make Papuaa Trust Territory also. One speaker also raised the problem
~ of the wide disparity between the pay and housing of Australians and indigenous
'1 inhabitants performing the same functions. Another mentioned the land problem and
: the difficulty of solving it so long as there was no local land officer, and he
I expressed the hope that one would be assigned to Finschhafen.

67. The Mission returned to Lae from Finschhafen by air in the evening. On
. 2 February, the following morning, the Mission visited the Namasu Marketing Society,

which was founded by the Lutheran Church. The Society has 7,000 indigenous
shareholders and is run by a twelve-member board of directors, whose membership is

; equally divided. between Europeans and indigenous inhabitants.

68. The same day, the Mission visited the Institute of Higher Technology, which,
like the University, was established as a re.sult of the Currie Report. The
Institute1s students receive training in various scientific and technical subjects.
All of them hold scholarships: about 60 per cent were being educated at the
expense of various private firms, 20 per cent were government cadets, and
20 per cent were State scholarship-holders.

69. The Mission then visited the factory of New Guinea Containers, Ltd., which
represents an investment of $A3 million. The factory, which opened in 1970, makes
bottles and vari~ls kinds of cartons.

70. During the afternoon of the same day, the Mission held a meeting with the
members of the Ruon Local Government Council and familiarized itself with the
functioning of the Council. Several members of the Council made statements and
replied to questions by the Chairman and members of the Mission. The Mission was
informed that the Huon Council had come into being in 1966 as a result of the
merger of several councils and had become a multiracial council. The Council
levied an annual tax of $A8 per man and $Al per woman. Total annual income amounted
to about $A30, 000. It was used for schools, water supply, local roads, etc. The
Governrrient provided a subsidy for air strips and roads. Several members of the
Council, replying to questions by members of the Mission, expressed the view that
the Council did not have sufficient power. On a number of occasions they had
adopted and sent to Port Moresby motions calling for their powers to be broadened,
but nothing had come of ~t. Real power lay with the District Commissioner and his
associates. If the Council had more power, it would be able to do more to improve
liVing conditions in the villages.
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71. Somewhat later, the members of the Mission had a conversation with the
President of the Morobe District Workers Association, who informed them that there
were a total of twenty-four workers' associations in the Territory, eight of which
had recently united to form a f~deration. He expressed the opinion that the
Territory had had little experience in the field of trade unionism. The
Association was having difficulty in fin3.ncing its activities because of the very
low wages paid to indigenous workers. The latter found it difficult to pay a
contribution to the Association, and many had undoubtedly failed to become members
for that very reason. He expressed the view that the low wages paid to indigenous
workers had a generally harmful effect on th~ Territory's economy. The
Association was trying to obtain a $A12 weekly wage for unskilled workers, who
were now receiving only $A7. There was no association ·for farm workers, whose pay
was much lower than that of other workers. If trade unions were to make progress
in the Territory, they would have to receive both financial and staff assistance
from the International Labour Organisation (ILO). Lastly, the President of the
Morobe District Workers Association expressed the hope that representatives of
the Territory might be able to attend meetings of the lLO in their capacity as
such.

72. During the same afternoon, the Mission held a meeting with the members of
the Lae Chamber of Commerce. The President of the Chamber informed the Mission
that the Chamber was not connected with any political movement but that, in view'
of recent developments, it felt called upon to raise certain questions of a
political nature. The President of the Chamber then delivered a four-point
communication to the Mission. The first point concerned the question of self
government and independence., The Chamber expressed the view that there was too
much outside pressure for granting the Territory independence prematur~ly. The
Territory already had a measure of self-government, and it should be given time
to strengthen it and to develop its educa.tional system before going any further.
The Chamber proposed that a referendum should be held at the same time as the
1976 elections to the House of Assembly, asking the Territory's inhabitants
whether they wanted independence or maintenance of the status quo. If a majority
was in favour of maintaining the st.atus quo, another referendum could be held in
conjunction with the next elections in 1980. In its second point, the Chamber
expressed the hope that Papua and New' Guinea would merge before independence was
achieved and that the United Nations would firmly oppose any separa~ist tendencies.
The third point called for greater assistance to the Territory from the various
United Nations spec:l.alized agencies. In its fourth point, the Chamber dealt with
the possibility of the United Kingdom's becoming a member of the Euro.pea.n
Economic Community (EEC), which might partly close the United Kingdom market to
the Territory's products. The Chamber hoped that, in that event, the United
Nations would intercede with the members of EEC, to ensure that their markets
remained open to the Territory's ~ommodities.

73. One member of the Chamber of Commerce, Mr. R.G. Conley, also delivered a
communication to the Mission on behalf of the Papua and New Guinea Tourist Board.
The subject of the communication was a recent decision by the International Air
Transport Association (lATA) which was harmful to tourism in the Territory.
lATA had reduced from forty-five to thirty";five days the period of validity of
air excursion rates from the United States of America to the South Pa.cifj.c. The
action significantly affected New' Guinea, which might well vanish from the
itinerary of North American tourists since it was farthest away. Tourism was an
important source of revenue for the Territory, and the resulting loss might amount
to some millions of dollars. The communication'~alled for Un,ted Nations support
in having the decision changed. \~
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74. Lastly, Mr. F.G. Purnell, another member of the Chamber, delivered a
communication requesting that the Territory's second international airport should
be built near Lae.

75. During the evening of 2 February, the Mission held a public meeting at Lae.
Most of the speakers favoured early self-government. Mr. Anthony Voutas, an
Australian member of the Pangu Party and a member of the House of Assembly, stated
that the country should be given self-government forthwith. In his opinion, the
House of Assembly already had the authority to take such 'a decision if i":· was
only willing to e;Kercise ;it. The country was greatly in need of political
education, not only by Administration officials but also by the members of the
House of Assembly and by political parties of all shades of opinion. Mr. Voutas
urged that certain measures shol'lld be taken to lend encouragement to the various
parties. They should, for example, be given time to make statements on the
Territory's ra.dio network. Steps should be taken to provi.de them with technical
supporting staff. The leaders of the political parties should be g~ven an allowance
that would enable them to travel throughout the country rather than merely visit
their constituency. The parties should also be permitted to manage enterprises
which could prOVide them with the funds they needed in order to function.
Mr. Voutas expressed concern at the fact that mo'st business enterprises in Lae
were controlled by Australia.n expatriates or foreigners. The Administration
should pursue a more systematic policy of promoting the indigenous inhabitants'
en~ry into that field. .

76. A former member of the House of Assembly, Mr. Zurecnuoc, stated that self
government should be granted at an early date lest the country should be divided
into separate entities. As far as the form of government was concerned, he
advoca.ted a federal government with a federal parliament, regional assemblies
and local councils. He also urged that there should be less of a disparity
between the salaries of Australia.n officials and those of their' indigenous
counterparts, who should, in his opinion, receive two thirds of the amount paid
to Australians. He also called for the nationalization of certain services, such
as air and maritime transport and electric power, before the granting of
independence. An indigenous official of the Department of Agriculture said that
he did not 'agree with the statements made to the Mission in certain parts of the
Territory concerrdng Mr. Whitlam, the leader of the Australian opposition. In
his opinion, Mr. Whitlam had visited the Territory for the purpose of ai~ing the
inhabitants. An Australian speaker also called for the construction of an
international airport at Lae. He drew the Mission's attention to the fact that
per capita ai'd to Papua was much greater than that given to New Guinea, and he
expressed the hope that that policy would be changed, lest secessionist tendencies
should develop.

3. West New' Britain District

77. On 1 July 19,66, the former single district of New Bl'itain was clivided' into
the East and West New Britain districts. West New Britain covers an-area of
8,433 square miles, or all of the western and northern portion of the island.
Permanent headquarters were established in Kimbe in August 1969. Administratively,
it is divided into three sub-districts - Hoskins, Kandrian and Talasea - and
also contains a patrol post in the islands off Gloucester, and base camps at
Nigilani and Ewasse.
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78. As in East New Britain, the district produces copra, cocoa and timber.
Of t~e total volume of 48 million superficial feet of timber produced in
lC)69!J.grO, 3 million superficial feet were in Sal,m form. The Visiting Mission was
informed that helf of the Territory's timber exports were expected to come 'from
the district in 1971 - 150 million superficial feet.

79. The palm oil industry ~nd its asso~iated land settlement scheme was launched
on 28 May 19q7 when the West NevT Britain Oil Palm Company, in vrhich the
Administration shares a 50 per cent interest with Rarrit)on and Crossfield, moved
into the Mosa area. The project is described in chapter III below.

80. On 3 February, the Mission was met at Kandrian by the District Commissioner,
the member of the House of Assembly for Kandrian/Pomio Open Electorate,
Mr. K. Urekit and other officials. While in Kandrian. the Mission
held a public meeting which included members of the Kandrian Local Government
Council as well as the general public. Mr. Urekit addressed the meeting. He
was particularly concerned with the state of education and economic development
in the area. In his view improved standards were neetjed before the Territory
could attain self-government. The uncultivated areas of land should be utilized.
He expressed a desire to retain the Administering Authority and to 'postpone
self-governme'nt for some time. The President and other r;nembers of the local
Government Council also addressed the Mission. The Presideqt was concerned
about the increasing number of school dropouts from Standard VI who had no place
to go. He wanted a high school established at Kandrian as soon as possible so
that students would not have to leave the district to continue their education.
He also suggested that their talents might be better utilized if factories were
established in the district where both ski:led and unskilled workers could be
trained to work. This suggestion was supported by other speakers including a
district educational board member. One speaker considered that when self..government
came, the henefits from the Australian administration would soon be 1J.sed up and
they \'lOuld be able tn re ly only on hush materials.

81. Another speaker called for the early deliver.y of more tractors and trucks
to be brought in to build roads farther inland. The area was generally considereo
to be backward, but it could be developed if the network of roads were expanded.

82. A representative of the District Advisory Council stated that European
settlers and planters still mistreated local labourers, although the practice
had diminished. Local people w'ere actually doing the work without which the
Europeans could not make money. Local labourers should therefore not be
mistreated by the Europp.ans.

83. The final speaker was a. member of the District Educational Board who
expressed the belief that the people of Kandrian did not want self-government
in the near future tiecause they first needed more and better education. In
his opinion the Territory should not be pushed into such a step; when the people
wanted it they would have it.

84. In the afternoon, the Mission proceeded to Hoskins by air ana thence to
KwalsRkessi Wharf by vehicle where it took trawlers to Kimbe.

85. The Mission returned to Hoskins on 4 February, the following day, to hold
a pUblic meeting with the people from the Hoskins and Talesea sub-districts.
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This me!=ting was attended by approximately 400 people. Although the Mission
regretted that ma'ny of the peOl?le from the Nakanai local government council area
who had intended to come were unable to attend for laclt of transportation, it
was pleased to greet those from as far away as Gloucester and Be.li-Witu. More
than thirty speakers addressed the meeting. There vere many, including the
President of the Talase& Local Government Council, who spoke 0t?- the subject of
self-government, considering ~hat it would come soon, either in 1972 or during
the Third House of Assembly. On the contrary, the President of the Bali-Witu
L')cal Government Council did not 'lish to see self-government for the next ten
years. Others wanted it deferred for a short period of time, until 1976 or 1978.
There w'as some confusion in their minds concerning the difference between
self-government and independence. Some appeared to be calling for independence
soon, with Mr. Lima Galoa, a former luluai, as their leader. The Mission
subsequently was informed that Mr. Galoa w'as a self-appointed leader of a
vestigial local cargo cult and that the independence called for was only for the
immediate area w'!thin the present constitutional set-up of the Territory.

86. Several speakers raised the question of the inequality bet'<1een salaries
and emoluments' paid to indigenous public servants and those to expatriates. They
felt that this \Vas not just and called for a rectification of the situation.
As was evident at the Kandrian meeting, many were concerned about the lack of
education, income and business opportunities in the area, and stated that the
Australian Administration should be more helpful 'in this respect.

87. In the field of economic development, one speaker stated that the benefits
of the businesses engaged in by expatriates w'ere not remaining in the Territory
but were going to the countries of the expatriates. He wanted factories
established and he wanted to be e.ble to invest in them in order to avoid the
development of hatred between the expatriates and local population. Another
speaker stated that the Administering Authority was giving more to the settlers
(of the oil palm schemes) than to the local people who w'ere ignored by the
Development Bank.

88. In the field of education, another speaker spol~e out against school fees
that parents \V'ere oqliged to pay for each child a~t€'mding school. The speaker
had three children and their education cost him $A80 per year. The fee was
extremely difficult to pay and either the fee should be reduced for those with
more than one child or the Administration should pay it. Sometimes parents
removed their older children from high school in order to put them to work to
pay for the education of the younger children.

89. In the afternoon, the Mission first visited the oil palm processing mill
on the Mosa Plantatio~ and then attended a public meeting of people from all the
settlement areas at Kapor~. The mill \Vas nearing completion and the processing
of fruit from plantations and small holders was to commence in July 1971. The
Mission aiso visited some of the families in the settlc~ent to investigate their
livin~ conditions.

SO. An estimated 5CO people attended the public meeting at Kapore. In opening
the meeting, the Chairrr,an said the.t in microcosm, the oil palm project was like
the United Nations. It had people from about sixteen territorial districts
working and living together in the same area.
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91. The Mission heard about ten speakers, nearly all of whom complained about
their living conditions and financial situation. The first speaker, from Sepik
District, was happy to have received money through the World Bank, but he found
the subsistence allowance small and the house for himself and family cramped.
Expatriates, he said, got bigger houses and larger allowances. He invited the
Mission to look around the settlement and see for themselves what the living
conditions were like.

92. The second speaker, from Chimbu District, said that settlers were frightened
because they bad,obtained loans through the Development Bank which they had to
repay with interest. The w'ork was very hard, but if they got tired and quit,
the Department of Agriculture would throw them out and they would be obliged to
return to their home district~. To come here, however, they had sold all they
had and there was nothing to return to.

93. On the sUbject of' self-government, the speaker said that the visit of the
Select Committee on Constitutional Development several weeks p~ior to the
Mission's visit had produced some trouble and he wondered what changes might be
brought about with the advent of self-government. In any event, the concept
of self-government was not as strong here as in East New Britain among the
Tolais.

94. The third speaker, the Chairman of the Buvassi Co-operative, also expressed
concern about the future world market for pa;Lm oil. He feared a decline such
as had occurred in the cocoa and copra. markets. The fourth spealcer said,
inter alia, that the houses being built were not only too small but also were not
properly ventilated for sleeping. He a.lso expressed concern about the lack of
schools in the' area, which was mainly due, he said, to the lack of teachers. He
blamed the Administration for this shortcoming.

95. Another speaker on self-government did not want it immediately but in an
indefinite future, with independence some thirty or forty years hence. The
President of the Sarakolok Local Government Council, suggested that the United
Nations should invest in the economy of New Guinea, because there was not enough
money in the Territory.

96. Finally, two spea.kers expressed their gratitude for the opportunity to live
in this community and stated that they were looking forward to seeing the fruits
of their labour in the near future. One, however, wanted the Aqministering
Authority to make government loans available to the people of the settlement,
while the other objected to being forced into self-government. He agreed,
however, that a target date ahould be set as a source of encouragement to the
people.

4. East New Britain District

97. This district, which covers some 6,000 square miles at the eastern end of
the island of New Britain, has had special problems in recent years. These
centre on the situation in the Gazelle Peninsula round Rabaul w'hich is the main
port of all the New' Guinea islands. This area has had continuous contact with the
outside world for nearly a century. It includes some intensive~¥ developed
agricultural land and is the r..ome of the vigorous and relatively adva.nced Tolai
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people, who are firmly attached to their own lands and reluctant to settle in
other areas 'where land 'is available. The Gazelle Peninsula has 80 per cent of the
District's total population of 105,000, although it forms only 3 per cent of the
total land area of the district•. It contains a number of planta.tions owned by
expatriates on land alienated during the German occupation before the First World
War. It has a relatively large non-indigenous population of about 6,000.

98. These factors contributed to the formation by some To.lais in 1969 of the
Mata.ungan Association, with the aim of self-rule for the Tolai people and
opposition to the local government council set up on a multiracial basis for all
persons resident in the Gazelle Peninsula. Despite .the finding of a. Commission
of Enquiry in November 196.9 that there was no more appropriate form of local
government for the Peninsula, the Mataungan Association maintained their
oPP9sition to the multiracial Council. In January 1971 the Council's Constitution
was amended to exclude all non-village land not occupied or owned by New Guineans,
thus making the Council monoracial. Nevertheless, the Mataungan Association has
maintained its opposition to the Council, has prevented payment of taxes to it
and has organized its own elections to a rival body. The Association has organized
attacks, which resulted in police action, against plantations Q'\·med by expatriates
andaga.inst the fermentaries of the Tolai Cocoa project, which was originally
run by the .local government council and is now a public company with only
indigenous shareholders and management. It is ;mpossible to me.asure the validity
of the Association's claim to represent the whole Tolai people· since it has
refused to participate in legally organized ftlections. Its appeal is to the
nationalism of the Tolai people. This is undoubtedly attractive locally, but the
Tolais are deeply divided and all attempts to resolve their divisions have so
far failed. From its discussions in Rabe.ul, the Mission gained the impression
that the Association's political aims on the national level were imprecise and
it appeared to have no significant organized support outside the Gazelle
Peninsula.

99. The Mission arrived in East New Britain District on 5 February, and
remained there until 8 February. "vhile there, it visited the Vuna~anau Teachers'
College, and the farm and business enterprises of Mr. Merima Tomakala. It held
public meetings with the Gazelle Peninsula Local Governmen~ Council, the Mengen
Local Government Council, Bainings Local Government Council, the Chamber of
Commerce, the Planters' Association, the Mataungan Association and the Warbete
Group. The Mission also held a meeting with Mr. Oscar Tammur, the patron of the
Mataungan Association.

100. The discussion with the Gazelle Local Government Council, held on 5 February,
c~ntred on local government counqils,economic development, land problems and
self-government. In t.heir submission, the councillors blamed the Mata.ungan
Association for its disruptive actions against the local government council.
They said that their council was in favour of law and order and stood for
multiracialism. Tbe councillors further stated that the Mataungan Association
was against both. They requested the Mission tc declare its position in support
of multiracial councils.

101. One speaker asked for more schools and factories to help raise the standard
'of living. Another said that there were several land claims in the Gazelle
Peninsula which had not yet been settled and'he asked the United Nations to help
expedite settlement of those claims by the Administration. In referring to
self-government, the next. speaker informed the Mission that the Territory was not
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yet ready for such a form of' government.
Government Council was concerned} it was
on that matter. It lvas a fact} hovre:ver}
people. Some five or six years would be
self-government.

As far as the Gazelle Peninsula Local
up to the House of Assembly to decide
th&t the Territory lacked educated
required before attainment of

102. At a meeting with the members of the Chamber of Commerce on the same day,
speakers said that there was a disparity between political and social developments
in the Territory. They stated that the Territory was indeed develooing but
that it Has at present not strong enough to stand on its own. A member wondered
whether they were not being pushed too much by a vocal minority, aided by the
vast conwunications media.

103. In reply to a question by a member of the Mission, the representatives said
that there vTere no indigenous members in the Chamber qf Commerce. They had
tried hard over the years to attract local people to membership but had been
unsuccessful. The speakers stated that they had made every effort to help
indigenous businessmen and entrepreneurs to organize and develop favourable
businesses but that there had been no progress to date. Th~ two New Guineans who
spoke at the meeting both attributed the absence of indigenous members in the
Chamber to the lack of educated people. They praised Australia for its substantial
contributions to the Territory. They had seen much progress in the Gazelle
Peninsu.l.a and they expected further advancement in the years to come.

104. At the public meeting with the representatives of various organizations and
tht.: urban community in Ra baul, speakers declared there was a serious shortage
of schools. They were concerned about the problem of dropouts and asked for
help in finding a solutiol1. The Preside!].t of the vlorkers t Association fel1:i that
sending people overseas for tra.ining should be considered. Several speakers
referred to land problems and appealed for an early settlement of the question.
An ex- serviceman sa id tha t the disparities in incomes betw'een expatriates and local
peo,ple ought to be corrected by Australia. Another ex-serviceman said that only
European ex-servicemen had received compensation. He appealed to the Mission
to help settle this question.

105. One speaker said tbe main reason for the txoubl~ in the Gazelle Peninsula
was the formation of a muJ.tiraciaJ council without the consultat~cn of the people.
The people there "Tere not in favour of it and those who opposed the council were
gaoled l-Ti thout reasons. vii th regard to self-government, some favoured it in
1972; others said they wanted to 'i{ai t so that they would have time to prepare for
it. Other speakers felt that Australia had not prepared the people for this step.
Australia had set up factories and brought in expatriate workers, who transferred
their monetary gains to their Dim country. Australia did not respect either
the representatives of the people or the customs of the people. One speaker
referred to the many requests made to previous visiting missions and said that the
United Nations bed not fulfilled its promises.

106. At a meeting viith the Planters t Associa tion of New Guinea at Rabaul,
representatives of the Association referred to a recent submission made to the
Minister for External Territories in which they had asked the Minister to obtain
from the Commoml'eal th Government of Australia a guarantee that money invested
by expatriate primary producers ilould not be lost to them, in the years leading
up to and at the time of self-government or independence, by expropriation,
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inability ,to transfer 'funds, damage by law'lessness or civil strife, economic
discrimination or sanctions t ~ constitutional changes. The Tepresentatives
stated that in making this request they d¥I not wish to imply that such a risk
would materialize, but that the possibility was apparent. They submitted that
a definite and w'idespread feeling of financial insecurity existed and that it
"las detrimental to the Territory's economic development which iWS so important
to the people of Papua and New Guinea and to the ta:-cpayers of Australia. They
believed that a very wor.th-w'hilE': boost to the econom;y would be given if a
Commonwealth guarantee could be obta.ined and they maintained that it was only
just to protect expatriate primary producers in the same way as expatriate publj.c
servants were to be protected. The possibility of using land title as a security
was raiped and a representative stated that the local pecple held the view that
their land had 'been taken by the Germans without sufficient compensation. The
si tuation regarding land remained unclear. \'1i th regard to a guarantee by the
future Papuan New' Guinea Government, they preferred to obtain a guarantee from
the Papua New 'Guinea Government as well as the Australian Government.

107. During the meeting with the Mer.gen Local Government C::mncil and Bainings
Local Government Council on 6 February, speakers dwelt mainly on the SUbject of
self-government. Several speakers said that they needed more schools, better
roads and adequate business opportunities. They did not want self-government
before they were adequately prepared politically, economically and socially. One
speaker said that little had been done by the Land Demarcation Committee and he
wished to see that Committee start and carry out its ma.ndate. P,nother speaker
was of the view that both the Select Committee on Constitutional Development
and the Visiting Mission visited only towns and did not reach villages and remote
areas. He hoped that the next visiting mission would go to the villages.

108. Mr. K. Urekit, a member of the ,House of Assembly, said that the Australian
Government was doing all it could for the Territory, but that the Territory was
still undeveloped and there had been no change. Businesses in the Territory were
not like the businesses in Australia. Lots of lands needed development and more
schools ought to be opened.

109. At the meeting with the Mataungan Association on the salT.e day, the discussion
was mainly concerned with the Gazelle Peninsula Local Government Council, self
government and land problems. Several members of the Association said that the
Gazelle Peninsula Local Government Council did not represent the ~eople. It had
been forced on the people and its supporters were in the minority. One of the
speakers said that 'che Australian Government should do away "Tith the Council.. On
the question of self-government, a number of people said that it should come in
1972. Australia had failed in its mandate to develop the Territory and the
alternative left for them was to govern themselves and to learn by; their own
misi1akes. The speakers felt that land was' the big problem in the Territory.
One speaker said the t the people knew that they were the true owners of the land
but they had been unsuccessful in restoring their legitimate rights because the
Administration stopped them by force of arms. Another speaker said that the
Australian Government took lands from the people and that at present, the
indigenous land area was no larger than the expa.tria.te land area.

110. During its meeting with the Warbete Group, a group of villages which had
declined to join the council system since its introd~ction in 1951, a speaker
said that the people of vlarbete ha.d been opposed to the introduction of co',mcils
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but that they were not listened to'. The Administration had not taken action to
return their land for which the people had already made a payment. It was for
that reason that they were asking for self-government so that the Territory could
manage its own affairs. The second speaker was worried about children who failed
high school entrance examinations. He appealed for financial assistance to help
build vocational schools. Others also spoke of lack of schools and land problems
and asked the United Nations for finan~ial assistance to help solve those
problems.

Ill. During the meeting at Vunakanau Teachers' College, secondary and tertiary
student representatives of Gazelle Peninsula educational institutions and of
the EDst New Britain Teachers '. Group were present. Speakers referred to self
government, political education, secessionist movements and national unity.
One speaker said tha.t Papua and New Guinea should not be self-governing before
the people ha.d gained some political understanding. Lack of political education
would lead to disunity. Another speaker referred to the· Bougainville secessionist
movement and the Mataungan Association, and said that it demonstrated that the
Territory was far from becoming independent. They needed educated people to
replace expatriates. He said that unity must come from the people themselves;
it could not be forced on them from above or from outside. The next speaker was
concerned with the tribal situation in Papua and New Guin~a. He was pariicularly
anxious to see the elimination of the boundary between Papua q,nd New Guinea
and he asked whether the former could be pla.ced under the International Trusteeship
System. One speaker said that the Territory should achieve self-government in
1972 so that its people could l?ractice how to run a country. He said that it had
already obtained a measure of'self-government. Ministerial members were playing
important roles in Port Moresby. Extensive political education w'as needed so
that the people would be able to distinguish the difference between self-government
and independence.

112. On 7 February, the Mission held a meeting with Mr. Oscar T2mmur, a member
of the House of Assembly and patron of the Mataungan Association. Mr. TlJmmur
stated that the Gazelle Local Government Council was not supported by the people.
In principle, local government councils were not undesirable, but the council
undE:.r reference \v8s an unsupported one and should not exist. He said that the
former Gazelle Peninsula Local Governmer-t Council had operated up to 1969, when
it was b-cought to an end and replaced by a multiracial council vri thout consultation
of the people concerned. The people had requested the revocation of -the
proclamation which had created thut council. He personally had asked for the
postponement of the elections to that Council until the people w'ere consulted.
In regard to the 'allegation that his people did not want Europeans, he said
that this was not true. He had told Europeans and Chinese that they could live
in the Territory as long as they wanted but Papuans and New Guineans must be
left alone to decide the type of government they wanted for their country.
Mr. Tammur said that the people wanted an indigenous person to be their prime
minister. He emphasized the fact that they wanted an indigenous government in
Papua and New Guinea and it was his wish to see them make their own laws. Those
who desired to invest in the Territory were free to do so. With regard to
economic development, Mr. Tammur said that the indigenous people were running out
of lands. They had no control over the minerals and other natural resources
of the Territory. If the people of the Territory were to run their own
government, they could pass legislations in the way they thought would best fit
the Territory and in their own interest. Mr. Tammur asked for the revocation of
the Gazelle Peninsula Local Government Council. A committee composed of
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representatives of the three groups in the ~rea should be entrusted with carrying
out the 'duties of the Council in the interim, while a final solution was being
sought to the problem by the joint efforts of the three groups. As to self
government, he said th~t the Gazelle Peninsula wanted it either in 1971 or 1972.
But, in response to precise questions with regard to division of power bet'ween
a self-governing Gazelle Peninsula and the central government, he was not clear.
Nor was he clear about-future relations between the Territory and Australia.

113. During the second meeting with the Gazelle Peninsula Local Government Council,
on the same day, a number of speakers said that the atta.inment.of self-government
in 1972 was unrea.listic. Some felt that the young people and a minqrity of the
population should not rush the Territory towards premature self-government. There
were no factories, industries and above all educated people to run self-governing
Papua and New Guinea. One speaker favoured self-government after seven years
when the Territory was fully prepared. Others found the laws to be weak. They
said that setf-government arid independence without effective laws could be
dangerous. Speakers emphasized the importance of accelerating locali'zation in the
public and private sectors so that the local people could prepare themselves for
self-government. They asked the Administering Authority to dravT up a programme
for localization. They had also called on the Administration to tackle
existing unemployment problems. Other speakers saw serious educational problems
mainly due to lack of schools especially at the high school level. A speaker
asked for the establishment ofa university in that district. The last speaker
referred to the IYIataungan Association and said that it was an illegal body. The
Association was raising taxes illegally and the speaker saw no ·reason why
Australia, had not teken action to stop the illegal activities. He said that the
Association was misleading the people. The speaker asked the United Nations to
help correct the abnormal situa.tion in the Gazelle Peninsula.

5. Bougainville District

114. The district consists of Bougainville Island, with Buka Island immediately
to 'the north and a number of scattered islets and atolls. The total area is'
4,100 square miles and the population is about 84,000, including over 3,000
non-indigenous. The main island is volcanic and mountainous with peaks rising to
over 8,000 feet and rich soils along the east coast. It lies nearer to the
British Solomon Islands than to the other islands of New Guinea. Its people are
darker than other New Gu~neans. It was tr~nsferred from British to German rule
in 1899.

115. The lif~ and economy of central Bougainville has been transformed by' the
operations of the Bougainville Copper Company, which are described in chapter III
below. Initially, these ga.ve rise to difficulties with local people over land
rights but these problems have nOVl been resolved and relations are good, while
economic development is going ahead fast. However, the company's powerful
presence has contributed to the growth of the separatist movement headed by an
association called Napidakoe Navitu, originally founded to protect local landowners'
rights but now fully occupied in advocating a referendum on sepsra.tion from
New' Guinea. The movement is influential in the Kieta area in central Bouga.inville
and has influence also in the south of the island, but virtually none in North
Bougainville and Buka.
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116. The Hahalis Welfare Society, which has for some years opposed administration
policies and local government council activities in Buka Island, appears to be
losing influence as its adherents see the practical benefits in the shape of
village water supplies a.nd roads which Council taxation has made possible. There
are six other councils covering the rest of the district,. all of which are well
supported. The district is divided into three sub-districts: Buka Passage,
Kieta and Buin.

117· The Mission was in Bougainville D~strict from 8 to 10 February. It visited
the fermentery of the ~?Jl1uri Society at Buka, the Hutjena High School, the Buin
Marketing Society and the large copper deposit at Panguna which Bougainville
Copper Pty. Ltd., is preparing to develop. The Mission held public meetings at
Buka, Wakunai, Kieta and Buin.

118. The visit began on Buka, where the Mission was met by the District
Commissioner; the member of the House of Assembly for North Bou~ainville,

Mr. Donatus Mola; the President of the Local Government Council, Mr. P. Holi; and
a number of officials. During the public meeting, held at the headquarterl:> of
the Buka Local Government Council, the first speaker stated that the people
of the region wanted ea.rly self-government. They were tired of waiting so long
and wanted it now'. On the other hand, several speakers expressed the view that
they were not yet ready for full self-government. One Council member stated
that a fair number of three k.inds of people were needed before self-government
was attained: educated people, experienced people and political leaders. He
felt that those requirements could be met by 1975. He stressed that self
government did not mean that the people would be left entirely to their own
devices.. He wa.s convinced that outside assistance would continue even after
self-government.

119. One spe~{er, a plantation manager, expressed concern that the private sector
was controlled almost entirely by foreigners. \vhile he was aware of the
substantial assistance given to New Guinea by the Australian Government, he
deplored the fact that the profits realized in the Territory b;y- businessmen w'ere
not reinvc=sted there but w'ere exported to Australia. Another speaker supported
that vie'iv and 'ivent on to say that the Australian planters had frequently obtained
their land unfairly, for a pi ttance. Another s·aid he opI:osed the idea of
secession because it would weaken the country. Mr. Bill, a former President of
the Lo~al Government Council, suggested that the allowances paid to 'council
members should not come out of the taxes levied on the population by the Local
Government Council. That arrangement caused discontent among the taxpayers, and
it would be preferable to find another source for the members' allowances.
Mr. Mola, a member of the House or' Assembly, stressed the great need for new
schools. He called for United Nations assistance in the establishment of primary,
secondary and particularly vocational schools. Several speak~rs commended the
work of the religious missions. Finally, the view vTaS expressed that too few
indigenous persons were given important positions in the Territory, and that the
United Nations should help to improve that state of affairs.

120. The Mission then travelled by air to Wakunai and held a public meeting there.
The first speaker, an administration employee, maintained that there was very
strong feeling in support of secession and self-government among the inhabitants
of Bougainville. Their demands for independence-from the TerritoTy as a whole
had been rejected in the name of preserving unity. But unity would be irreparably
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impaired and Bougainville would secede unless the following measures were taken
at once: <!) immediate granting of self-government; (b) transfer of
responsibilities to indigenous persons capable of assuming them, not only in the
Administration but ~lso in the private sector; and t£) removal of the boundary
between Papua. and New Guinea. In his opinion, the Australians should formally
consult the inhabitants of Bougainville on whether they wished to stay with the
rest of the Territory, join the British Solomon Islands or form a separate entity.
He rejected the. idea that Bougainville wished to secede in order to keep the
copper mine profits for itself.

12l~ The President of one of the local government councils of the region also
called for self-government in 1972, but spoke against secession. Mr. Kungkam,
President of the Wakunai Local Government Council, spoke of the urgent need
stressed by othe1:' speakers as well, for roads and bridges on Bougainville, and the
need 'to expand educational facilities for children.

122. From Wakunai, the Mission proceeded by air to Kieta, the district headquarters.
That evening the Mission held a very w'ell-attended public meeting at St. Joseph's
High School. Mr. Paul Lapun, a member of the House of Assembly, submitted on
behalf of the people of South Bougainville a three-part request 'to the Mission
to secure the following: ~) that the Australian Administration respect the
rights and opinions of the population instead of threatening it, as had been'done
to landowners in connexion with mineral exploratio~; ~) that a referendum be
held during 1971 to enable the people of Bougainville to determine their political
future; and (;2) that a road be built connecting Sovele with the Jaba and Kawaron
rivE':r junction, 'ifhere a pumping station was under construction.

123. Most of the speakers aiso called for the immediate organization of a
referendum, and the President of the Kieta Local Government Council said that if
the United Nations, like the Government of Australia, failed to heed their wishes
they would have no choice but to go ahead with a referendum themselves. Some
speakers asserted that Bougainville had been made part of the Territory net by
the inhabitants but by the colonizers and one of them maintained that the
inhabitants. were ethnically distinct from those of New Guinea. The Australian
Secretary of -the Napidakoe Navitu, Mr. Middlemiss, stated that both the AU8tralian
Government and the opposition party were preparing the population of the Territory
for accession to independence around 1976. In hi.3 opinion, that was a trick the.
purpose of which was to enatle Australia to be relieved of the burden of providing
financial assistance, and it would have disastrous consequences for the Territory.

124. Several speakers complained of the lack of schools, particularly secondary
schools. An indigenous priest requested that the Administration should impose
a moratorium on mineral prospecting until the population was ready to undertake
that activity.

125. The Mission arrived by air at Buin on 9 February, where it was met by the
following persons: the Deputy District Comrnissicmer; Mr. J. Lue, member of the
Hous~ of Assembly, who is also Assistant Ministerial Member for Transport;
Mr. P. Lapun, a m.emoe:r of' the House of Al:;sembly; and Mr. A. Noga, PresJ.dent of
the BUJ.n Local Governmen't Council.

126. The Mission held a. public meeting on the premises of the Buin Government
Council. Mr. Noga said that the Territory had made considerable progress during



the past tw·enty-five years. However, the Administration had failed to achieve one
of the most important goals, unity, for it had not helped the people to organize
political parties at the national level. The people of Buin wanted the unity of
the country to be preserved and calied for the establishment of a committee which
would have the task of develqping nationa.l unity in, the Territory. The Chairman
of the Buin Co-operative Association complained that the Administration had not
provided means of transport by ,vhich the products of the a.~ea could be moved.
The Administration, according to him, had likewise failed to act on the
Associat'ion's request for land on which to put up a building at Kieta. He
vigorously disputed the, statement made by the President of the Loca.l Government
Council, saying that it in no way reflected the opinion of the people of
Bouga.inville, who w·ished to be separated from the rest of the Territory and were
calling for the organization of a referendum on that ques.tion, so that the
traged:es which had occurred in ether countries could be avoided. Mr. Noga then
said that before a referendum wa.s held it should be made clear to the people
what all the consequences of secession or lIDity would be. He suggested that a
committee should be set up to study the question of a referendum, beca.use that
problem had to be settled first a.mong themselves. The committee should also
ascertain the opinion of the United Nations on the subject.

127. Several speakers expressed interest in the building of access roaus. It
was requested that the Kunza roa.d should be extended to Buin or to Kieta. The
Secretary of tt,e Buiri Marketing Society criticized the generally recognized
insufficiency of secondary schools and the fact that teose which existed went
no farther than Form VI. He a.lso stated that one of the fundamental reasons for
the demand fOl' a referendum wa.s the law· ad0pted by the House of Assembly under
which sub-soil resources would belong to the Government. In his view, the
effect of that law 'tvould te to dispossess the inhabitants of Bougainville. Finally,
a young welfare assistant trainee, speaking or! behalf of the vlomen of the Shrai
area, drew the Mission's attention to the-fact that the!e was not a single welfare
officer permanently stationed in Bougainville. The welfare service at Ra.baul
was a.lso responsible for the Bougainville District, and that situation should be
remedied.
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6. New Ireland District

128. In addition to the long, narrow and mountainous main island,. the New Ireland
District includes nearby New Hanover Island, the St. l~athias Group 100 miles to the
north and four other island groups off the ea.st coast. The population of about
52,000 lives mainly along the coast of Nev Ireland itself, wh~re there is a good
road. The main crop is coconuts ,and the district produces 21 per cent of the
Territory's .copra. There are a number of plantations owned by expatriates. Cocoa,
rubber and fishing are on the increase. There are no secondary industries. The
di~trict is well covered by health and education services and approximately
95 per cent of all children of school age are at school, as against the average
for the whole Territory of about 50 per cent. The entire population is covered
by local government councils.

129. The Mission entered the district on 10 February at Nam.atanai comin~ from Kieta
in Bougainville, and was met 'by Mr. Julius Chan, a Member of the House of Assembly
for the Namatanai Open Electorate and Hr. Brian HcCabe, Senior Local Government
Officer, as well as other officials. (The Mission had had the.occasion to meet
informally with Mr. W.A. Lussick, Regional Hember of the House of Assembly for
New Ireland and Manus, at Lae.,) A pUblic meeting was held near the air strip which
no more than fifty persons attended. The Mission was welcomed to Nam.atanai, at the
opening of the meeting' by Mr~ Robert Seeto, President of the Local Government
Association of the Territory.

130. Mr. Chan was the first speaker. He told the Mission that the Territory had
self-government to some extent. ~lliat was lacking was the ability of Members of the
Assembly to organize themselves on the work of the Government. They were, however,
in a position to make decisions. Be considered that one of the main features in
the political system of the Territory was the lack of a strong and reliable
political party system. Administrative and financial assistance should be given
initially to all groups moving towards a political party syst~. He also felt that
the mining operations being carried out in the Territory should be investigated and
that the Australian Government should help the Territory by transferring foreign
enterprises into the hands of the local people.

131. Mr. Chan thought that there was a great need to train local officer~ and that
priority should be given to this in order ,to localize the public service.
Nevertheless, some security had to be offered to skilled expatriate officers while
such a gap of experienced local officers existed. He called upon the United Nations
to give consideration through its Me~bers to training both students and officers
abroad.

132. Later in the meeting Mr. Seeto told the Mission that the Administration had
ignored the Association's request for a separate department of local government.
To this end, he presented the Mission with a written submission on behalf of the
148 local government councils representing 2.5 million people in the Territory.
Local government councils were being run by the Administration without a specific
department of its own. He considered a separate department necessary if the
Territory was to move towards internal self-government and independence and if
there was to be economic, political, social and cultural development in the field.
He had made this request to the Administration but the Adminis~rationhad replied
that there was not enough money or staff to set up a separate department.
Nevertheless, it had then proceeded to set up two new departments.

L



133. The Mission also heard Mr. Jason-Lan~ot, a spokesman for the Tutukuvul
Kapkapis Association. Mr. Langot, representing 4,200 members of the Association,
stated that he ",.,ould like to have Mr. Lyndon Johnson, the former President of the
United States, as their leader, and expressed the wish that the Territory become
part of the United States. He said that the people did not want other countries
to come to the Territory.

134. The Secretary of the United political Society, Hr. Joseph Opa, stated that
he represented 14,000 persons. He req~ested assistance from IBRD to estahlish
a national overseas shipping line and assistance from the United Nations to
establish an international airport at Kavieng. He also requ~sted that an expert
be sent to the district to start a tourist industry there. A copra-processing
factory was also desirable, one in which the coconut husks could be turned into
bags, rope and string, such as was.done in Tonga and in the Philippines.

135. Other speakers included the junior Vice-President of the United Political
Society who requested United Nations help in educating the people of the Territory
to the options before them concerning their future, options which he cons~dered

they were not aware of. He also requested assistance in establishing factories
in the Territory. A resident of the West Coast of Namatanai presented the views
of the Mataungan Association, especially their rejection of the concept of a
multiracial loce.l government council.

136. Another speaker from the West Coast Road stated that there had not been ~uch

advancement of the people who remained in a primitive state because they had had no
help. Since the early days of the Australian administration, they had worked hard
to obtain roads, aid posts, hospitals and so forth. These were now being built by
the local government council, but he wanted more roads opened up and maintained.

137. The Namatanai Council clerk spoke of the visit in early January of the Select
Committee on Constitutional Development and expressed uncertainty regarding the
future status of the Territory. The Co-operative Officer of the SUb-district,
speaking for five others and himself, presented a ~~itten submission. The group
agreed t.hat a certain amount of self-gover~ent already existed, but considered
as unf~rtunate the present division of the Territory into New Guinea and Papua.
Self-government would eventually lead to independence but it would be without value
if there was no national unity. In their opinion, it would lead to, chaos and
bloodshed. They advocated regional self-government granted at different stages as
the basis for achieving ultimate unity am~ng all regions.

138. After lunch, the Mission stopped at Kamiraba airport on its way to Kavieng,
whence they were driven eleven miles to Konos to a public meeting at the Central
New Ireland Local Government Council. Several hundred people attended the meeting
and seventeen speakers addressed the Mission. The topics were simila~ to those
already heard - requests for assistance in setting up an international airport at
Kavieng, establishing an overseas shipping line, setting up a factory to convert
coconut husks, assistance for bringing tourism to the area and improving the road
system. Complaints were made concerning the inability of the population to pay
school fees, the problem of ~~hool drop-outs, especially after standard VI, the flow
of money out of the Territory and the lack of teachers and high schools. Another
complaint concerned the need to repay Development Bank loans within one or two
years instead of within a period when crops, especially coconuts, would come to
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maturity. There were also claims that the indigenous people were not benefiting
from these loans. One speaker asked the Mission to explore "rays in "rhich the
United Nations might participate in territorial programmes.

139. On the question of the future of the Territory, one speaker called for
self,-government during the Third House of Assembly, that is, between 1972 and 1976.
Another said that he was against self-government because the Territory had no
defence. The army was too small. A Roman Catholic priest complained that political
education work wa~ cutting into his pastoral duties. The people were confused,
he said, about the meaning of self-government and independence and present methods
of explaining these terms were not effective.

140. On the following morning, the Mission flew from Kavieng to Taskul on New
Hanover Island for a meeting with the Lavongai Local Government Council and members
of the general public. Here again the question of placing an international airport
in the district was raised. The Mission was informed that the district advisory
council had called for an airport, but that a suitable site and funds were both
lacking for it. It was submitted that the United Nations should assist in finding
a way to establish one.

141. Other speakers said the people needed more education, greater participation in
the cash economy, more manufacturing skills and more roads before the Territory
was ready for self-government.

142. Hr c "Ta-lla Gukguk, the President of the Council and Chair.man of the Tutukubal
Isakul Association (TIA), a farming group, stated that the people had started the
association unassisted in 1966 and it now had a membership of about 2,000. The
Association had thirty-two plantations comprising 81,400 trees and continued to
increase its holdings. It also had three boats to transport copra to Kavieng and
had purchased a tractor for road construction but its plans in this field were
not working out. The Administration had no funds for roads and the tractor was
idle. The Association also had a savmill to cut· timber and planned to build a
factory to make furniture. Now the Association needed help - experts who knew how
to build things with their hands. This would help the people to prepare for
self-government.

143. On the question of their future, the President of the Lavoneai Council stated
that TIA favoured the formation of the New Guinea Islands (Hanus, New Ireland,
New Britain and Bougainvi1le) into one State under a central authority. The
state capital should be in Rabaul and the central government headquarters at
Lae - which was closer to the heart of the Territory. Port Moresby to them was
in Papuan territory and they were not certain regarding the status of Papua.

144. The supporters of TIA felt that as their needs "rere many, the United States
should help to teach them things. When independence came the c0untry might not
be able to stand alone. If that happened they would like to have the entire
Territory become a state of the United States.

145. Subseguently, one of the council members supporting the President's statement,
said that TIA was considering asking the Broken Hill Pty.(BHP) Company to begin
operations in New Hanover, in order to prepare for self-government. The Mission
was informed that BHP had prospected on the island during the previous year.

i
I

i
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146. t~. Pangai Bitas also referred briefly. to the Johnson Cult, a manifestation
of chiliasm which had gained world attention in 1964 and 1965 when people on New
Hanover had asked Mr. Lyndon B.Johnson, then President of the United States, to
come and look after them. He insisted that the movement was still very strong
and had been adapting its views to modern developments.

1117. Finally, a speaker pointed out that although a vocational school had been
planned for Taskul, the Administration had been unable to find the funds to cater
fo~ boarders. Present plans, therefore, called for students to live in the
villages. He said that only when there was suffi~ient education and economic
development would the people be ready for self-government.

148. Before returning to Kavieng, the r1ission visited an aid post. In the
afternoon, it was invited to the Carteret Primary School at Kavieng, where an
experiment in integrated education had been startea in 1970, and to the Utu Boys
High School, some three miles outside the town.

149. In the evening, the Mission completed its tour of the district by holding a
public meeting in Kavieng town at the Civic Hall. This meeting lasted for three
hours and ~Tas the lon/T,est held by the Hission during its tour of the Trust
Territory. Nearly thirty speakers were heard. Among the more serious subjects
brought to the attention of the r1ission, were complaints of a social nature not
heard in other parts of the Territory. One speaker said that although, basically,
relations were good between Europeans and indigenes, he felt that there was a
lack of communication between. the two groups. He asked that both put their heart
into their job. The Vice-President of the Tikana Local Governraent Countil said
that although the barrier between EUJ:opean and indigeneous bars had been removed
in 1970, nevertheless discrimination continued in other ways as, for instance, the
breakage deposit on a glass which patrons of bars had to make before obtaining a
drink. The deposit was twice the amount of the cost of the glass. Also, indigenes
were still not allowed as members of private clubs, such as the Kavieng Club.

150. A woman spoke on behalf of the women of New Ireland. For the last twenty~three

years, Australians had been teaching the people how to.take care of themselves,
but things were changing slowly. She felt it was not yet time for independence.
The talk about independence came from political parties and not from the villages.
More unity, more education and more economic development were needed. She felt
five more years should elapse before attaining self-government.

151. A member of the Tikana Local Government Council complained of the inadequacy
of medical services at the village level. A rep~esentative of the New Ireland
Workers Association wanted to know why the Papua-NewGuinea Workers Association
did not have a member in the House of Assembly. He also raised the question of
Japanese fishermen in the area and said that although it was all right to trade
with them, the Australian Government should build a fish factory in the district
where all fish caught by the Japanese should be processed.

152. Another speaker brought up the question of some land on the island of r1ussau
which had been purchased by the inhabitants there in 1948. In the ensuing years
they had approached the Administration concerning the sale and the Kiop (district
officer) had told them that they would have to wait for the House of Assembly to
act upon the sale. They had gone to see the Deputy District Commissioner on several
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occasions but without any results. Now they had been told it was too late to do
anythi~g about it. They had waited many long years for the land to be bought for
the people but apparently it still remained in the bailiff's hands. The Mission
requested the Deputy District Commissioner to investigate the matter further.

153. One speaker considered that the educational system had been wrong from the
beginning. He pointed out that teachers' salaries were too low and that there
were children running around the villages instead of attending schools because
there were no teachers. He feared that the error could not now be rectified. He
suggested that the Department of Education and Canberra at an early stage ensure
that. all children be given the chance to learn and ~hat a system be developed to
encourage children to attend school. He felt that drop-outs should be given the
chance to do something, such as grow coconuts or cocoa, and that more girls should
be introduced into the educational system.

154. On the question of the visit by the Select Committee on Constitutional
Development, he felt that the people did not understand the questions put to them,
since they did not understand comparative systems of government.

155. One of the most elaborate depositions was made by Mr. Perry Kwan, the President
of the United ,Political Society. Others from that group had addressed the Mission
at NEmatanai. ~~. ~wan feared that after attaining self-government and independence
the country would break up through fragmentation. The Administration, he suggested,
should heed the people to determine the underlying factors causing this
fragmentation. There should, in his vie~." be some autonomy among the island groups.
He suggested five separate states in a federal system with a president as the
head of the gov.ernment. He felt that the Westminster system was unsuited to the
Territory because the country had no viable political parties.

156. To help unite the country, Mr. Kwan would introduce television into the
Territory. He also called for an overseas shipping line owned by Papuans and New
Guineans living 'in the Territory, as well as the establishment of a factory to
utilize the husks of coconuts. He asked that an international airport be built
on New Ireland.

157. He complained that although he himself had handed a submission on racial
discrimination in a certain local hotel to the Austr~.lian Prime Minister during
the latter's visit to the Territory, the hotel had been granted a new licence
without difficulty. He wondered if the law on discrimination had any meaning.
He asked the Mission to assist the district in ridding itself of this practice.
He also spoke out against discrimination at the Kavieng Club. 4/

158. Other speakers were still waiting for the ti.me when the Government would
settle their land disputes. One said that the Germans had illegally taken the
land which belonged to him. Since he had no land he had no livelihood by which
to make money and pay taxes. He had been talking about this for nearly ten years.
Reports had been sent to Port Moresby but there had been no results.

4/ In a letter dated 18 February 1911 addressed 'to the Chairman of the
'Tisiting Mission, the Kavieng Club subsequently denied these allegations.
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159. Another speaker complained that there were not enough political officers in
the field to teach the people a better understanding of policies. At present,
they had no political background which could help them to understand their present
situation. During the long evening, other speakers reiterated points made by
previous speakers at this or earlier meetings.

7. Manus District

160. Manus Island contains the bulk of the popu~ation of about 24,000, but the
district comprises five other groups of islands and atolls scattered over an ocean
area of 80,000 square miles, of which only 800 square miles are land. The main
island is rugged and heavily timbered and the soil is of low fertility and poor
agricultural potential, although rubber and cocoa are showing promise in certain
areas. The inhabitants are good seamen and fishermen and earn a cash income
from coconuts. They are well educated with 98 per cent'of the school-age population
attending school. ~1any emigrate to other districts and Manus Islanders are to be
found everywhere in skilled and semi-skilled occupations and in professional
positions, especially the pUb~ic service. The Territory's principal naval training
establishment is at Lombrum on Los Negros island adjacent to Manus. There is one
local government council covering the whole district, except the outlying western
islands.

161. The Visiting Mission began its tour of Manus District on 12 February. During
its brief stay in the district, it visited the small Fisheries Technolcgy Block,
the Manus High School, the Co-operative Wholesale Society Store, Lorengau Branch
and the Council market. The ~1ission hel d a pUblic meeting in Lorengau. It also
visited the naval base at Lombrum on Los Negros Island.

162. The public meeting in Lorengau was attended by Mr. Palan Haloat, a Hernber
of the House of Assembly, council members and several hundred people. A number of
speakers expressed deep concern regardinp. the lack of enough high schools and the
very high school fees. They wanted more vocational schools to accommodate many of
the children who had completed standa.rd VI. Hany speakers referred to alienated
lands and wanted to have them returned to the indigenous owners. They felt that
the economy of Manus was poor. A speaker suggested that the money raised locally
must be spen~ there. Compensation for war damages suffered in r1apus was requested
by some speakerse Others maintained that the principle of equal pay for equal work
should be respected. They said that an equitable share of the re\7'enue from
minerals and the sale of fish ought to go to the Territory.

163. Some speakers suggested that all the plantations ovmed by foreign planters
should, without payment, be handed back to the indigenes wV0se forefathers had
owned the land. If possible, all tl1e raw materials had to be prt)ces,sed locally
which would benefit the Territory by "Tay of employt1ent and higher income. The
local population should be encouraged to own shares in foreign companies and firms.
They did not wish to have a Japanese fishin~ fleet in their surrounding waters.
Companies and businesses should be asked to train their local employees. A speaker
complained of discrimination. He said that indigenes were prevented from joining
European clubs and other recreational facilities.
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164. A speaker requested that more pm-ler should be given to the Hanus Local
Government Council. The views expressed on the question of self~overnment

differed. Some speakers wanted self-government":-'in 1972. One speaker felt that
Australia was holding self-government back because it was not prepared to have
the Territory become a separate country. Others said that the Territory should
not be granted self-government in 1972. In their view, the Territory had to
become economically stronger and the people had to develop greater political
sophistication and acquire more economic maturity before the advept of self
government.

165. Mr. Maloat said that sufficient progress should be made to't-xards self-government.
He urged the Australian Government and the United Nations to train as many people
as possible who would be qualified to fill administrative, political and technical
positions at the time of self-government, He warned that the Territory would face
critical problems if the Administration failed to undertake intensive training
programmes immediately.

166. Mr. !1aloat said that Japan and the United States had destroyed the land in
Manus during the last war which was now uncultivable. He therefore re~uested the
t\'TO Governments to provide 'Manus "Tith money and equipment for developmental
purposes~ The speaker said that the white man's ways were different from the
ways of his 'people and other coloured people in several respects, such as living,
eating and working habits and ways of seeing things. Europeans did not want
the local population to receive the same salaries and facilities as they did.
Mr. Maloat reminded the Australian Government and the United Nations of the gravity
of the mat~er and asked them to pay particular attention to the pro~lems that could
arise as a result of the differences between Europeans and the indigenes.

167. Mr. Haloat referred to the British Solomon Islands, "Jest Irian and Papua and
said that those three Territories must join with New Guinea t~ make a single,
unified country. He admitted that there would be problems if the three were joined
with New quinea but the problems would even be ",orse if they remained separate.
If the latter occurred, the situation would be distressing. He urged the Australian
Government and the United Nations to consider the situation very seriously.

168. The rUssion visited the naval be.se at Lornbrum., Manus District, on
13 February, and met Commander ''1. fIT. Bird, Royal Australian Navy officers and
sailors, Papua and Ne", Guinea officers and sailors as well as civilian '\oTol'kers.
The Mission was informed that there were 7.Papua and New Guinea officers,
246 sailors, 161 civilian workers and 160 labourers at the base.

169. At the meeting with the officers of the Papua and New Guinea Division, a
speaker asked whether the United Nations would look after their country's defence
when it became independent. The next person asked if the United Nations would help
even if Papua and New Guinea decided not to seek wp.mberzhip to the United Nations.
The members of the Mission also met the civilian lo~al workers at the naval base.
There, the first speaker said that he was opposed to .the United Nations proposal
concerning a target date for the Territory's independence. He was in favour of
economic developmnnt before self-government. The people themselves and not
outsiders should decide the date fo~ self-government and independ~nce. Another
speaker found it imperative to explain to the people of Papua and New Guinea the
importance of national unity. Unity was the key to everything and he wanted it to
be emphasized to the people~
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8. West Sepik District

170. With an area of over 14,000 square miles, this is the second largest district
and one of the most backward. It has a population of about 100,000, scattered
over vast areas of forest-covered mountains and swamps. It has a long common
border with West Irian. The people differ considerably in the various regions.
The majority practise simple sUbsistence agriculture, supplemented by hunting and
gathering. Inhabitants of both Sepik districts are much in demand as labourers and
are to be found in many other parts of the Territory. Communications, except for
a few miles of road in the immediate vicinity of Vanimo, are entirely by light
aircraft and forest trails. There are remote mountain areas near the borders with
East Sepik and Western Highlands which were .f;horoughly patrolled for the first
time only in 1970. Cash crops of· coconuts and coffee are centred mainly round
Aitape on the coast, but very large timber operations are in prospect near Vanimo.
The coverage of health and education services is relatively scanty. Only
18.4 per cent of the school-age children are at school. There are nine local
government councils, of which five are classified as low-income councils. The
district includes five sub-districts with headquarters at Vanimo, Amanab, Telefomin,
Aitape and Lumi.

171. The Visiting Mission flew to Vanimo, the headquarters of West Sepik District,
on the afternoon of Saturday, 13 February. It remained in the district until
16 February and visited all the sub-districts except Amanab, where bad weather
prevented aircraft from landing. It held public m~etings at Vanimo, Telefomin,
Aitape and Lumi.

172. On arrival at Vanimo the Mission was met by the District Commissioner, by the
Member of the House of Assembly, Mr. Paul Langro, and other officials, and took
part in a briefing meeting. The District Commissioner and those in charge of
various services - rural development, education, health, public works and so on 
gave an account of the situation in the district in their respective fields.

173. On the same evening, the Mission held a public meeting at the headquarters
of the Vanimo Local Government Council. Mr. Paul Lane-ro, a Hember of the House
of Assembly, stated that the country had already made progress towards self
government. Accordingly, to consult the population at that stage about self
government, as the Select Committee on Constitutional Development was doing, was
making people confused and would generate a whole range of divergent opinions.
It would be better to discuss independence, and there should be a target date for
independence, not for self-government. That date might be 1978, subject to ehange,
if necessary. The present Administrator's Executive Council should be replaced
by a cabinet with a Prime Hinister selected from among the elected members of the
House of Assembly. An indigenous official of the Administration said that, like
many other people in Vanimo, he thought that self-government might be granted in
1972, with a later date being set for independence. He said that a great many
countries had not had everything they needed in the way of qualified people but

. that had not prevented them from gaining their independence; additional external
technical assistance could always be secured. A number of other speakers also
advocated early self-government. One of them also said that if there were people
in New Guinea who did not want self-government until much later, then self
government should be granted' at once to the T~rritory of Papua.
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174. Some speakers, however, expressed the view t~at they were not ready f~r

immediate self-government and feared that if it were granted in 1972 there would
be serious difficulties. The major reason cited was the fact that the rural areas
were less developed than the towns. In this connexion a request was made for the
creation of a separate department for local gover~ent.

175. Many speakers e~pressed disquiet about reports on the situation in West Irian,
which appeared to b~ causing concern in thi~ border district, in which refugees
from West Irian had sought asylum. The President of the Vanimo Local Government
Council stated trat the population of the whole island should form a single entity
and not be divided, as it was, among the three Territories of New Guinea, Papua
and West Irian. The Vice-president of the Council supported that statement and
said that the population was dissatisfied with the division of the island into three
parts with each having a different status. The next speaker expressed concern
for the security of the Territory, saying that a few years ago Indonesia had seized
West Irian. He sharply upbraided the United Nations, which in his opinion, should
have guaranteed the rights and security of the people and had instead contented
itself with watching Indonesia do as it wished. He was worried, he said, about
what would happen if Indonesia should, in the future, try to do the same with Papua
and New Guinea. 'Hould the United Nations, he ask.ed, again permit such acts to take
place and do nothing? Other speakers dealt with the same subject and said that
West Irian should be able to join Papua and New Guinea when the time came for
self-government. The Chairman of the Visiting Hission explained that the future
of West Irian had been settled by an agreement between the Netherlands and Indonesia,
and he sought to allay the fears that had been expressed.

176. Some speakers expressed their desire for the unification of Papua and New
Guinea. A request was made for the elimination of the frontier between Papua and
New Guinea and for their unification with the same status and a single name
before the advent of self-government. One speaker said that he was concerned about
the separatist tendencies which were making their appearance in the islands. He
did not agree that Bougainville could decide to secede; secession required that the
rest of the Territory should also agree.

177. The land ownership problem was also raised. Speakers taxed the Administration
~ith concluding agreements with companies for timber operations without first
consulting the indigenous owners. An Australian representative of the lumber
company which is operating near Vanimo said that his company's operations were
strictly ill accordance with existing laws. He pointed out that the presence of
his company had contributed to the d~relopment of the region, a fact ~hich was
confirmed by Mr. Langro, Member of the House of Assembly. Other speakers replied,
however, that even if the operations were legal, the population was still
dissatisfied, and that the consent of the owners of the land should be secured
before the Administration authorized companies to operate.

178. On the morning of 15 Febr~ary, the Mission, having tried unsuccessfll1ly to
land at Amanab, where t~e ",eather was bad, went on to Telefomin.

179. At the pUblic meeting in Telefomin, the President of the Local Government
Council stated that the population of the region was not ready for self-government.
He himself did not c:!.early understand what was mea.nt by self-government and hoped,
that the Government would enlighten the population on the subject. Many other
speakers also expressed the view that they were not educated enough and that the
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district did not have enough factories for earl~r self-government. Several of them
said, however, that if the remainder of the country "ranted self-government, they
would not oppose it. One speaker ~xpressed the opinion that the Select Committee
for Constitutional Development had not given the people enough time to think about
the question of self-government before consulting them. In his opinion, the
consultation should have been arr.anged for 1975.

180. A Baptist minister drew the I~ission's atteption to the distribution of
development funds. He stressed that the funds should not be distributed solely
on the basis of the highest economic return, but by reference also to the needs of
the population. In this re~ion of Sepik, where the population was scattered over
a very large· area, needs were greater than in 'other parts of the country. He also
pointed out that air frei~ht costs sUbstantially increased the retail price of
consumer goods transported to the interior of the country. The result was that it
was the poorest people - those of the interior - who had to pay the highest prices.
It was essential that the Government should subsidize the transport of consumer
goods. Lastly, he said that it should be made easier for teachers to come to the
Territory, so that they could develop a broader educational base in the country
which was badly needed.

181. In ",-I ..e afternoon, the Hission held a public Illeeting in Aitape, having flown
there from Telefomin over an area where prospecting for copper is in progress.
Those who spoke at the meetinf- were much ~ore concerned about matters of development
and education than about the political issue of self-government. The first speaker
asserted that this district was much less developed than the eastern districts
he had visited. Nevertheless, the Government was continuing to ~ive more
assistance to the more developed districts. He also pointed out that Australia,
in his view, did not aliow other countries to invest in the Territory. Lastly, he
complained that expa.~riates were occupying the jobs available, ",rhile some indigenous
inhabitants could not find 't,ror~. Another speaker cOI!lplained of the living conditions
of the people of the region and of their low' incomes. The prices of export crops~

such as copra, were not rising, unlike those of other goods. Despite the assistance
of the missionaries, who helped them to earn extre. funds by maldng cane furniture,
income ,ras ~till very inadequate. They were left with very little to live on after
children's school fees and the local government council'S taxes had been paid.

182. Mr. Brere Awol, a Me~ber of the House of Assembly, said that there was an acute
need for roads to enable products to be transported. The drop-out problem was also
very serious and required United Nations assistance. He hoped, however, to see the
people of the Territory 'begin by helping themselves, so as to become a strong
people. They needed many ~ore schools. Development and education should eo hand
in hand. Other speakers expressed concern about educational problems, particularly
that of 'drop-outs. An Australian said that it was possible as early as the fourth
year of primary education (standard IV) to identify those pupils who could go on
to secondary education and those who could not. The latter should be directed from
that early stage onwards to vocational schools or ap.ricultural extension schools.
The problems of drop-outs and frustrated expectations would thus be partly solved.
The same speaker referred 'to the land o'tvnership problem, He said that there had
been many instances of development operations havine begun on a piece of land
before other people disputed its ownership. It was essential, if development was
to go ahead, that the land 9"mership problem should be resolved. He also dre",
the attention of the Mission.to the fact that, whereas the Administration had
formerly given priority to the establishment and'development of government aut-

'stations, it now seemed to favour the bigger cen~res. He asked the Ubited Nations
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to ensure that the Administration attained a reasonable balance 1n its
development efforts.

183. Relatively few speakers took up the question of self-government. One speaker
mentioned that the eastern districts and the islands were more developed and
seemed ready for self-government. Another stated that self-government was a good
thing, because then people could themselves make the decisions which concerned
them.

184. One speaker asked that the United Nations should ensure that New Guinea and
the Territory of Papua formed a single territory with the same status. He also
expressed concern at the division which had led to West Irian having a different
destiny, because, in his view, the island should form a single entity. The next
speaker said that the act of free choice which was alleged to have been exercised
by West Irian in 1969 had not really been free. He contended that the Indonesians
had chosen about 800 people and had consulted them alone. He was puzzled by the
fact that the United Nations had done nothing to redress the situation. The
Chairman of the Mission explained that the United Nations had taken up the question
and had decided to recognize the result of the consultations in West Irian.

185. Another speaker referred to the Public Order Bill. That Bill, he said,
had been passed after some agitation by movements such as the Mataungan
Association. In his view the Australians could have dealt with agitation of that
kind without adopting the bill in question which restricted such fundamental human
rights as freedom of assembly and freedom of movement. He hoped that the United
Nations would intervene with the Administration with a view to having the Bill
abrogated or amended.

186. The Mission then flew on to Lumi, where it held another public meeting that
afternoon. The President of the Lumi Local Government Council said at the opening
of the meeting that self-government would depend on the state of economic
development. As for independence, they were not yet prepared to assume it. He
thought that the country could be self-governing when there were more educated
people. A number of speakers supported that point of view. At the close of the
meeting, however, the President of the Local Government Council said that the
people were looking forward to self-government and were prepared to have it if
Australia and the United Nations continued to provide them with assistance. One
speaker expressed concern at the difference in status between New Guinea~ a Trust
Territory, and the Non-Self-Governing Territory of Papua. He hoped that the two
Territories would be unified before the attainment of self-government. Another
speaker said that the Australian Government was now giving very substantial
assistance to the Territory, but that Australia had been slow in developing it
throughout the previous fifty years. He would like to see the Administration
appoint more indigenous people to posts of responsibility.

187. A French Canadian nun expressed the view that a great effort needed to be
made to improve the status of women in the Territory. A Catholic priest observed
that an earlier Visiting Mission had recommended that a full economic survey of the
Territory should be made by IBRD. As a result of that survey, the Bank had
proposed a development policy under Which assistance would be concentrated in
regions in which it would yield the highest economic return. That policy, which
had since then been followed by the Administration, had led it to neglect certain
regions, such as Sepik, which had no resources. In his view, the humanitarian
aspects should be taken into account and the criterion of highest economic return
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should not be the only one applied. One council member stated that the population
had asked in vain for a road to be bui.lt f:rom ~lewak to Maprik and Lumi.. He was
convinced that such a. road would greatly heJ.p their economic developmen't and hoped
that it would be built very soon, either in 19'71 or 1972.

9. ~as~Sepik District

188. This is the most extensive district, with an area of ne~rly 17,000 square miles
and a population of ov~r 200,000. It centres on the vast Sepik River valley with
mountainous areas to th~ north and south and a narrow coastal strip. Development
dates mainly from the Second World. War. The lfe'wait and Maprik areas are major
producers of coffee and rice, and the building of the Sepik highway linking the two
towns and continuing to the West Sepik border has aided development in this populous
region. The rich and picture~que culture of the Sepik valley is beginning to attract
tourism and cattle raising is being established. Copper prospecting is in progress
in the south west of the district~ 'There are ten local government councils covering
92 per cent of the population. Fifty nine per cent of the school age children get
primary education, the majority in mission schools. The population of the district
comprises ninety different language groups.

189. The Mission arrived in the district at Hayfield airport from Vanimo on the
morning of 16 February and was met by the District Commissioner, Mr. E.G. Hicks;
the regional member of the House of Assembly, Mr. Michael Somare; Mr. Pita Lus, a
member of the Assembly from the Maprik Open Electorate; Mr. Kokomo Ulia, from the
Dreikikir Open Electorate; Mr. Kaismail B'Upu, President of the Greater Maprik
Local Government Council, and other officials of the district. The Mission was
briefed by the District Commissioner in the Sepik Producers' Co-operative Godown
at Hayfield and then proceeded by road to the Baynyik Agricultural Station. Here
it spoke briefly with the local officials of the Department of Agriculture, Stock
and Fisheries ·concerning the experiments in rila being carried out in the Territory.
It t~en moved onto the Sepik Producers; Co-operative where the manager,
~1r. J. Meehan, showed the members of the Mission, and their party through the
co-operative installations and explained the operations, which were mainly in rice
and coffee.

190. The Mission then departed for Maprik where it visited a haus tambaran51 and
other points of interest around Maprik Station. In the afternoon, the Mission
held a pUblic m~3ting in the market place and alsavisited the Dual-Curriculum
Primary School. It was estimated that 1,800 persons attended the meeting. The
Mission heard twenty speakers. Among these were Dr. Busum, the medical officer in
charge of the area. He stated that he would like to see self-government attained
in the next year or during the life of the Third House of Assembly. As when local
government councils were introduced, the people were not ready for them, so with
self-government, they would not be ready. With practice, however, they would learn.
He did not want independence, which was alxogether a'different thing.

191. Hr. Lus, Member of the Hous.e of Assembly for the Maprik Open Electorate, asked
why there were two types of people in the Territory: Papuan~, who were citizens of
Australla, and New Guineans, lvho haa Trust Territory' Status. Papuans, he said, had
t.he same standard of ,living as New Guineans and therefore they should all be made as
one country. In the House of Assembly, P~puans complained that too much was spent on
the New Guinean side of the border. To avoid this distinction, the United Nations

21 Traditional rr.ale ceremonial house.
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should visit Papua and care for the country as a whole. On the sUbject of the
production of rice in the district, he was not happy with an agreement whereby .
Australian rice. entered the Territory more cheaply than it couid be produced in
the area.

192. Mr. Lus was also dissatisfied with the educational system in the Territory. He
stated that many persons wishing to continue their high school education were unable
to do so under the present conditions.

193. In connexion with the breakaway movements of East New Britain and Bougainville,
he stated that some Australians had said that if the country received self-government f

all Australians would go home. This, he said, was the reason that people in the
bush were afraid of self-government. He thought, however, that the local:. people
were ready to look after their own government. If they obtained self-government
this·would stop the breakway movements in the country. Finally he called for
self-government in 1972 in accordance with the :platform of the Pangu Pati, of which
he was' a member.

194. Several speakers told the Mission that educated people and the Members of the
House of Assembly were misrepresenting the views of the people and pushing for
self-government. It was not good that only the educated should decide on the future
of the Territory. One speaker suggested that a referendum be held on the issue of
self-government to settle the present controversy, while another argued that the
future of the Territory should be determined without a referendum. Others dec1ared
that good roads, education and business development opportunities had to precede
self-government.

195. Mrs. Erita Phillips, President of the Maprik Women's Club, sa.id that women in
the Territory must be given equal rights with men. It was a major concern of women,
Mrs. Phillips said, that they be given a chance to take part in the leadership of
the community.

196. Mr. Michael Somare, the regional member of the House of Assembly, asked the
Mission if the United Nations was prepared to train technical people not oniy from
New Guinea but also from Papua. He knew that there were fellowships to. other
developing countries and wondered if scholarships might be given in the area needed.
He was told that all the facilities offered by all the agencies of· the United
Nations were open to both Papuans and New Guineans upon application or request as
elsewhere. His attention was drawn to General Assembly resolution 2705 (XXV) of
14 December 1970 on this subject. Mr. Somare addressed the Mission again in Wewak
(see paras. 216-22C5 'below).

197. One of the final speakers called for a patrol post in the western area of the
district. He wanted separate staff for 'separate 'Work, that is, local government
officers doing local government work ~d petrol officers for patrol work.

198. On 17 February, the Mission flew to Ambunti where it was greeted by
Hr. Nauwi Sauinambi, the Member of the House of Assembly for the Ambunti-Yangoru
Open Electorate, Mr. Jambundi, the President of the Local Government Council and
other officials. At a pUblic meeting held in an impressive traditionally decorated
council house and attended by several hundred people, Mr. Savinambi told the
Mission of his concern for the number of dropouts from Standard VI. lIe sai9. that
there were not enough high schools in the district and he wanted the Administration
to provide more funds for the education 0'" the children. Another speaker was
worried about school fees, which he said were $A35. He want€d these lowered to
$A10 or $A20. Another speaker was concerned with the number of chi.ldren in the
villages who were not receiving an education.
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199. The President of the Ambunti Council expressed the fear that'Australia would
leave the Territory with the udvent of self-government. He and others wanted
continued Australian aid for schools, roads and agriculture. One speaker asked
for more agriculture officers in the area to help the people to sell their products.

200. Mr. Tampsen, a council member, said that Papua New Guinea must be strong when
self-government arrived so that the people would be ~ble to look after themselves.
But he did not want self-government considered until all ,areas of the Territory
(including the remote areas of East and West Sepik and the Western District of
Papua) were covered by local government councils.

201. Several speakers felt the Mission was not obtaining the true opinions of the
people. The Sepik districts were going along with other districts which were mere
advanced and wanted early self-government, but the Sepik districts really needed
more economic development. It was also suggested that the local government :councils
were in closer contact with the people than the touring Select Committee on
Constitutional Development, which they suggested was only causing trouble.

202. The disparity of housing and acccmodations provided for overseas and local
officers was also a subject for comment. That for local officers was not considered
sufficient.

203. On the way to Angoram later in the morning, the Mission was given an aerial
tour of the Sepik River and the villages especially in the Chambri Lake region.
This is an area noted for its pottery and ceramic artifacts.

204. After lunch, the Mission held a public meeting attended by about 200 persons
including Mr. Peter G. Johnson, Member of the House of Assembly for the Angoram
Open Electorate and Mr. James McKinnon, the Member, for the Middle Ramu Open
Electorate. Many of the issues raisec were familiar to the members of the Mission:
the request to abolish the ,: artificial" border between Papua and New Guinea; the
lack of schools, especially a high school and a vocational school in the area, to
accommodate those who wished to continue their education after Standard VI; the
backwardness of the sub-distril.::t economically; the low tax rate and the opening
of more reads, especially one to Wewak. Some showed concern about the western
border with West Irian and asked who would protect New Guinea against any aggression
that might come from beyond that border. The local hospital orderly was concerned
with the age of the hospital of Angoram and suggest~d that the United Nations
should assist the Administration to build a proper hospital there. Another speaker
wanted medicine to fight malaria. The sub-district's dependence-on small businesses
was stressed especially by the Assembly Members and assistance was requested in
this field. Many speakers asked for the diversion of more money to the areas.

205. At one point a lively dialogue ensued between Mr. Johnson and Mr. ~cKinncn, the
two Membe'rs of the House of' Assembl~r. Mr. Johnson, while congratulating the
Administering Authority on having a political education programme, felt that in
many ways it was aimed more at the educated people of the community. He felt also
that there was an overzealous enforcement of the vagrancy laws. "How", he asked,
"can a man on the subsistence level be called a vagrant in this country?"
Mr. Johnson also emphasized the inequality of opportunity for education in the
Territory. Whereas well-developed municipal area.s have sufficient education,
backward rural areas have almost none. In Wewak, 94 per cent of the children went
to school, but in parts of Angoram SUb-district, only 6 per cent are able to do so.
The Administration had repeatedly stated there was a shortage of teachers he said,
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but if this 90uld be overcome by recruiting from places such as the Philippines,'
many of the people were ready to buila schools themselves as some had already done.
He urged the Mission to recommend that the Administering Auth~ity pursue better
educational policies in the less-developed areas.

206. Speaking of the economic development of the Territory, Mr. Johnson said that
the Administration would continue to spend money in Bougainville District because
of the copper mines there, but little would be spent in the Sepik region because
it was a poor area. On the subject of self-government, he was certain that
self-government would eventually be atta~ned, but he wondered if the Australian
Government was prepared to hold a referendum on independence in the Territory to
avoid a repetition of what had occurred in the former Territory of Netherlands
New Guinea.

207. Mr. McKinnon objected to a referendum on independence when the people of the
Ramu and Sepik Rivers did not yet know the meaning of self-government. He felt
that the people needed to be self-supporting before they could face self-government.
He listed a number of possibilities in the area for economic development" including
the fishing, timber and cattle industries. The people had to know greater
responsibilities ·and higher taxes to carry the burden of governing themselves /"

208. On the morning of 18 February the Mission visited first the Yarapos Girl
School in Wewak, a Roman Catholic secondary school attended by approximately 275
girls. At an assembly meeting, the girls asked memoers of the Mission many
questions, especially concerning development in African and Asian countries during
the period leading to self-government and independence. Their concern mirrored
that of their elders at general public meetings held by the Miss ion. They seemed
mainly worried about any eventual troubles that might develop following the
attainment of independence.

209. The Mission then visited the Kainde Teacher Training College for primary
school teachers. It met with students from Kainde, Brandi, St. Xavier's ~and

St. John's in the assemblJ hall. H~re again the questions reflected those put to
the members at public meetings. There was considerable anxiety about the future
and what the role of the United Nations would be on given situations. One student
wondered if the United Nations was prepared to help the Territory in its trac:ng
abroad if and when the United Kingdom entered the European Common Market. Another
student asked whether the United Nations would help if Mr. Hhitlam (Australian
Leader of the Opposition) won the 1972 parliamentary elections and advanced the
dates for self-government and independence of the Territory. The Chairman told
the students that the United Nations could not forett:::ll the future but that any
assistance would be forthcoming in consultation with the people of the Territory,
the Administering Authority and the United Nations. Moreov.er, it would be
increasingly up to the people themselves to settle many of the problems that would
arise in the future.

210. The Mission completed its morning tour of Wewak with a visit to the Pacific
Islands Regiment at Moem Barracks. It was greeted by Lieutenant Colonel K. Lloyd
the ccmmanding officer, Major Graham Williams and the ranking indigenous officer,
Captain Loa. Since Lieutenant Colonel Lloyd had just taken over the post, he asked
his second in command, Major Williams, to address the Mission and answer its
questions. The Second Battalion of the regiment is quartered at Moem Earracks
except for one company stationed at Vanimo. Information was given on its
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recruitment, training and educational programmes, the localization of the forces,
its civic action programme and the role of the regiment. The question of how the
regiment might be used to maintain internal security was also raised.

211. In the afternoon, the Mission attended a public meeting of several hundred
people at the Papua-New Guinea Volunteer Rifles' Drill Hall. It heard nearly a
score of speakers~ including Hr. Michael Somare, regional Member of the House of
Assembly, Mr. Beibi Yambanda, Member for the Wewak Open Electorate, Mr. VTilliam
Hawarri, founder of the National Labour Party, members of the Wewak Local Government
Council and other personalities of the community.

212. }1r. Beibi felt that self-government and independence must come, but he hoped
not too quickly. He said that there were four high schools in Wewak, two
administration and two mission, and he would like to see one more established to
give educational opportunity to even more students.

213. Mr. Hawarri wondered if the United Nations would look into the l11atter of
multiracial councils. There were four types of people in the Territory: Papuans,
Ne'tv Guineans, Europeans and Chinese, and the racial problem was one of the
Territory's big stumbling blocks. He also complained that localization was not
progressing in the private sector. There were no Papuans or New Guineans in
executive positions.

214. Referring to the allowances paid to expatriates, he considered that because of
their low income, Papuans and New Guineans should be eligible for some sort of
allowances; he therefore called for free hospitals and free education. Pointing to
the recent committee on rural wages, he recommended that another committee should
be set up to study the question of a minimum national living wage scale. Labourers,
he said, were treated like animals. ~hey were traded like copra sacks and got next
to nothing for their labour.

215. The junior Vice-President of the Wewak-But Council questioned the concept of
free education and free hospitals. The people had voted for early self-government
and now they would have to support themselves on their taxes and fees.

216. Mr. Somare stated that the country had now had tvTO elections and was moving
towards self-goverD~ent. Whether it was to the liking of all or not, self-governmem
would eventually come to the Territory. In this connexion, he emphasized the
importance of economic development ,aralleling political development. The Mission
had heard from many wno thought self-government should be delayed until there was
more education and more indigenous invvlvement in business. If they waited for
every man, ,·roman and child to be educated, it would take at least 100 and perhaps
200 years. The country needed political power to bargain with other countries.
Australia was not the only' cOl1ntry they could trade with, but because they had no
bargaining power they were obliged to deal with Australia. He referred to the
rice agre0ment which introduced Queensland rice into the Territory in preference
to the local product. He charged that the Administering Authority was not
interested in improving the standard of local rice.

217. The expatriates were also talking about multiracial societies. If they meant
this, it was high time that they involve New Guineans in the business sector so
that they could share in the big companies. Once this was done, none of the
problems that had deYeloped in other countries would threaten them.
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218. He also pointed out that although the highlanders were saying that they were
doing all they could to advance themselves, he knew of no highlanders who owned
plantations•. At the present rate, self-government would find foreigners in control
of the economic sector.

219. In the field of educat~on, he claimed that teachers and technical experts from
Africa, the Philippines and other Pacific Islands, who were prepared to come, were
prevented by Australian policy. Australia could not provide enough services and
these people were needed, but were kept out b?cause of Australia's own immigration
policies. "This is not a white man's country£U he prot.ested. He urged the United
Nations to recommend that Australia should rectify the situation.

220. Mr. Somare had been present at the meeting of th~ Visiting Mission with the
regimental authorities at Moem Barracks. He stated that the regiment was part of
the Australian Army responsible to the Australian Parliament. He called for the
regiment to be placed under the authority of the Territorial House of Assembly. If
Papuans and New Guineans were in the army, they should be in their own army; and if
they understood that they were responsible to their own parliament, then, in the
future, there would be no trouble with the military such as had eru.pted in other
newly independent,countries.

221. Other speakers at the meeting in Wewak had touched on subjects raised elsewhere,
especially the dependence of the district on small businesses, and the need
for financial assistance including that of the United Nations. In this connexion,
the Chairman spelled out in detail the kind of assistance and the sums of money that
were being invested in the Territory by United Nations agencies. ~ny who spoke
also expressed the hope that the mineral resources being prospected in the. district
would bea.r fruit in the near future.

222. Following the meeting, the Mission members met with the Most Reverend
Bishcp Arkfeld and his staff at the Roman Catholic Mission o:f Wirui. Before
completing their day, the Mission visited tl1e Kreer low cov{!nant housJng area.

10. Madang District

22;. The district, with an area of 10,800 square miles and a population of 180,000,
extends from the northern coastal plain and inland ranges across the swampy Ramu
Valley up to the northern slopes of the central mountain chain. It also includes
Karkar and several other off-shore islands. Development is uneven, with Madang
Town and some other coastal areas relatively well supplied with roads, schools,
hospitals and secondary industrie~, while the mountain are.as and the lower Ramu
Valley are isolated and backward. The picture will change with the completion of
road links along the coast and of a projected highway from Madang across the Raml'
Valley and up into Chimbu District in the central Highlands. The district will
also benefit from the proposed hydro-electric scheme on the Upper Ramu. Copra,
from the coastal plain, is the main export crop and timcE.r is about 'to become a
major industry with the opening up of 12;,000 acres of leases west of Madang.
Thirteen local government councils have been ebtab1ished, covering nearly
90 per cent of the district's population.
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224. Tbe Visiting Mission arrived at Madang on 19 February, and on the same day it
visited business premises and held public meetings with the Ambenob and Sumgilbar
local government councils and the people and Co~cil Members of Karkar Island and
Rai Coast local government councils.

225. After a briefing session by the District Commissioner and the district
department~l representatives, the Mission met with the people and council members
of Ambenob and Sumgilbar. The discussions centred on the educational situation,
land problems, economic conditions and the question of self-government. A number
of speakers expressed concern regarding the lack of high schools and appealed for
assistance from the United Nations. A speaker thought that the return of school
children to their villages for lack of schools would hold them back. Two speakers I

said that more people .should be attracted into the teaching services throt:gh better
wages. A council member said that expatriate officers enjoyed better living
conditions and asked ~qual treatment for indigenous officers. Another speaker feU
that land problems arose because Qf the failure to hold prior consultations with
the people concerned and he cited the Bougainville land problem. Another speaker
considered the prices of cocoa and coffee to be too low and asked the Mission to
raise the matter with the Australian authorities. A council member said that
agricultural experts were needed to advise on soil improvements and crop growing.
Others asked for equipment and materials for the development of Papua and New
Guinea.

226. In discussing the question of self-government, several speakers stated that
1972 was much too early for that purpose. One of them said that the Territory
needed ten years to prepare tor self-government. They felt that education, roads,
bridges and general economic development were prerequisites to self-government.
Three speakers were in favour of self-government in 1972. One speaker felt that
the date for self-government had to be decided by L~gher governmental authorities,
while another thought that self-government was not something to be imposed on the
people. The people themselves should decide as to when ·they wanted to h~ve

self-government.

227. At thr> public meeting with the people and council members of Karkar Island,
Mr. J. Midcleton, Member of the Honse of Assembly, spoke in behalf of t.r:..e council
members and the people of that SUb-district and d'rew a.ttention to certain problems.
He said that the principal Australian policy was continued political progress. The
people of Karkar stressed the need for education and experience. ,The educational
gap, especially in the public service, must be bridged. Papua and New Guinea must
be economically viable. Economic and political de"relopment must fSo h:mr.'l in hand.
l~S to the House of Assembly, it must (prove that its Members were capable of
accepting the governmental responsibilities required for honest and'efficient
government. Karkar was against external influence which might upset the political
stability in Papua and New Guinea. Mr. M:i.ddleton said that educational problems
were becoming apparent. He referred to the young people who had not completed
their education. They were educationally unprepared for emplOYment and were
unwilling to go back to their v.illages. With regard' to land problems, he said that
the task of demarcation had become unmanageable. It had become clear that the
final goal was unattainable and the authorities concerned were aware of it.

228. The next person spoke of the "power of money'. H~ said that Australia had
made cons~derable contrib~tions· to the Territory. The grant from IBRD for the
development of Papua and New Guinea was lower than that provided by Australia. ':rhe



speaker asked the Mission to take up the matter with the United Nations. There were
not enough schools, and he envisaged no development without education. He asked

'Vlhy teachers from Fiji and the Philippines were not recruited. The President of the
Local Government Council recommended that the younger children who failed the

,standard VI examinations should be permitted to repeat one more year.

229. During the meeting with the people and council members of the Rai Coast Local
Government Council in Saidor, Mr. John Poe, a Member of the House of Ass,embly, said

'that the people must receive training before self-government and this could'be done
:while Australia was still in the Territory. The United Nations should not force
Papua and New Guinea towards self-government" Mr. Poe stated that local officers
'm~t have a greater say in the Administration and in private concerns. The private
:sector must train the local people. He stressed the lack of schools, particularly
in the villages. Mr'. Foe stsJted that the United Nations had not taken any action

,concerning West Irian and he warned that Papua and New Guinea should not face the
'same problem. The President and Vice-Pre5ident of the Local Government Council, as
well as a number of council members fully endorsed Mr. Poets statement. Lack of
edQcation, absence of roads an~ general underdevelopment would make it difficult to
move towards self-government immediately and Australia should continue its work
programme in the Territory. The speakers appealed to the United Nations to help in
developing Papua and New Guinea. They also stated that outsiders should not push
them towards self-government. They would as,k for self-government when they were
fully prepared for it.

230. On 20 February, the Mission held a public meeting in Bundi with the people of
Bundi and cour.cil members from Bundi, 'Usino, Simbai and Arabaka local government
councils. It also visited the Catholic primary school there. In Madang the Mission
visited business premises, low covenant houses and a cocoa plantation owned by a
Nevl Guinean.

231. In Bunc1i, the presidents of the counc~ls concerned and the council members
said that lack of roads from the highlands to the coast i-laS a serious handicap and
they urged that the road from Madang should be completed. They also asked assistance
for the establishment of a, vocational school 'for children 'Vlho i'lere unable
to enter high school. A priest who taught at the Catholic primary school, expressed
the viev! that opening light industries and business could help by givirJg employment
to young people who had left school. He anticipated ser,ious problems unless
deliberate planning was made well in advance. i medical officer spoke of the
unse.tisfactory health services. He considered that the health situation was as
critical as the educational problems.

232. On the same day in Madang, the 1~1ission held a meeting for the inhabitants of the
town and various groups including the Workers' Association, the Tbwn Advisory Council
llie Chamber ~f Commerce, the Planters' Association, the missions and educationai '
institutions. The first speaker referred to the lack of schools and hospitals pnd
expressed concern acout the number of .children who ,failed to enter high school. Some
others emphasized the need to train indigenous people to fill positions ~J the
private sector. Cne speaker asked for rectification of 'HaGe discrepancies and
inequitable conditions of employ'ment between indigenous and cxratriate employees in
the public service, while another stated that the local peaple were not treated
fairly. A ilritten submission on conditions in the public service was handed to the
Mission. The next speaker agreed that private enterprises could not exist without
workers but their succes.!;')es depended on employing qualified people. There was also
a request for a second international airport to be built at Madang with Australian
and United Nations financ:t.al aid.
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233. The next speaker said that the bounda.ry between Pa.pua and New Guinea created
many problems in the minds of the pea~le and suggested that it should' be abolished.
Another person declared that the recommendation by an earlier visiting mis,s1on to
~hase out Pidgin English had not been carried out. The Chairman of the Mission
emphasized the importance of Pidgin English as a medium of communication within
the Territory and felt that it would be improper for the current Mission to
recommend its abolition.

234. Another speaker recommended that the United Nations together with Australia
should lead Papua and New Guinea into a happy independence. The substantial funds
required for the development of the Territory were much greater than the Australian
Government alone could provide. He suggested that the needs of Papua and New Guinea
be met with international financial aid.

235. A number of speakers said that. the meaning of self-government was misunderstood
As in other districts and sUb-districts, the speakers. in Madang were 'divided
concerning the time for self-government. Some favoured 1972, while others were
opposed to premature self-government. Still ,others felt that the.Territory was
already self-governing to some degree, although the people were not aware of it.
One speaker referred to a United Nations General Assembly resolution which he
said had set a target date for the independence of Papua and New Guinea. He did
not see any reason why the Government of Australia should carry out the provisions
of that resolution.
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11. Chimbu Distri ct

236. With the excep:tion of Manus, this district is the smallest in the Territory;
but it is the most thickly populated, having 186,000 people in 2,260 square miles.
Despite its nlgged highland terrain, it is well served with roads. This good
communications system has helped the development of coffee as a cash crop and its
marketing, partly through a co-operative lfactory near Kundiawa which is the
largest business owned by indigenes in the Territory. There are seven local
government councils, which cover 95 per cent of the population. They have
pooled their road maintenance and other services in a joint Chimbu Services Unit.
The Chimbu people include one of the largest language g:roups in the Territory and
they are vigorous, vocal and adaptable, many migrating tp other districts. There
is a strong demand for more schools and greater business opportunities. The
district has potential for tourism.

237. The Visiting Mission arrived in Kundiawa on Tuesday morniQg, 23 February,
after an agreeable and visually instructive flight from Mendi in the Southern
Highlands District of Papua. The members of the Mission had been invited in
their private capacity to visit Mendi on 22 February. The flight through the'
beautifully wide and fertile Wahgi Valley gave members the occasion to view
from the air a number of the tea plantations. Chimbu District begins where
the valley narrows on the way to Goroka.

238. After a briefing session with Mr. J.A. Frew, Acting District Commissioner,
and his colleagues, the Mission attended a public meeting at the Kundiawa Local
Government Council Chambers. Several hundred persons were in attendance. Most
of the speakers were from the Kundiawa and Gumine local government councils and
their main complaint seemed to be that, ~espite the pressure of population,
sufficient investment in the district was not forthcoming. Institutions were
also placed elsewhere - the Technical College at Port Moresby and the' Base
Hospi tal at Goroka were given as examples. One speaker said that thert: were· no
local government services, no children in secondary schools and no local officer~

Another speaker complained that some villages were without roads and therefore
had no means of transporting their main product ,coffee. A third speaker
complained that there were as yet no results from the reorganization of the
Chimbu Coffee Societ.y. The President of the Gumine Local Government Council
said that while people in the coastal areas were crying for independence, the
people of Chimbu vrere crying for money - money was the one thing that made
progress possible. Almost all the speakers stated that the United Nations
should make a greater contribution; OLle speaker declared that it should match
the contributions of the Adm~nistering Authority.

239. One of the speakers was Father John Nilles, a Member of the House of
Assembly for the Chimbu Region, who had taken his seat following a by-election
in mid-1970. Father Nilles said, among other things, that the country must
achieve self-government ul~der one government, as' one nation, .and that the
United Nations should exert its influence to see that Papua -New Guinea 'tolere
united as one. - He called attention to the 1972 elections and. said that the
si tuation must be faced realistically. Internal revenue was low and this made
for an uncertain future if the Territory was to be self-governing.

240. In the field of education, there was a shortage of teachers, especially
for secondary schools. The territorial Department of Education waEi reluctant
to approach Asian countries for teachers,. Despite such suggestions from the
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voluntary agencies, not much had been done to encourage Asian teachers to, come to'
the Territoiy. These would not demand high salaries as did Australians, whose
standard of living was generally higher. Australia's 'laws and rules governing
immigration should not apply in the Territofy.. Father Nilles al~o called for the
establishment of secondary industries in the Highlands.

241. Another speakeT was disillusioned by the administrative red tape under the
newer systems of government. He, said that when the tultuls and luluais said they
would build a road this was done with dispatch. Today, under the local government
councils, the people had to sit and wait. The district needed schools and roads,
but there was no money.

242. One speaker was sorry for the young people because the high school in town
could not cope with the number of primary schoolleavers. Some went to high
schools in other districts, but there were still too many dropouts after
Standard VI. He felt that an e~pensive educational system was mass-producing
failures. He want~d to see a compulsory educational system for children up to
the age of sixteen years.

243. In the afternoon, the Missiqn tra~Telled on the ~ighlands Highway to Sinasina
and was able to appreciate the quality of the travel and the remarks which people
had made concerning it. On the way, the Mission saw a number of the trucks that
travel from Lae to Mendi on the Highway and was better ~ble to understand the
difficulties of maintaining both roads and vehicles over such rugged terrain.

244. The public meeting at Sinasina was attended by local government council
members and the general public. The first speaker told the Mission that the
Chimbus had seen their first European only forty years ago and that they wanted
the Australians to remain and look after them. If self-government was to be
attained then the amount of money brought into the area should be doubled.

245. The President of the Sinasina Council, Mr. Kelega Erumonga, spoke of the
importance of road construction. Whereas the Papuans and the people of the
coastal areas were asking for self-government, the people of Chimbu were not too
keen to have it until there was more economic development.

246. Most of the complaints and worries expressed by other speakers reflected the
general concern of people in the Highlands arid of the Chimbu people in particular.
They were concerned, among other things, about the Chimbu Co-opera~ive 'Coffee
Socie~ and hoped to make the Society a profitable enterprise once more. Several
hundred people attended this open air meeting, put rain began to fall and tended
to disperse them.

247. The Mission then drove farther along the Highlands Highway, whe~e it held a
public meeting with members of the Elimbari Local Government Council and the
people of the area. Mr. Yauwe Wauwe Moses, the Member of the House of Assembly
for the Chuave Open Electorate; said that there was nothing "to hide from the
Mission. Some parts of the Territory were ready for self-government while others
were not. In the Chimbu District, development had not y,et a~vanced very far.
This was particularly true in the field of education. The second speaker was i

Mr. launa Meule, President of the Council, who said the people had only a little j
power, but they were not far advanced. The schools were not good enough yet, but !
they were happy to have a good base hespi tal in nearby Goreka.' He asked that the J
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Mission say something about thb:tr plight in its report. The third speaker
emphasized the need for businesces and economic development especially to help
the people pay their taxes. He c0uld not understand why the price of coffee had
fallen so low. He felt th~t if the Australians left the Territory, the only group
who could carry on would be the Tolais in the Gazelle Peninsula. The :fourth
speaker said the major problem in the area was roads. Parts of the Highlands
Highway was very poor and there were many accidents between Chuave and Goroka.
The road should be improved.

248. At the end of the meetio,g' ~ Mr. Moses said that the three nominated to speak
to the Mission had done e:# '.nd I; xpressed all the views the community wished to
place before the Mission. ....u~ 1\1ission returned to ~undiawa late in the afternoon.

249. On Wednesday, 24 February, the Mission began its day by visiting the Malaria
School and the Chimbu Coffee CON'operatives, an entirely indigenous society.

250. At the Ma.laria School, the Mission inspected the demonstration and entomology
laboratories where volunteers are taught to be supervisory officers in the
Territory's malaria control programme. Of the six students in the present
programme, five were indigenous. The Mission was informed that more students
were wanted for participati on in the programme, but because of the high
qualifications and physical stamina considered necessary, this had not been
possible to date.

251. At the Coffee Co-operative, the Mission met with directors and delegates,
including the Chairman of the Board of Directors, Mr. Urambo Gumango and the new
general manager, Mr. M.D. Collins • Although the' co-operative had in the past
known more successful days., it had .recently been passing t.hrough difficult· times
which were not aided by the preserlt low world price of coffee. Mr. Collins
explained that since h~ had taken the post as general manager he had tried to
Wipe out the Co-operative' s debts. He was optimistic for the future. Most of
the members, who had not been receiving a return on their investment recently,
were not so optimistic, however, especially since coffee 'was the one cash crop of
the district. They saw the economic slump as an obstacle to early self-government.
Mr. Collins explained that the Co-operative covered an area fifty miles to the
east, fifty miles to the west, twenty-five miles to the north and sixty or seventy
miles to the south and handled 1,200 to 2,000 tons of coffee a year. Members
could sell to the Co-operative or elsewhere, and the Co~operative bought from
both members and non-members. There was no minimum on the amount the Co-operative
was prepared to buy, even to one-half pound, and it paid cash immediately. Major
overseas buyers were in the Federal Republic of Germany, the United Kingdom and
the United States. The 1970 turnover had peen about $Al.4 million. All the
coffee was arabica and had never been rejected for lack of quality.

252. Following its visit to the Coffee Co-operative, the Mission departed from
Kundiawa for a public meeting at the Wandi Primary Sch0~1. At Wandi, some of the
audience, which numbered approximately 100, greeted the Missi~n in their colcurful
traditional dress. There were nine speakers, the first of whom informed members
that if they had been able to come by road, it.was because of the efforts of t.he
people. With their own hands and without spades they had begun to dig the road.
Later the Department of Public Works llad come with gradel's and tractors. Schools
also were a recent luxury for them. Those who were still children were among the
first to attend; their parents had not been able to. Btlt. not all children were

lin school; there' was not enough room, a~:J.,~erefore some still roamed about making



trouble. He said that he wanted the needs o"f the area to be made known. Although
the Australian Government was pouring in money, it was coming "from no other source.
Their only cash crop was coffee and they did not make enough to build schools and
roads and invest in new businesses.

253. The second speaker requested that the Administration improve facilities at
Kundiawa, including the hospital. When the people were ready for sel"f-government,
they would say so, but he wanted no external "forces thrusting it upon them. The
national revenue was not high enough and there"fore they were not ready to govern
themselves, no matter what the coastal people said.

254. The third speaker reiterated these ideas. The fourth speaker, however, cited
the good work of the local government council in so far as it went. But the
council members' knowledge and abilities were limited and the district was stuck
and could not progress. They needed more money.

255. The next speaker told of continuing tribal fights; he "felt the present system
of councils was not working as well as it should. The money the local people should
be making seemed to be going into someone else's pocket.

256. The sixth speaker was the Vice-President o"f the Kundiawa Local Government
Council who repea+'ed his request o"f the previous day for improved schools, hospitals
and roads. He also wanted compensation "for cof"fee trees that were cut down when
the Highlands Highway was put through from Lae to Mendi. He hoped that the Coffee
Co-operative would make more progress. The "following speaker also spoke about the
Coffee Co-operative and stated that he had not seen any profits "from it so far. He
said that only white men managed the Co-operative - there were no brown skinned men
keeping the books. He would like to see the balance sheet every six months, in
order to know what was happening to their investment.

257. The eighth speaker said that
up and the present generation die
self-government or independence.
Government.

his children should receive an education and grow
away, before the people should think about
He wanted to remain with the Australian

258. The last speaker suggested that the budget should be apportioned according
to the population density o"f each district. He also wanted a hospital in
Kundiawa, similar to the new one in Goroka, better roads, especially the one to
Madang, and improved school facilities.

259. Late in the morning, the Mission continued by road to Kerowagi and the council
chambers where a large crowd of several hundred had assembled. Members were
greeted by the President of the Council, r1r. Asuwe Kawage; about a dozen speakers
were heard. The "first speaker complained that taxes were going up. He also
complained that European trade stores were in competition with local trade stores
and that Europeans returned to Australia richer for that. The people tried to make
business but they only ended up with nothing.

260. The second speaker complained about a lack of progress. Papuans and
New Guineans were like orphans without assistance. He contended that the
United Nations had helped other countries, but not Papua New Guinea.
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261. 'llhe PI:esident of the Kerowagi Council then spoke. He felt that neither he
nor the Council merited such treatment. Progress was very slow: there was a
shortage of agricultural officers, teachers and other a&ninistrative officers who
could assist in developing the area. He requested United Nations financial
assistance.

262. The next speaker said that the Australian Government thought the Territory
was ready for self-government, but that the local people had no income other than
that from coffee and pyrethrum. The prices of these products were low and
he requested that the Australian GoverrJme~t fix prices for these commodities.
Honey was the only thing that would produce progress. If living conditions were
to improve he would agree to self-government.

263. The fifth speaker said that although the Mission saw people. wearing shirts
and trousers, in European dress, in the villages they still wore their original
dress. There was not enough progress. Businessmen came to the Territory to make
a profit and then returned to Australia. They only sold things to the local
popula-pion which the latt.er could not afford and thereby made them poorer. The·
blame was on the businessmen. Furthermore, he said it was difficult to obtain a
Development Bank loan, for the Bank asked for guarantees, such as land, pigs or
other property. European businessmen could get a loan easily, and, moreover,
larger loans than the local people.

264. The sixth speaker complained that his children and the European children did
not mix together. The Europeans went to one school and the local children to
another, even though their fathers might work in the same. government depart~ent.

He wanted to see all '~~he children in the same school.

265. Other speakers continued to complain about coffee prices, Development Bank
loans and the flow of money out. of the country. One said that he could not get
a contract with the Public Works Department to haul gravel because a European
had it. He felt that this was unfair. Another eomplained that when European men
returned home they sometimes left behind. indigenous wives and mixed race children.
They should be obliged to take their families with them when they left. Another
praised the work of the religious missions in the area, but claimed that the
Administration and European businessmen ruled the country.

266. The Australian rural aevelopment. officer challenged some of the allegations
of the local speakers. Assistance had been given them, he contended, in cattle
projects, coffee growing and for the purchase of tru~ks.

267. The I\~ission then went to the Kerowagi High School to inspect school
facilities and met with the senior students of Kerowagi and Kandiu High Schools.
The students' comments were similar to those which the Mission had heard in
other high schools in the Territory. Returning to Kundiawa, the Mission stopped
to visit the agricultural block of Hr. Danga Hondo.
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12. Western Hi~hlands District

268. This is the most populous district, with 332,000 inhabitants living in
upland valleys among the central mountain ranges. They include some of the
largest language groups in the Territory. The total area is 9,600 square miles.
Development has been rapid in much of the eastern half of the district since the
extension of the Highlands Highway to Mount Hagen and on into the Southern
Highlands District. Indigenous coffee cultivation is well established in this
area, especially in the fertile Wahgi Valley and efforts are being made to
develop tea growing. Cattle breeding is also being encouraged. Much of the
western half of the district is rugged, remote and still difficult of access.
Most of the people here are engaged in subsistence agriculture, al~hough some
pyrethrum is now being grown as a cash crop. Health services cover most of the
district but the demand for schools exceeds the supply. About a quarter of
children of school age are at school and~ of these, approximately two thirds are
in mission schools. The missions have also been active in promoting economic
development and marketing schemes. There are twelve local government councils
covering 90 per cent of the population. They raise a total tax revenue of:' about
$Al million. There are five sUb-districts: Hagen, with headquarters at Mount
Hagen; Minj, with hpadquarters at Minj; Jimi, with headquarters at Tabibuga; Wabag,
with headquarters at l>labag; and Lagaip, with headquarters at Laiagam.

269. The Visiting Mission visited the district from 25 to 27 February. It
attended a working meeting with the senior officials of the district and visited
the Vaisu Corrective Institution at Baisu and the Waso Marketing Centre at
Wapenamanda. It held pUblic meetings at ~10unt Hagen, at the Haghi Local
Government Council chambers and at Laiagam ~ Wabag and Wapenamanda.

270. At the public meeting at Mount Hage~, during the morning of 25 February,
many speakers expressed their gratification that a United Nations Mission had
come so far to visit their country and their region. The President of the Hagen
Local Government Council stated that he realized that the people in some parts of
the Territory wanted early self-government, but the people of that region did not
yet feel ready for it. Some groups in the district had only entered into contact
with Europeans a fe'toT years before. Educational and economic development were
still inadequate and there w'ere not enough roads. He also felt tha.t the country
was not sufficiently united and that the first aim must be to build up a sense
of unity. He had heard that some wanted to proceed separ~tely to self-government
and independence, but in his opinion the people should remain united and should
move together towards self-government and independence. The President of the
Dei Local Government Council~ Mr. Barua, added that the members of the House of
Assembly wanted self-government, although the people of the Highlands did not
want it at the present time. The representatives of the Highlands and the coastal
regions would have to get together. He was also concerned about the question of
high schools. There were only four in the whole district and the people wanted
approximately six more. Many other speakers also expressed the hope that a
greater development effort would be made, particularly in education.
Mr. Mek Nugintz, ~1ember of the House of Assembly for the MUl-Dei Electorate,
stated that, of the district's four high schools, only one had been established
by the Administration, the three others being mission schools. In his opinion,
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the assist,ance being provided by Australia and the United Nations was not enough
to ensure the rapid development of the Terri,tory. He and several other 13peakers
raL~ed the question of the land problem, which was an important one in the
district. The rural population must be helped to solve that problem. He felt
that the people themselves must decide on the timing of self-government, without
the Australians or anyone else 71pushing H them into it against their will. Most
speakers favoured self-government later, after certain conditions for development
had been fulfilled. Mr. Pena Ou, Member of the House of Assembly for the Hagen
Electorate, said that for its security the country would need an adequate army
and navy. Both forces were for the time being under Australian authority.
Police forces and corrective institutions were being e~tablished. ~fuen development
had made h~adway and there were adequate forces to maintain law and order, the
country could proceed to self-government and then to independence. In his view~

the Australian Government had done good work. Self ~overnment should come only
later~ but in the meantime, the Australian Government should give th~ Territory
more power so that it could deal with specific problems such as schools.

211. Mr. Henry Ben, an indigenous student teacher, said that at the present time
at least calf of the members of the House of Assembly were illiterate. The first
requirement for efficient self-government was that the members of the House of
Assembly should be educated people. The last speaker proposed that a referendum
should be held to ascertain whether the people of the Territory wanted self
government. That referendum would be followed by a trial period during which the
practical exercise of power would be left in the hands of the indigenous
inhabitants to determine whether they were able to manage their own affairs.

212. On the afternoon of 25 February, the Mission flew to Banz and sUbsequently
went by car to the headquarters of the Wahgi Local Government Council, where it
held a pUblic meeting. Mr. Kaibelt Diria, a Member of the House of Assembly for
the Minj Electorate, stated that the only way to decide the matter of self
government for the Territory was to consult the report of the Select Committee
on Constitutional Development, which would indicate the people's preference as
regards the date. He was convinced that the recent formation of political parties,
such as the Pangu Pati and the Compass Party, would help to bring the various
re~ions of the Territory together and thus strengthen its unity. He also said
that the farmers were very much concerned about problems of tea marketing, which
was not going as well as they had hoped. Several other speakers expressed the
same concern about tea-grow·ing.

213. The President of the Pugome Local Government Council said that he had heard
some people speak of independence in connexion with the country's political
future and that he did not wish to heat the word used any more because he was
already worried enough about self-government. The following speaker stated that
although the Australian Administration had been in his region for thirty-four
years, education and economic development were still inadequate. In the
circumstances, self-government would be difficult for them. The President of the
Wahgi Local Government Council, for his part, felt that self-government was not a
bad thing and that the people wished to have it in the future. They had to
acquire some education first, l1owever, and there 'Was not a single'~econdary school
in the Wahgi region. In his opinion, either 1915 or 1976 would be acceptable as
a date for self-government.
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274. An indigenous official of the territorial information and extension services
expressed the hope that a sense of unity might develop between Papua and New
Guinea. He wanted the United Nations to combine the two T~ritories into a
single country, but he realized that the status of Papua differed from that of
New Guinea. He therefore hoped that Papua. would also become a Trust Territory.
The last speaker, Mr. Wi11iam Wi, assistant manager of Radio Hagen, wondered how
the mission could know the wishes of Papua ~ith respect to self-government and
make recommendations that would affect the Territory as a whole if it was making
an official visit only to New Guinea. The ChairmaJ:! of the Visiting Mission
replied that arrangements had been made with the Australian a.uthorities to enable
the members of the Mission to visit some regions of Papua unofficially.

275. On the morning of the following day, 26 February, the Mission flew to
La~agam,where it held a public meeting. The President of the Local Government
Council said that, in his opinion, money was a sine qua non of development and
there 'was not enough in the region. No companies had been set up to develop
resources or promote development. Self-government should be approached very
slowly and cautiously. Since opinions differed throughout the Gountry on that
subject, he hoped that the entire population would consider together the question
of self-government and independence and take joint decisions. The country had to
be unified before there c~lld be any possibility of self-gover~ent. All speakers
expressed a preference for the granting of se1f~·government when the country was
more united, and more. developed, and when the people were better educated.
Mr. Poio Iuri, the Member of the House of Assembly for the Lagaip Electorate, also
felt that self-government should be granted progressively. In nis opinion,
people like Mr. Whit1am, the leader of the Labour Party, which was now the
opposition party in Austra1ia~ wanted to push the Territory towards self-government
ill 1972 without knowing the people of the Territory. He, for his part, felt that
self-government should be granted only when the 2.5 million inhabitants of the
two Territories of Papua and New Guinea declared that they were ready for it.

276. One council member, pointing to his mother in her very scanty tradit10nal
costume in the front row of the gathering, called upon the Mission to witness the
inadequate level of advancement of the region. One of the speakers s a carpenter
by trade, said that he had been disturbed to hear that some persons wanted self
government and independ~nce. How could the country aspire to either when it
still had no factories capable of producing guns, bombs and aircraft? Everything
they used was imported by the Australians and he was afraid that he would not even
have nails for his work if power were transferred to the indigenous inhabitants.
Another speaker, however, stated that, while self-government would not hurt the
Territory, it had to be achieved slowly. He did not wish his countrymen to
suffer the fate of the people of West Irian. He had learned that some members of
the House of Assembly had visited certain independent countri~s to observe how
their institutions were functioning. The people would ask for self-government
and independence when they felt they were ready for them.

277. The Mission left Laiagam by air to hold another public meeting the same
morning at Wabag. It was greeted by a large crowd of mountain people from all
corners of the region wearing their traditional costumes of leaves and ceremonial
paint. Mr. Tei Abal, the Member of the House of Assembly for the Wabag Electorate
and ministerial member for agriculture, said he spoke on behalf of the 84,000
inhabitants of Wabag sub-district and, more genera1lYr on behalf of the Enga tribe
of 160,000 persons. With the obvious approval of the assembled throng:; he dwel';
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on three issues: self-government, unity and Australia's work in the Territory.
With regard to the first, the people of Wabag did not wish to have self-government
too soon. The inhabitants felt that there were not as yet enough educated
people, indigenous businesses, roads or communications. Indigenous officials were
beginning to receive training in various fields but they had to gain some
experience before self-government would be possible. Europeans had come first to
the coastal regions and only recently to the Highlands. It was therefore
understandable that the people of the coastal regions wished to attain self
government at an early date. The people of the Highlands were not yet ready for
self-government, however. As to the second issue, the unity of the Territory had
to be consolidated. The coastal regions and the Highlands must be united and the
United Nations must help keep the country from breaking up. Australia, the speaker
continued, had many achievements to its credit in the Territory, such as the
University, the Medical College, the Agricultural College, the Teachers' Colle~e,

the hi~her technical colleges and the hi~h schools. The people were therefore
satisfied with the work of the Australian Government and its officials. However,
there were not enough primary and high schools in the Highlands. The Select
Committee on Constitutional Development cad been informed of the people's views
on this matter. The Australian Government, in the speaker's opinion, should
respect the views of the people of the Territory and of the House of Assembly.
Other speakers, particularly Mr. Tembai Lamban , President of the Wabag Local
Government Council, later supported various points made by Mr. Abal.

278. The Mission left Wabag by air in the afternoon for Wapenamanda, where it held
a public meeting. Mr. Pongo Ialebo, President of the Local Government Council,
said that, after visiting other districts, he had noted a great gap in education
and development between his region and the other parts of the Territory. Pointing
to the persons present, he said that they were scantily clad in leaves because
they were teo poor to do otherwise. In his opinion, the people were destitute
because the Australian Government had not treated the region fairly. There were
many children in the gathering because they could not go to school for lack of
teachers. He had learned that some people were asking for self-government in 1972.
In the present circumstances, he could not agree to self-government at such
an early date.

279. ~10st speakers also maintained that ~ore education and economic development
were needed before self-government could come. One teacher also stated that the
Highlands had been neglected in the past by the Australian Administ~ation in
favour of the coastal region. The Australians were now doing their best to
improve the situation, but he hoped that the Administration would make a greater
effort to raise the level of education and economic development in the region
rather than speak of self-government and independence. Another speaker said that
he was opposed to self-government as long as there were any Australian expatriates
in the House of Assembly. The Australians should help to develop the country but
should not run against indigenous inhabitants in the Territory's elections. He
hoped that the Australian Government would not allow the European planters to run
against indigenous inhabitants in the forthcoming elections.

280. One speaker stated that he knew only one flag, the Australian flag, and was
surprised to see a second flag which was totally unknown to him. (The second
flag was in fact the flag of the United Nations, which had been raised especially
for the occasion of the Mission's visit.) Several speakers, including Mr. Tumu,
a co:.mcil member, referred to the land problem and urged that the officials of
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the Demarcation Commission should help the people to settle their disputes. If
there were not enough experts, their powers could be de1e~ated to patrol officers.

281. Following the public meeting at vTapenamanda~ the Mission visited the Waso
r1arketing Centre, whose stockholders were indigenes and which seemed to be
developing well.
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CHAPrER II

POLITICAL ADVANCEMENT

A. Executive

282. The 1968 Visiting Mission reported that, following recommendations by the
first Select Committee on Constitutional Development, the ~dministrator's Council
was to be renamed the Administrator's Executive Council. It was to include,
besides the Administrator and three official members, seven ministerial members
and one additional member from the House of Assembly:. Its functions were to remain
mainly advisory, however, and the Administrator would notlbe bound to accept its
advice. In August 1970, important changes were introdu.ced, the effect of which was
to transfer to the seven ministerial members ,and to eight assistant ministerial
members full authority and full responsibility in relation to certain designated
matters and to require the Admi'nistrator to act in accordance with his Executive
Council's advice in respect of all such matters. This transfer of power was
effected by means of ~nstructions from the Governor General of the Commonwealth of
Australia to the Administrator under section 15 of the Papua and New Guinea Act
1949-1968, by a determination under se<;:tion 24 of the same Act and by approved
arrangements under section,25 of the Act. The text of the approved arrangements,
whi~h set out in detail the functions and responsibilities exercised by the
ministerial members and assistant ministerial members, is reprod~ced 8S annex II
to the present report.

283. These changes marked a decisive step towards Cabinet government by elected
members responsible to the House of Assembly. They gave ministerial members. and
assistant ministerial members a wide measure of individual authority over th~ir

own departments and of responsibility for the co'ntrol of public expenditu,.'re by
their departments. They made the Administrator's Executive Council collecti"Jely
responsible for policy decisions, including the division of budget fundssmong the
various departments and the negotiation with the Australian Government of the
amount of the annual buo.getary grant-in-aid from Australia. They also provided for
the election, by ballot of the elected members of the Administrator's Executive
Council, of one of the:i.r memLers to ac';:' as spokesman for the Council in the House
of Assembly. In addition, the changes represented a welcome shift of final
decision-maKing power from Canberra to Port Moresby. In his speech on 6 July 1970,
introducing the proposed changes, the Prime Minister of Au~tralia sa~d: "We also
propose that the Parliament of Australia will not exercise its veto power in
respect of Ordinances if those Ordinances affect the actual responsibilities
handed over to ministerial members."

284. The Mission formed the impression that these ~rrangements were working well,
despite some initial hesitancy on the part of ministerial members and aBsistant
ministerial members in exercising fully the responsibilities transferred to them.
In practice, most matters tend to be referred by members for decision to the
Administrator's Executive Council, even when such a reference is not strictly
rE!quired, but this has the advantage of inculcating a' sens.e of collective
responsibility. There remain, of course, impor:tant fields where responsibility has
not yet been transferred to ministerial members~ These ~nclude matters relating
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to the Public Service, which comes under the authority of a separate Public Service
Board; the control of internal security and field administration through the
district commissioners and their staffs, which remain under the authority of the
Administrator; and economic policy and development planning, which is the
responsibility of an economic adviser working directly with the Administrator.
The Mission considers that at least the last two of these three fields will need
to be brought within the ambit of the ministerial system as the Territory advances
towards full internal self-government and that an early start should be made in
workin~ out arrangements to this end. The whole field of internal administration,
including control of the police, will be a vital one at the stage of self
government, and it seems important that elected members should be given an insight
into its operation before that stage is reached. Similarly, while the large scale
of Australian economic aid for development will make it necessary for the
Australian Government to retain a voice in the shaping of the TerritoryV s economic
policies and plans, self-government will not be a reality unless elected members
are also given an effective share of control over such crucial matters.

B. ~e~islature

285. The present House of Assembly was elected in 1968 at elections which were
held while the last Visiting Mission was in the Territory and which the Hission
found to have been ;iconducted smoothly. and efficiently and with strict attention
to the legal requirements:? 6/ The next elections are due to be held in March 1972.
In 1969, a Commission of Enquiry was appointed, following a motion in the House ( f'
Assembly, to inquire into the electoral system of the Territory and its operati0n
to date. .

286. The Commission reported in February 1970 and made a n~mber of recommendations,
the most important of which were that the minimum age for vntinp; should be lowered
from twenty-one to eighteen years, and that voters should be enrolled in the
electorate in which they hav'e lived for six months continuously and should no
longer have the option of enrolling in their or'home 7

' (or tribal) electorates.
The Commission also recommended that the present "Optional Preferential;1 voting
system should remain unchanged and that the qualifying requirement of five years'
residence for candidates not born in the Territory should be ~etained.

287. The Mission formed the impression that the present House of Assembly is taking
its responsibilities seriously. The Mission was able to observe that, in the
Chamber, Hembers were taking full advantage of their right to question the
Administration on its policies and actions and to propose remedies for problems
and difficulties. The House had a full programme of legislation before it and
much work was done in Committee. There were at present twenty-one committees:
eight sta.nding committees on budget, economic development, house, library,
ministerial nominations, privileges~ subordinate legislation and standing orders~

eight statutory committees on public accounts, public works, constitutional
development, land development, new and permanent house of assembly building, the
role of permanent overseas pUblic servants and transport and war damage
compensation; and five sUbject committees on land and industries, finance and
pUblic service, welfare and soc ial development, works and services and law and
local administration. In addition, the present House, like its predecessor, set
up the Special Select Committee on Constitutional Development.

6/ See Official Records of the Trusteeship Council~ Thirty-fifth Session,
fjupplemEmt No. 2, para. 191.
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288. A continuing weakness of the House of Assembly is the failure of political
parties to establish themselves on a truly nation-wide basis. Of the six parties
mentioned in the report of the 1968 Mission, only the Pangu Pati has survived as an
influential body, with its main support in the coastal towns. Its chief rival is
the Compass Party, formed in late 1970 with support in the Highlands. A third
smaller party is the People t s Progress Party. There is a danger that the political
differences between the two main parties will solidify on a purely regional basis,
thus accentuating the divisicns betw~en highlands and coast at a time when it is
increasingly important for national unity that they be reduced. The need is
accordingly urgent for at least these two parties to be encouraged to develop a
truly national organization based on support in all the main regions. There is So

risk that Administration help to this end for the existing parties might serve only
to strengthen their present regional bases and thus intensify rather than cure the
division of the country. But, in the opinion of the Mission, the problem is a
serious one which, given the slender financial resources of the present parties,
is unlikely to be solved if left to them alone and which accordingly deserves
urgent further consideration by the House of Assembly and the Administration.

289. One result of the lack of strong party organizations and programmes is that
members of the House of Assembly, even when adherents of one or other of the
parties, tend to a-ct and vote individually, often in support of pur"ely local
interests. Bills cannot count on organized party suppor~ and have to be advocated
on their merit!=l by individual sponsors. Moreover, it has not been found possible
to allow members of the House the right to introduce bills involving financial
expenditure, for fear ttat this would simply lead to a spate of competing demands
for government money in support of purely local projects all over the country.
Finally, the lack of a broad political base has made the position of members, and
especially of the ministerial members who have sought to take a national rather
than a purely local stand on contentious issues, particularly vulnerable 'at the
polls~ Thus, in the 1968 elections an exceptionally large proportion of members
lost their seats and it is to be f!3ared that the same may happen in 1972. The loss
to public life of many of the more experienced and responsible ministerial .~eIDbers

of the House would be a serious deprivation tor the country at a time when such
qualities are necessarily rare. On the othe+ hand, the 1972 electi09s may return
a larger proportion of younger and well-educated members than the present House
contains.

C. Judiciary

290. The system of justice in the Territory starts with the local courts, which
have limited jurisdiction but deal with the majority of cases coming before the
courts. At the next level are the district courts, manned in part by full-time
stipendiary magistrates and resident magistrates, but to a considerable degree'
staffed by part-time field staff of the Division of District Administration
exercising powers as reseI've magistrates. At the apex of the pyramid is the
Supreme Court.

291. A system of training courses at the Administrative College is designed to
produce an indigenous full-time magistracy. This localization programme has been
slow, however and has so far affected only 'the lowest level of the judiciary.
There are now twenty-six fully qualified indigenous magistrates exercising
jurisdiction ,in local cou~s, with an additional fourteen assistant magistrates
undergoing practical training in the local courts and a fu~her nineteen students
expected to graduate as assistant magistrates at the end of 1971. Four of the

~ ..
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tndigenous local magistrates have the powers of reserve magistrates, enabling them
to exercise much of the jurisdiction of district courts. There are no full-time
indigenoUs district magistrates anu, of course, no indigenous judges on the
Supreme Court.

292. This ,is an unsatisfactory situation in a Territory approaching self-government.
It is particularly important that expatriate field officers should be relieved of
magisterial functions as early as possible. The present tempo of the programme of
localization of the judi~iary seems inadequate to the needs of the si~uation.

There is apparent~ some difficulty in finding eno~h suitable candidates ~or

training, but the Mis,sion believes that ways must be found of greatly speeding up
the programme by according it a higher priority and devoting greater resources to
it.

D. ~,al government

293. The Missi9n met local government council members wherever it visited, and
everywhere formed the impression that the councils Were doing good work and
gaining public acceptance. This impression is borne out by the figures. The
latest estimate by the Commi~sioner for Local Government is that, at
30 September 1970, some 90 per cent of the population of the Territory had been
included in local government council areas.

294. On that date, the total number of councils in the whole of Papua and New
Guinea had risen to 146 (fro~ 91 at the beginning of 1968). Of the ninety-three
c.)uncils in the Trust Territory, all but eleven were organized on a multiracial
basis, embracing all land in the o~uncil area regardless of tenure.. In many
aistricts, the Mission heard of the energetic efforts that were being made to
establish local government councils in those' relatively few and generally remote
and backward areas that had not yet been covered. During the fina~cial year
1969/1grO, the total ~evenue of the councils amounted to $A5,415,242 (of which the
Trust Territory accounted for $A4,136,208), an increase of 35.8 per cent over the
figure for 1968/1969. , Of this revenue grants and subsidies contributed $Al,349,015
,\of which the Trust Territory had $A989,281), an increase of 63.7 per cent.
This increase in grants was accounted for in large part by rural development funds,
which are allocated to particular projects on condition that the council concerned
meets at least 50 per cent of the cost either in cash or in kind. The rates of
tax levied vary from a nominal 50 cents (or,Qil for females) to at least $A10
(or $A2.5O for females) per annum. In 1Cj)9/lgrO, the tax accounted for 43.6 per cent
of total revenue. Expenditure varies from" area to area, but local roads, b~idges

and t~nnsport form the largest item, followed by social services, such as local
scho,.,:' buildings and health centres, and by agricultural development and water
supplies. Some councils are embarking on successful 'business ventures such as
local garages and stores.

295. There is tl0 doubt that everywhere the councils are playing an impor'tant part
in introducing people to the responsibilities of self-government at the local
level, in overcoming local animosities and in contributing to the general welfare.
In many cases, they still rely on the help, and advice of expatriate officers of
the~. Administration, but a number.. of the older established councils are
increasingly Eelf reliant and many employ indigenous clerks and advisers trained
at the Local Government Training "Centre at Vunada.clir.
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296•. ryrban a~eas are now to be brought within the loca~ government system.
Elections for municipal councils are being held in April in Port Moresby, Lae
nnd Madang, but not.as yet in Rabaul because of the unresolved dispute between the
present Gazelle Local Government Council am the Mataungan Association. The
election of these councils will meet the need for representative local government
in the towns ,. to which earlier missions have drawn attention. When the municipal
councils have come into being, the town advisory councils will disappear.

297. There remains a gap at the district level, as was also observed by earlier
missions.' Provision for filling this gap is contained in legislation, now before
the House of Assembly, to authorize the establishment of area authorities and
special purpose councils. The area authorities would normally cover a district,
althougr. in some exceptional cases there might be more than one to a district,
and would replace the presen"c district advisory councils. Unl.ike these advisory
councils, they would have executive functions such as the allocation of rural
development funds, trade and vehicle licensing and any other reaponsibilities
which local government councils might ~hoose to hand over to them as being better
discharged at district level. Their revenues would come from existing revenue
sources transferred to them by' the central administration or by local government
councils and also from central administration grants. Their membership would be
drawn mainly from elected members of local government councils, with limited
provision for nominated members to represent special interests. The special
p~rpose councils would be a combination of two or more local government councils
pooling their resources for a common purpose, as has already been done successfully
in Chimbu District, where the councils have pooled their road maintenance
equipment in a joint service unit for the whole di.strict.

298. The Mission welcomes these proposals, which may go some way to meet a growing
demand in certain areas for greater local autonomy. This demand is particularly
insistent in the Gazelle P~ninsula of East New Britain and in Bougainville,in both
of which areas there are special local factors giving strength to autonomist and
even separatist feelings. The Mission feels strongly that no concessions should
be made to such purely regional movements at the expense of' the national unity of
the whole·Territory. It believes equally strongly that a special effort is called
for, in advance of self-gove~nment for the whole Territbry, to associate the local
people more closely with administration at the district level than h'!s been possible
hitherto unde.r the present systerrr of district commissioners. The Mission shares
the view expressed in the final report of the Select Committee on Constitutional
Development that "it would not be in the best interests of the Territory as a
whole for separate groups to break away and become self-governing before the
whole" • But it also endorses the Select Committee 1s comment that the proposed
"area authorities will need to be ab le to exercise real authority and responsibility
if they; are to satisfy the aspirations of the people".

E. Public service

299. The Papua and New Guinea public Service consists of some 7,000 expatriates
and about 15,000 local officers. Of the overseas officers, some 1,500 are members
of the old permanent career service, which ceased recruitment ~n 1964, and the rest
are temporary or contract officers. Of the local officers, few have yet risen to
the highest ranks of the service •. The Mission was informed by the ~ublic Service
Association that in all positions classified above Class 4, that is, carrying a salary
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in excess of $Al,995 a year, there are only slightly more, than 250 local officers,
as against more .than 2,000 over.seas officers. Although the Mission met some able
local officers holding senior positions such as departmental heads in Port
Mvresby and district directors of various services, there were still very few in
higher government positions.

300. As foreshadowed in the report of the 1968 Mission, the public service is
administered by an independent Public Service Board responsible to the Minister for
External Territories in Canberra and not to the Administrator. The Board was set
up in 1969 and its Chairman is a local officer. The Board is committed to a
policy of localization of the pUblic service as rapidly as is aonsistentwith
efficiency. It is clear that, while progress is being made, the localization
programme has a long way to go. The proportion of overseas officers, especially in
senior positions, is still exceptionally high for a country moving towards self
government. In some branches of the service, notably the teaching service,
localizat~onbeganearlier and is further advanced than in others, inclUding the
Division of District Administration, where there is still no local officer above
the rank of district officer.

301. The Administration is well aware of the need to press on urgently with
localization. Good work is being done in training local officers both on the job
and at the Administrative College and the Mission met many highly p~omisingyoung

officers. The impression remains, nevertheless, that the implementation of the
policy is unduly cautious. In some departments the·re seems to be reluctance .to
give local officers the chance to show their capacity to take responsibility, if
need be at some sacrifice of efficiency. Moreover, although section 49 of the
Public Service Ordinance provides for preferential pr2motion of local officers,
it is understood that no use has yet been made of it. The Mission considers that
the localization prograrn.%~·u.y..'gently need~ a new impetus.

302. One factor which appears to be holding up progress has been the lack of
agreement with the Public Service Association.on acceptable terms of compensation
and/or guarantees of further employment in Australia for overseas officers
displaced by localization. A scheme proposed by the .Australian Government in 1970
for the creation of a new Australian Service for Overseas Co-operation, designed to
guarantee 'the future employment of .up to 1,000 selected experienced overseas
officers occupying k~y positions in the Territory, has run into strong,opposition
from the Public Service Association. The Mission was informed that talks were in
progress to resolve this problem. It is vitally important that it be resolved
soon. The Mission heard numerous complaints from both overseas and local officers
regardi ng the lack of a clear programme for future localization. This uncertainty'
is provtng l~nsettling to overseas officers and discouraging to local officers and,
unless remedied, will lead to increasing resignations among the former and loss of
morale among the latter. The rate of retirement has already been accelerating to
the point where difficulties have been experienced in finding replacements.

303. The Mission also heard complaints about the disparity in conditions of service
as between local and overseas officers. As recommel1ded by the 1968 Mission, all
officers are now on a single salary sc~le but overseas off~cers receive an
additional inducement allowance which is paid by the Australian Government and is
not a charge on the Territory I s bUdget. The resulting difference in total
emoluments is substantial and leads to a very obvious difference in living
standards at all levels of.the service as between local and overseas officers.
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They must be offered the pay and conditions necessary to attract tbem, while local
officers cannot be allowed standards so high as to place an unacceptable burden on
the future resources of the Territory.

304. The Mission formed the impression that inadequate housing was a deeper source
of grievance among local officers than inadequate pay. There is an obvioua
disparity between the so-called high. covenant housing, primarily designed for
overseas officers, which few local officers quality for or can afford if they do,
and the ,o-called low covenant housing which many local officers consider provides
inadequate amenities and privacy for family life •. With the rapid growth of the
publie service it has been difficult to keep pace with the demand for adequat~

housing, and conditio~s vary from place to place. Although the Administration is
alive to the problem, there seems to have been a certain rigid1ty and lack of
imagination in dealing with. it • The Mission felt that greater .flexibility and
care in consulting local officers over their housing needs and otber conditions
of services might help to reduce the ill feeling that undoubtedly exists. It is
certainly a matter that deserves special attention.

305. The Mission discussed the possibility of setting.cut-otf dates for the
recruitment of expatriate officers to lower grades of the public service,.as
suggested by the 1968 Mission. Although the idea was not rejected, it was pointed
out to the Mission that too rigid an approach could be harmful since, because of
the continuing shortage of local people with the necessary skills and educational
standards, recruitment of overseas officers into the lower grades is still
necessary if qualifi'ed local officers are to be freed for promotion. The Mission
believes, however, that the aim should be to limit expatriate recruitment into all
lower grades to the barest essential minimum and to mpve as rapidly as possible to
a situation where overseas officers are' recruited only when theY possess skills
that are .not at all available locally.

306. It was repre.sented to the Mission by the Public Service As.sociation that their
negotiations wi~h the Public Service Board had been hampered by inadequate
delegation of authority to the BOard by Canberra, particularl:y in relation to the
conditions of employment of local public servants. The Mission raised this matter
with the Department of External Territories and was told that sane delegation of
authority had recently been made. The Mission hopes that continui~ attention
will be paid to this problem, since, at the present stage of development, it seems
specially important. that public service officers should feel confident that
negotiations between their Association and the Board can proc~ed speedily and
fruitfully, without avoidable delays caused by the need to refer to Canberra.

F. Political education

307. The Mission was impressed by the keen interest shown in political matters at
nearly all of its meetings in the Territory. This is a new phenomenon. It is
partly to be attributed to the travels of the Select Committee on Constitutional
Develop~ent which has toured the country to consult opinion. It has been fostered
by the increasing participation of local people in the activities of government at
both the local and central level. But it has been stimulated also by the recent.
work of the Administration in developing a political education programme. Special
material has been prepared to inform the people about political and constitutional
affairs and to promote understanding of the implications of seIt-government ,. This
material is extensively used by the Administration's radio stations and other media.
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In addition, full-time political education officers have been appointed in many
districts with the task of co-ordinatin~ work in this field and themselves
undertaking lectures and courses of instruction for teachers and other public
servants. The officers also travel. extensively throughout their districts in order
to discuss political affairs with the people in the villages.

308.. The task of the political education officers is a difficult one, not least
because Melanesia.n pidgin is a language ill adapted for the explanation of
unfamiliar concepts, such as the distinction between self-government and
independence. \Vhile some impact is being made, it was evident to the Mission that
much work still needs doing if misconceptions are to be removed and ignorance
remedied. Even some politicians were ill informed, for instance, about the role
of the United Nations in relation to the Territory and the sir,nificance of General
Assembly resolutions.

309. It is important that political education should not come to be regarded as a
task to be left to a few specialists. All officers, particularly field officers,
should be made clearly aware of their role in the process; and the co-operation of
all departments as well as of the teaching service and others in a position to
help~ should be fully engaged in the work. The concepts of political advance,
including localization, will be best understood if they are clearly seen at work
in all the activities of the Administration and the actions and attitudes of its
officers.

310. The attitude of the priva.te sector will be no less important. The Mission
formed the impression that the great majority of expatriate settlers and
businessmen accept the inevitability of further constitutional advance. There will
nevertheless be a growing need for the implications of political eVOlution to be
reflected in changing social attitudes and business methods. It could be disastrous
if the large expatriate private sector came to be regarded as an alien econcmic
enclave isolated from the mainstream of indigenous political advance. To avoid
this danger, some modification of traditional ·free enterprise methods may be called
for if expatriate businesses are to be well adapted for survival after full self
government and independence. It is to be hoped that the Administration will foster
this process by example and advice.

311. Finally, as the Territory advances towards full self-government, it becomes
increasingly desirable that political education and. national leadership should be
in indigenous hands. Such leadership is still lacking and there is a tendency in
some quarters to regard the politicians in Port Moresby as remote and ineffectual
and out of touch with the people. Political leaders will need to be encouraged
to play an increasingly active part in educating the people about the political
eVOlution of their country and in fostering a confident sense of national identity
and aspiration.
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CHAPTER III

ECONOMIC ADVANCEMENT

A. Development programme: aims and methods

Introduction i
312. A Territory with a gross national product, at market pri es, which rose at
the annual rate of 14.8 per cent from 1965 to 1969 and then by 25 per cent during
the year 1969/1970, and with a national income (excluding the subsistence economy)
which has virtually doubled in five years, cannot be regarded as ailing. It is
true that the population growth rate, which must be taken into account in
determining the improvement in per capita monetary income, is among the world i s
highest, amounting to an annual average rate of 3 per cent, with a maximum of
5.8 per cent in some villages of New Britain; that the progress made in the
last twenty months is largely attributable to the execution of projects, gigantic
for New Guinea, at the Bougainville mines; that the increase in production is
very unevenly distributed among the geographic areas; and that, lastly, as the
economic services agree, the data on which the aggregates are calculated are
vague. Nevertheless, on-the-spot observation confirms the statistics: the
Territory has developed rapidly since the last Visiting l'Ussion went there.
Prices have not risen alarmingly during the period covered. The index available 
that of European consumption, taking 1962 as the base year - rose from 107.7 in
December 1965 to 117.6 five years later. This expansion of the economy is
expected to continue at a fast pace in the future, particularly 'because of the
execution of large-scale projects now under study.

313. To a large extent, the situation in the Territory is the result of the
five-year Economic Development Programme. This was drawn up on the basis of
recommendations made by the survey mission of the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) which went to New Guinea in 1963 and made
its report in 1964. A preliminary draft, approved by the House of Assembly in
June 1967, was followed by a revised Programme for the period 1968-1973 which
was presented in September 1968.

314. An annual report on the imple~entationof this programme, which provides
inter alia for the investment of some $Al ,000 million of pUblic mon\~y', is
prepared and submitted to the budgetary session of the House of Assembly and
indicates the sectors for which some updating seems necessary. In June 1971,
it will be revised for the period 1972/1973 and will include a projection up to
1974/1975. A second programme, to be completed in 1978/1979, is already under
study. ,

315. This programme is directly based on and reflects the spirit of the IBRD report.
vJhile the IBRD experts were not uninterested in educational problems, they
nevertheless emphasized,the idea of economic return and obviously considered, on
the one hand, that the economic Idevelopment of the Territory called for the
participation of free enterprise, and, on the other hand, that the investments
ought to be made in areas where they could provide the quickest returns. The
private sector is not always prepared to follow the guidelines of a programme
and the indigenous inhabitants do not always take kindly to the settlement of
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foreign planters on their land. The main reasons for the uneven results
obtained in agriculture are the reservations on both sides. On the other hand,
in the industrial sector, the Ordinance on Incentives for Investment, which dates
back to 1965 and provides, inter alia, for the duty-free entry of equipment, tax
exemption for five years and a preferential rate for the taxes levied on
companies, has been an undoubted success: fifty enterprises have qualified for
this preferential treatment and thirty-nine ~re actually in operation. Strict
application of the principle of the geographical distribution of investment based
011 the criterion of economic returns alone wduld have led to complete neglect of
the Territory's most underprivileged areas.

016. Although the Development Programme is heavily dependent on private investment
from abroad, it nevertheless expects a good deal from indigenous enterprise,
whether in the form of individual enterpris~s, co-operative societies or companies.

1. Co-operative societies

317. The Administering Authority has made every effort to encourage the
co-operative movement; co-operative societies have proliferated in the Territory
and, in 1969, there were 171 societies having an aggregate membership of nearly
100,000. The inefficiency or dubious practices of some of their managers have
forced some societies, particularly those engaged in the retail trade, into
dissolution or even bankruptcy. Although consumers' co-operatives have often
failed at the retail level, the Co-operative Wholesale Society, which buys and
sells wholesale and one of whose branches at Lorengau was visited by the Mission,
haQ a turnover of several hundred thousand dollars. The producers' co-operatives,
which process and market export products; have sometimes managed to operate on
the scale of big enterprises: the Finschhafen Society, which had 9,500 members
and an over-all turnover of $A900,OOO, has had to break up into thirteen branches;
the Chimbu Society annually processes about $Al.4 million vTorth of coffee for its
18,000 members. The derect co~on tb the Territory's co-operative soc1eties is
lack of leadership vTith sufficient educatic:n "to mana.ge and promote the business.
The indigenous directors,who are often illiterate, have to depend entirely on
the decisi~ns and honesty of their managers and on the advice of the officials
provided by the Admi~istration's co-operative society service. As regards th~

copra marketing societies, the establishment of the Copra Marketing Board has
encouraged producers to leave their societies and sell direct to the Board.
The Visiting Mission appreciates the devotion of the advisers to the co-operatives,
who have to work under generally very difficult conditions, and recommends that
the Administration take action simultaneously in two directions: ~) obtain
better information on the operations of the societies so that it can act in good
time to prevent serious defects or misappropriations of funds; and (E) continue
to train the future salaried personnel of the co-operatives, but also give their
managers at least some rudimentary instructions in economics.

2. Local government councils

318. It is not the function of the local government councils to engage in
commercial activities. Nevertheless, since they are authorized to set up
enterprises under the law, some of them have availed themselves of its provisions:
the main vehicle maintenance station at Mount Hagen belongs to the local
government council. Other councils manufacture bricks, manage hostels and buy
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wholesale for local retailers. Lastly, before being converted into a public
company dur~ng the Mission's visit, the Tolai cocoa project, which processes and
markets $Al.3 million worth of cocoa per year, belonged to the Ga~elle Council~

3. Companies promoted by Christian missions

319. In order to encourage a spirit of enterprise 'among their adherents, the
Lutheran missionp have set up business companies, whose shares, which are very
low-priced ($Al to $A2)~ are held partly by the 'missions and partly by the'
New Guinean sh8reholders~ The largest; the Native Marketing and Supply Company
(Namasu), covering the area from Lae to the Highlands, has 7,000 shareholders and
twenty-five branches. !'t processes local coffee and engages in the wholesale
and retail trade and in transport. The smaller Waso co-operative of Wapenamenda,
in the Highlands, has 467 New Guinean and eighty-four European shareholders.
On the island of Bougainville, the Roman Catholic missions advise and virtually
run development companies composed of their adherents.

4. Village companies

320. Some 'groups in the island areas have set up companies analogous to
co-operatives but established. along tribal, religious or local political lines.
Their success has been very un~ven: the Hahalis W~lf~re Society on the island
of Buka seems to be in difficulties; the Tutukubal Isakul Association of
New Hanover and the Busiba Association of Buin are relatively prosperous.

5. Mixed enterprises

321. The Administration.encourages the establishment'of mixed enterprises financed
and managed jointly by expatriates and indigenous inhabitants. ,The most
successful mixed enterprise, though pr9bably not the most representative example,'
is the Hoskins palm oil plantation, in which New Guinean smallholders are '
associated with a large company, half-owned by the Territory. There are also
cases, although rare, of more typical associations: cattle .raising and fish
fre~zing and marketing. The main difficulty is how to achieve genuine equality
in financial partic~pation and managerial responsibility.

6. Assist2ince to small private businesses

322. For several years the Administration has been introducing business advisory
officers in the main towns of the principa~ districts. These officers were
transferred in 1970 to ~n autonomous department headed by a New Guinean. The
department advises the indigenous inhabitants who wish to set up a ·business and
has built two promotion cent~es where the indigenous inhabitants can rent trade
stores at moderate prices. For reasons which are not entirely economic, the
Rabaul Centre has been vegetating since it opened.

323. The establishment.of a Iepartment of Business Ievelopment was a necessary
step, because the Territory still lacks not only New Guinea businessmen but also
those indigenous small craftsmen and traders who, in many develpping countries,
contribute to the economic expansion of small stations in the inter~or. On
16 February 1971, the Administrator's Executive Council approved S\ draft ordinance
which will be discussed in June by t~e House of Assembly and which;' if adopted,
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will authorize the local government co~ncils to give priority to indigenes in the
granting of small business licences and the allocation of sites in business centres.

324. The logic of the Development Programme was such that it was necessary for the
public ~ector to 'make a contripution - and it is substantial - in the form of
infrastructure expenditure, and not to participate dir'ectly in production through
Government or mixed companies. The Administration was to have the option of
acquiring a one fifth interest ,in the Bougainville Copper Pty. Ltd., (BCP), and
"substantial participation" in the Hoskins palm oil enterprise. The Territory
actually exercised its option over the BCP shares and, even before the final
adoption of the Programme, acquired ownership of the capital of the New Britain
Palm Oil Development Company on an equal basi s wi th Harrison and Crossfield,.
Moreover, in its 'recent negotiations with private enterprises for the execution
of major forestry or mining projects, the A~inistrationhas consistently requested
tba t 20 'per cent of the shares' should be reserved for the Territory.

325. In 1910, the Administration put before the House of Assembly a draft ordinance
to set up the Investment Corporation of Papua and New Guinea. This bill, which was
scheduled to be considered during March 1911, provides that the Investment
Corporation,has to reserve for certain natural or juridical persons, fQr example,
New Guineans, the territorial administration, the local government councils, 'the
co-operative societies and. the Development Bank, a share of participation in the
capital of the most important businesses financed or controlled by third parties,
or whose financing comes largely from abroad. The Investment Corporation was to

.participate only if its executives considered that it was in the interest of the
beneficiaries to participate but they would not or could not do so otherwise. It
will operate as a private business and may, inter alia, buy and sell shares, lend
and borrow, but must abide by the general instructions laid down by the
Administrator in Council and approved by the Minister for External Territories.
As soon as it is established, the Investm~nt Corporation will relieye the
Development Bank of its resp~nsibilities as regards the managing of the Territory's
investment portfolio.

326. Provided its resources are adequate, the Investment Corporation Will, in all
probabili ty, be an effective instrument for di recting the Terntory's 'economy.
Apparently it will not, however, be authorized to establish businesses financed
exclusively from public funds. The Mission considers that the Administration
should contemplate the establishment of such companies to undertake operations
which are economically viable but which it is not possible, or expedient, to leave
to the private sector, for example, some of the nucleus es~ates on which the
execution of the agricultural development programme is based. In fact, a public
body, the Electricity Commis~ion, has long been responsible for the generation
and distribution of electricity in the large centres.

B. Obstacle to economic development: the land tenure problem

1. The problem

32'7. Population density in the Territory as a· whole is very low and,
except in some overpopulated areas such as the Gazelle Peninsula and certain
parts of Chimbu District" t~e New Guinean farmers have vast virgin areas at their
dlsposal. Nevertheless, land tenure disputes have constant~y impeded economic
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development. Legally speaking, the vacant and ownerless lands belong to the
public domain, but no forest is too isolated and no swampland too deserted not
to be the subject of at least one claim: every piece of land has an owner.

328. This situation has had several consequences:

(a) The. clans dispute land ownership at every turn and wage set battles
periodically.

(b) The Administration must engage in long and delicate negotiations
whenever it wishes to use a piece of land; even when it has sufficient funds, it
must often postpone purchase for lack of time. But it is the Administration which
buys the land, before leasing it to the parties concerned - the concessions
intended for non-indigenous planters; the latter complain about having to wait
for their land for months or years on end.

(c) . The coffee, cocoa or tea growers run the risk of seeing their profits
confiscated at harvest time by artful members of their clans who claim customary
ownership of the plantation.

2. Efforts to solve the problem

329. The Administration has tried to solve these different problems as follows:

(!.) In order to determine the land boundaries once and for all, it has set
up so-called land titles commissions Which base their rulings on reports from the
Demarcation Commissions, mainly composed of indigenous inhabitants who enjoy the
confidence of the villagers and know the lands particularly well. In spite of the
competence of the magistratE!s &"ld committee chairmen, the legislation has not
achieved its purpose. The procedures last too long and the parties concerned grow
wear,y of awaiting the results. The district officers settle the most urgent cases
amicably without a formal hearing.

(b) In order to give enterprising entrepreneurs growing cash crops the
security they require, the Land Tenure Conversion Ordinance has, since 1963, laid
down a procedure enabling the indigenous inhabitants to evade customary law, to
acquire individual rights of tenure over the land they occupy and to have their
land registered. Although some land experts in New Guinea say they are satisfied
with the implementation of the Ordinance, the most widespread opinion is that
conversion, being too slow, has not led to the expected results. The richest among
the indigenous planters whom the Mission met were cultivating non-registered
holdings. On 30 June 1970, an area of only 1,113 hectares had been converted to
individual tenure.

3. Preparation of the reform

330. The Administration then recruited a British expert on land problems,
Mr. S. Rowton Simpson, who recommended, in August 1969, that the House of
Assembly should develop the registration of titles and initiate a reform based
not on the British or Australian example but on that of countries comparable to
New Guinea, such as Kenya. Following a New Guinean mission to Kenya in January 1970,
Mr. T.J. Fleming, former land tenure adviser to the Kenyan Government, was
asIted to propose the outline of a reform, the draft of which was prepared by a
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team of' land tenure experts of the Territory under the Director of the Department
of Lands, Surveys and Mines. An Australian professor, Hr. D.J. Walan, was then
consulted and four draft ordinances were prepared for submission to the House in
March 1971.

331. The main features of the reforn are the following:

(~) The adjudication of customary rights is to be administrative and not
judicial and the officer in charge of adjudication may divide the area to which
the claim refers into several·sectors and set up as many adjudicating teams as
he may deem necessary. The decisions of this officer or, in some cases, of the
Land Titles Commission, are final.

(b) The conversion of a customary right into individual tenure may be
effected at the same time as its adjudication.

(£) Land tenure transactions, other than those whereby a non-indigenous.
person acquires a right from a New Guinean, may be approved locally or at
the district level, not in the capital of the Territory.

( d)
record of
registers
justifies

All land titles, whether customary or not, are to be registered in a
11 absolute ownership", the idea of "freeholdll being abandoned; open·
for each region in which the volume of land tenure operations so
are to replace the single register of the Territory.

4• 12ifficulties in applying the reform

332. The purpose of the reform was to reduce the volume of correspondence and
speed up administrative procedures, by decentralizing the decision-making procedures.
The Mission welcomes this, but offers the following comments:

(a) It is to be feared that the reforms may not succeed in solving the
basic problems (insufficient number of inter-clan demarcations, excessive slowness
of the negotiations for incorporating land into the public domain), unless the
number of staff employed in the land tenure services is increased. '!he authors
of the drafts agr_e on this and provide for the appointment of a larger numb"er
of deputy land commissioners. The Administration has informed the Visiting
Nissic)O that it does not intend to use its officers for land demarcation but
hopes to employ technical personnel, most of whom will be indigenous, for this
purpose. In order to facilitate and expedite the reform it intends to request
international assistance, perhaps in the form of experts in topography. The
Mission, realizing how important the reform is to the future of the Territory,
welcomes the proposed appeal for help from international bodies and recommends
that :it be favourably considered. It wishes to point out, however, that the use
of too highly sophisticated personnel, material and methods may considerably
delay the realization of a reform, which is already overdue, and may eveIl
jeopardize its success. Generally speaking, it would be desirable not to use
costly topographical teChniques, when the surveyor's table, compass and chain are
sufficient, but to use instead the aerial photographs now available and already
being used by the land services whenever possible.

(b) The question also arises as to whether the New Guinean
Government, once the Territory becomes self-governing, will not have to be stricter
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than the Administering Authority as regards claims, which are excessive a~d

costly for the community, made by certain persons to idle land.

(£) At a more technical level, the establishment of multiple land registers
will mean that they will be handled by people untrained in keeping ItUld records.
Furthermore, entering titles of different origins in the same books may make it
particularly difficult to keep them up to date.

5. Alienated holdings

333. The Administration rightly recalls that, out of the Trust Territor,y's total
land area of some 24 million hectares, less than 1 per cent, or 207,000 hectares,
are owned by non-indigenous people, and that nearly 2 per cent, or 568,000 hectares
(of which almost half is leased to planters) belong to the Administration.
Nevertheless, in the Gazelle Peninsula, 43 per cent of the land and a much higher
percentage of the best holdings are alienated. In New Ireland and in Manus the
non-indigenous plantations account for a high proportion of the best arable land
in the coastal area. In the Highlands, where tea growing has often been introduced
on drained marshland, some New Guinean growers feel frustrated because the nucleus
estates of the expatriates are closer to the factory than their own holdings.

334. Taking the Territor,y as a whole, half of the land planted with cash crops does
not belong to the indigenous inhabitants. In other words, in some parts of the
Territory, the problem of non-indigenous holdings has already arisen, as witness,
firstly, the reluctance of expatriates to increase their agricultural investments
and, secondly, the hesitation of the customar,y owners to accept the Administration's
offers to purchase. In an area in which the sensitivity of the New Guineans is
acute, it is advisable not to increase the concession areas· and, whenever possible,
to. reduce them through purchase or by withdrawal or cancellation in the case of
insufficient occupancy.

335. The towns, particularly Lae and Hadang, will develop rapi;dly in the years to
come, and sufficient space should be acquired by the Territor;y-for the settlement
of migrants from the Highlands. Plots could also be incorporated, for the same .
purposes, into the public domain along the highways in the now under-populated
regions.

c. Implementation of the development programme:
production

1. Agriculture

336. In a Territory in which the great majority of the population lives on the land,
the five-year Programme rightly provided for a major effort to develop agriculture.
The Administration, showing genuine imagination, has sought to diversify pr.oduction;
in addition to traditional crops such as coconuts and cocoa and then coffee, it
has concerned itself with rUbber, the oil palm, tea, pyrethrum, rice and passion
fruit, so that the expansion covered different regions of the Territory
simultaneously. The over~all results have been encouraging but' ~even.

I 337. The oil palm plantations have exceeded expectations: In 1969/1970, approxin,at(:ly
i 1,200 hectares w~re planted instead of 1,080. This result is attributable to the
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success of the complex operation initiated at Hoskins in New Britain: indigenous
settlers from various regions of New Guinea were installed in six-hectare holdings
cloSe to a concession and an oil plant half-owned by the Territory, while the
inhabi tants of neighbouring villages were encouraged to plant oil palms. As the
project was successful, the areas to be planted by the settlers, the company ~nd

the villagers were increased respectively to 4,800, 4,000 and 800 hectares. When
the Mission visited Hoskins, 562 settlers were already installed. Although the
prospect of having to refund their loans from the Development Bank before knowing
the actual amount of their return obviously worried them, they seemed satisfied
with their experience.

338. The Development Programme sets no target for coffee growing, coffee being
the only important crop of which more 'than half (approximately 70 per cent) is
produced by indigenous growers. 1/ The farmers of the Highlands have taken to
it readily' and have made it their usual source of money income. Output, which was
under 15,000 tons in 1968, exceeded 20,000 tons the following year, and the
Territory will henceforth be affected by the restrictions of the Intetnational
Coffee Agreement.

339. As regards the other oper.ations, the Programme targets were not reached,
either in terms of areas planted or of volumes produced, or both.

340. Since 1966 copra production has levelled off at around 115,000 tons, a
little less than one third of which comes from indigenous plantations; the slight
increase in price (£160 as compared with £146 per ton in the past twelve months)
has not been enough to lessen the dissatisfaction of the growers.

341. The rapid increase in th'e areas planted with cocoa by the New Guineans,
especially in the New Britain holdings, has been offset by the slo~ expansion of
the European plantations. The production of cocoa has remained stable at some
23,000 tons. Despite the strenuous efforts of the plant pathology service, which
has conducted systematic studies on die-back, this blight continues to assail the
Territory's cocoa trees.

342. The tea grown in the Western Highlands under the system of association
between European concessions and small indigenous holdings is of excellent quality
arn high yield, but, in the eyes of the local growers,. it requires too much eftort
for little profit.

343. The rubber plantations are not yet in production and their area is increasing
more slowly than expected; the drop in prices and misgivings about the future of
the Territory both contribute to the growers' lack of enthusiasm.

,

'344. The production of rice, although small (approximately 2,000 tons), has risen
rapidly in East and West Sepik, and could easily find a market in the Te~ritory

which (together with Papua) consumes 43,000 tons per year, but the local price
is higher than that of rice in~orted from Australia.

345. The agronomical studies regarding the possibility of creating an extensive
sugar cane plantation in the Markham Valley are continuing.

346. In terms of world output, New Guinea's production of tropical food-stuffs is
still low. In spite of th~ efforts pursued for some ten years, it is still
concentrated too intensively in the islands from which apparently 60 per cent of

7/ Pyrethrun is grown exclusively by New Guineans, but output has u~cunted
to no-rr.ore than a few hundred tons.



the Territory's' output now comes. Again, ,it is still too dependent on non
indigenous growers who produce more than two thirds of the copra,' almost three
quarters of the cocoa and approximately 30 per cent of New GUinea'~ coffee.

347. The Visiting Mission is not competent to pass technical judgement on farming
methods. It points out, however, that, in some mountain regions" growing techniques
which did not threaten the soil at a time when the density of land occupation was
low, may prove dangerous today, now that there is an apparent tendency to
over-population in a few rural areas. It notes with interest that the Lorengau
Local Government Council is subsidizing the purchase of fertilizers by growers ani
suggests that a more systematic policy of soil improvement should be considered at
the terri torial level.

2. Animal husbandry

348. The Mission noted the good results of the steps taken to improve pig ~aising~

which is very popular throughout the Territory; to develop cattle, one tenth of
which (7,600 head out of 63,000) belongs to the indigenous inhabi tal. ts; and to
interest the New Guineans in poultry raising. The government grant, intended to
promote the importation of high-quality Australian bulls and cows, was recently
increased and ranges from $A74 to$AllO. The cattle are not used as draught
animals. The Administration considers it inadvi~able to teach the'New Guineans this
method of farming, and prefers whenever possible to move straight on 'to mechanical
cultivation.

3. Fisheries

349. Although their coastline is a ,long one, the New Guineans, except on }!Tanus
Island, are usually not traditional fishermen. Until the last few years, fishing
has played only a small part in the New Guinean economy, because the Territory
lacks cold-storage facilities; the resources of the potential consumers are _D~dest

and therefore restrict expansion uf the market; and imported tinned goods compete
With the fresh ·product. Loans from the Development Bank, especially for' the
purchase of boat engines, the advice given by the Fisheries Service and the
establishment of small freezing plants have increased production in recent years.
At Kavieng, fish sales almost tripled in the last quarter of 1970.'- Neverth~less,

fishing does not oc'cupy a,. place commensurate with its potential in' the Territory's
economy.

350. The interest shown by Japanese industry in New Guinea may change this situation.
Even before the survey around Manus (scheduled to last twelve months) was completed,
the tuna hauls of the Itoh company's boats were sufficiently large fo r the next
stage to be considered, namely, the construction of a plant for processing 10 )000
tons of fish. If this project is carried out, the Administration should ensure
that the traditional fishing rights of the indigenous inhabitants, especially on
certain atolls, are respected by the concessionary company and that New Guinean
fishermen are associated with the operation of the plant.

4. Forestry

351. Timber production, mainly in West New Britain (74.6 million superficial feet)
and Morobe (52 million superficial feet), has fallen far below the estimates of the
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Development Prograrrme because of the loss of overseas markets. It amounted in 1970
to a total of 174 million superficial feet, representing a value less than that of
copra. and coffee but JilOre than that of the cocoa produced in the Territory.

352. The Administration does not consider forestland as a single entity. It buys
the timber rights but not the land rights from the indigenous inhabitants, which
total about 1.4 million hectares, or approximately 5.8 per cent of the area of the
Terri tory. It then grants permi ts and charges a fee per superfoot. Revenue in
1970 for New Guinea as a whole was slightly more than one quarter of the expenditure
of the Forestry Department.

353. In New Guinea, the cut-over method is sometimes used in forestry. This method
is equivalent to clearing the land and enables it to be used for agriculture where
the soil is rich enough, but it involves the total destruction of the forest cover,
including the young non-marketable trees. ~ Although the forestry entrepreneurs
open up roads, which benefi ts the entire community, it· appears that the indigenous
inhabi tants an. not always associated to an adequate extent wi th the procedure for
granting permits and therefore 'sometimes feel frustrated. Recently, in West Sepik,
at Gagol near Madang and at Open Bay in New Britain, the Administration has
considered the issuing of permits for very large areas. The most advanced project,
in Gogol, covers 49,200 hectares. The Honshu company which has carried. out some
e}~eriments (the first ever to be made in a tropical" region) with chips for the
manufacture of liner boards; has expressed an interest i~ this project.

354. The holders of forestry permits are all non-indigenous. Without overlooking
the financial and technical difficulties of forest exploitation, the Administration
should encourage the establishmen+. of New Guinee.n entrepreneurs. As has recently
happened in other developing countries with forests, the first permits could be
granted to joint associations of indigenous inhabit~nts and expatriates.

5. Mining: The Bougainville proje.£1

355. Even before beginning its operations, the copper, gold and silver mine at
Panguna, in Bougainville District, has transformed the country's economy and
disturbed its political unity. Bougainville Copper Pty. Ltd. (BCP) is an enterprise
of international dimensions on a rugged and sparsely populated island, and by the
time its installation is completed it will have invested more than $A350 million.
A port having its own electrical generating plant with an installed capacity five
times greater than that of all the rest of New Guinea will be linked to' a town with
a population of 10,000 in the heart of the mountains by a broad metalled road for
surface communication and a system of pipelines for the t.ransport of ore
concentrates.

356. Under a contract dated 7 June 1967 and approved by the House of Assembly on
30 August 1967, the company, which was given a fofty-two-year lease, entered into
a number of commitments for the benefit of the Territory or of the local population·
an annual rent of $1 per acre, an annual royalty of 1 1/4 per cent of the f.o.b.

8/ In 1970, however, 4,200 of the 5,600 hectares exploited by cut-over
might-subsequently have been used for agriculture, whereas only 1,320 hectares
throughout the Territory were reafforested.
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receipts for shipments of metal, provision of public roads, wharves and water and
electricity mains, cession of one fifth of the equity capital, preferential
employment of local personnel, and granting of a first ,option to New Guinea on
the use of the material produced.

357. In return, the company will be allowed a thre~-year tax holiday, deductions
for expenses on its subsequent tax returns, a ceiling of 50 per cent on the rate of
income tax it will pay, and import of its equipment free of duty. It has been
calculated that during the first ten years BCP would be paying the Territory between
$n200 million and $A300 million.

358. The population will receive 5 per cent of the income from royalties, as a
result of a change in the mining laws; a rent of $A~ per acre per year under an
agreement with the company, to be reassessed every seven years; and replacement
by a durable building of any traditional housing that may be damaged. The local
people send their children to the schools which the mining company has built~ In
addition, the company spends about $A6,oOO per week cn purchases of food from.
local fanners.

359. The fact remains that the installation of the company has not gone smoothly;
there have been two years of sometimes violent dispute between the population on
th~ one hand and the company or the Administration on the other. In 1968, a group
of Bougainville resid.ents, including two members of the House, called for a
refer~dum on whether Bougainville should secede from or remain. part of the
Territory. The Napikadoe Navitu Association has renewed this demand, which was
presented to the Visiting Mission when it was at Kieta. While the Mission noted f

that villagers who profited from having a work site near,their·homes welcomed
the opening of the mine, it also heard some resolute opponents ot: Bet>.

360. Without going into detail on a very complex matter, the Mission expresses the
following view. It is true that the United Nations has thus far disapproved of
attempts to secede, and it is true that the commencement of operations at Panguna
gives an island which has hitherto been poor and lacking in amenities a unique
opportunity to 'raise its level of living substantially. Nevertheless, mistakes
have undoubtedly been made. The people of Bougainville, who had felt neglected
in the past, saw how exploratory operations were begun before negotiations
concerning ~and had been completed. They feel that their existenc~ is being
largely ignored. They would like the profits from the mining operat~ons to accrue
to the island rather ·than' to the rest of the Territory, which they believe has
long neglected them. They fear a relapse into poverty when the mine is worked out.

361. The Administration and the conwany have done rauch in the past two years to
make am~nds for their initial miscalculations. BCP is hiring and training
indigenous personnel, with high hopes of being able to place them in responsi.ble
posi tions. It is trying to involve an increasing number of Bougainville residents
in the giant P~nguna venture. Consideration must now be given to the establishment
on the island 'of new sources of work, entirely unconnected_ wi th the mine and
constituting a separate and continuing source of wealth to the local population.
A serious problem will arise shortly, namely, the placement of 7,500 employees
who will be laid off when the mine begins operations. A re-employment programme
should be instituted for these employees.
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6. Other mineral projects

362,. \-lhile there can be no e2>.rpectation of the early comm~ncement in the Terr1tory
of other operations on'the scale of those at Panguna, New Guinea's future with
regard to minerals appears to be quite~encouraging. Prospecting for petroleum
is continuing in the Madang and Sepik districts and explorations for possible
copper deposits north and south of Telefomin are being carried out in particularly
difficult conditions. Kennecott Exploration is making geological surveys
throughout the mainland part of the Territory; in Manus) more than $A400 ,000 has
been spent in exploring for copper. Generally speaking, the wave of prospecting
which has been sweeping Australia for several years has extended to the Territory
for which it exercises responsibility.

7. Industty

363. Industry in New Guinea is aimed not so much at the export of manufactured
products as ,at the reduction of the' volume of certain imports or the primary
processing of agricultural or forestry products. It is therefore generally made
up of small units. Nevertheless, it is expanding at the quite rapid rate of
13 per cent per yea~ envisaged in the development programme. An encouraging sign
is that the output of mechanical industry is now greater in value than that of the
food and beverage industry. I"t is noted wi th regret) however, "that cement, imports
of which exceeded $Al million in 1970, is not yet being produced in the Territory.

364. Following the establishment in 1969 of an Advisory Commi,ttee on Tariffs, some
small measure of customs protection is being given to goods manufactured in the
Territory. This protection" should be nldointained at such a level as to shelter
recently established local factories - and their workers - from excessive outside
competi tion withQut raising the cos t of living or indirectly impairing the "open,
door" system.

365. Apart from a few sawmills and carpenter and furniture-making shops, industrial
establishments are owned by expatriates. A United Nations expert who has just
completed a mission on indigenous entrepreneurship in the Territory has suggested
a co-ord1nated programme for the deve lopment of small New Guinean indus tries.

8. Tourism

366. New Guinea, which is rich in both tradition and scenery, possesses touristic
resources that it has set about to exploit. A network of hotels of international
standard extends to every district excep~ three, and thete are extensive airline
links. A pI1,vatel,Y run Tourist Board, subsidized out of the Territory's budget,
distributes a great deal of material (200,000 pamphlets in four years) in the
Territory, in the United Kingdom and, through the Australian overseas offices, in
other parts of the world. There is also a catering school which trains head
waiters and ~ooks; prices are comparable to those elsewhere in the Pacific
(about $[\200 fcr"'a one-week tour). The number of tourists (Papua included) has
accordingly increased from 13,000 in 1965 to 30,000 in 1970 and the number of
holiday-makers from 7,500 to 14,300; between them, they spent $AlO.5 million, which
placed tourism among the Territory's main sources of income.

"167•.Altboup;h the great majority (about four fifths) of the visitors come from
.Austral iet, IATA' s decision tc, reduce the validit:y I..)f return tickets from forty
five to thirty-five C1l:a..f::l rilay put a brake on this expaI1sion. United States tourists,
in particular, might omit New Guinea from their travels in the South Pacific.
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368• The Terri.tory does not have many wild animals, but it. might offer visi t9rs
trips to reserves for exotic birds. Wo special effort seems to have been made in
this respect, however. The museum, whose outstanding sculptures could. be an
attraction to tourists, is crowded into a wing of the House of Assembly and. in
1970 had only a few hundred dollars available for acquisitions ~ It should be
possible to provide the museum with more funds and transfer it to more spacious
premises. Th!:: small Goro~{.a branch of' the museum is already quite well housed.

369. Whereas installed capacity in the Territory was a little more than 23 mw
in 1970, the installed capacity of the Ramu dam in the Eastern Highlands, when
finally completed, will be 250 mw. The initial phase, which may be started t.his
yea~ and completed by 1976, would bring into operation a 100,000 horsepower
generating station. The project will cost $A29 million, of which $A2l million
has been requested from the International Development Association (IDA) and will
serve an area where alrr~st half of the population of the Territory lives.

D. Implementation of the development -programme:
90mmunications ,and trade .

1. Roads

370. The rugged terrain and the fragmentation of the Territory certafnly do not
facilitate the construction of a dense and co-ordinated road system. Nevertheless,
the Administration, by hesitating for a long time to undertake major road
construction, has contribl~~ed as nmch as geographical factors have to tne lack of
land communications and to its continuing heavy dependence upon excellent but
more expenfi.ve air transport services in the Te:rri to.cy. The main artery, which
runs from the port of Lae to the heart of the Highlands, was not completed until
1966. \~Tork on extending it to Mendi is well in hand but will be finished only
in 1973.

371. In order to make up for its delay, the Administration has in recent years
embarked on a vast construction programme and has requested technicians of UNDP
to submit comprehensive proposals for the improvement of transport in New Guinea.
The report of the experts was delivered in November 1969.

372. The main pattern of a co-ordinated road system can already be discerned: a
second link between the Highlands and the sea, at Madang, for which firms of
consultants have been invited to submit tenders; a connexion, already con~leted,

along the Ramu valley between the Lae-Goroka artery and the new road; the final
linking of the stretches of road between Madang and Bogia on the north coast;
and the progressive extension of the road from Wewak into the populated Sepik
mountains (Which has already reached the boundary between the two Sepik districts).

373. Construction costs for the major road .arteries are borne by the Australian
bUdget. Many more small local links are, however, being built as a result of the
setting up of the Territory I s Rural Development Fund, which finances up to
50 per cent of those projects ~ubmitted to it by the rural council~ and which ha.ve
been approved. With the incentive of subsidies from the Fund, the councils have
·u.ndertaken the construction of many secondary roaclswhich will facilitate the
collection of agricultural products.
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2. Airports

374. The Mission received a petition based on the report of the UNDP experts,
calling for the restoration of Lae as an international airport, which has been its
status from 1946 to 1966. Although the selection of the site of the country's
main airport has political implications, particularly as concerns the unity of
the Territory, it is primarily a technical problem and the Mission does not feel
that it should make any recommendation on this point. It notes, however, that the
UNDP experts have indeed envisaged the construction of a second international
airport in the Territory.

375. The Mission learned with interest that New Guineans have received pilot
training. Three had graduated and were working with commercial airlines; three
were training as civil pilots and three others had just begun training.

3. Shipping

376. The last Mission had noted certain anomalies in freight rates and had endorsed
the criticisms voted by the Planters' Association with regard to the high ~ost of
transport by st=a between Australia and the Territory. Those comments are still
valid. During the Mission's visit, a 15 per cent increase in freight rates was
decided on by the shipping conference. The Administration has no control over
s1J.ch i.ncreases, which the parties concerned argue are justified because there haG
been no change in freight rates for six years and because they are still suffering
a loss on their services to New Guinea. In 1966, the price of fuel was said to
have increased by 50 per cent and the port charges per call by 22 per cent. The
shippi.ng companies alse continue to assert that cargoes for New Guinea are too
varied and port facili.ties too primitive to make shipping services with the
Territory profitable. Differential rates could perhaps be worked out, however,
so that no surcharge is payable when vessels are unloaded at one of the four
better equipped ports in the Territory. For t~e time being, the freight per. ton
between Sydney and Port Moresby ($A28 .80) is hardly less than between Sydney a.nd
London ($A29.90).

577. A number of speakers, especially in New Ireland, told the Visiting Mission
that they would like a New Guinean shipping company to be established, so as to
improve communications between the islands and the rest of the world. Although
t.hei.r petition ignores the cost. of setting up and maintaining a fleet, it shows
that produ.cers are not satisfi.ed with the way in which the export of copra and
coeoa is at present being handled by the private shipping companies.

L~. Telecommunications

37'S. A five-year plan for the improvement of telr-::cOtID.lUnications was launched in
1968. Of the total commitment of $1\14 million, $A6 •.3 million "7~Ul come f'l'om a loan
granted by IBRD in June 1968. The programme, 1'lhi ch envisages a substantial
i.ncrease in telephone, 'telegraphic and telex connexions (a ninefold increase in the
ul1.mber of some channels) will give the Territory an excellent domestic network,
li.nked to Australia and South-East Asia through the "Sea com" cable. According to
the Admini-stration's plans, when theoe improvements are-completed, the increase in
the income of the telecommunications service will cover the charges on the IBRD
loan. The Mission was able to appreciate at first hand the improved quality of
New Guinea' s do~stic and international telephone and telegraphic connexions.
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379. After the adoption of the programme and the opening of the Panguna mining
works, the Territory had to commit itself to a supplementary expenditure o~

$A5. l million to improve and complete the telegraph and telephone network at
Bougainville, as well as the network linking that island to the mainland.

5. External trade

380. The deficit in the Territory rs balance of trade has become considerably worse
during the past six years; although exports inc~eased by about 75 per cent between
1965 and 1970, imports almost tripled. In 1~9/1970, exports amounted to
$A7l.5 million and imports exceeded $A15l million. This apparent deterioration is
actually a result of the considerable capital development effort that is being
made in New Guinea. It is significant in this respect that pUrchases of food and
beverages should have only doubled while imports of machinery have increased
nearly fivefold; the figures for 1970 should, of course, be interpreted with
caution, as the purchases by the Bougainville company will not recur in the
following ~rear, but, even if they are deducted from the total, imports still show
a healthy pattern.

381. The relatively slow growth of exports is due partly to the fact ,that
investments in agriculture are not immediately productive; if sales of gold and.
re-exports are excluded, the increase since 1965 has been as follows (in millions
of Australian dollars): 36.1; 36.4; 39.3; 51.5; 57.7; and 63.6 •. When the Panguna
mine, which should annually produce from 150,000 to 170,000 tons of copper,
500,000 ounces (14.1 tons) of gold and 1 million ounces (28.3 tons) of silver,
begins operations next year, there will be a change in the pattern of New Guinea's
external trade; the main export item will be mineral products, and the balance
should become positive.

382. A more thorough ana~ysis of the Territory's trade statistics and a study of
the Territory's relations with its five main trading partners show that thr!2e of
the latter - Australia, Japan and the United states - sell more to New Guinea than
they purchase from it, while the United Kingdom and the European Economic
Comrrllnity (EEC) have a deficit balance. This contrast between selling and
purchasing countries has become greater in recent years; between 1964 and 1970, the
favourable balance of Australian sales (Papua included) increased from
$A2l million to $A7l million, the favourable balance of United States sales
increased from $A3.5 million to $All.3 million and the Japanese negative balance
(-$A3.5 million) became strongly positive (+$A17.4 million). Over the same period,
the United Kingdom reduced its deficit from $A7.3 million to $A3.l million, but
the EEC deficit worsened (from $Al.4 million to $A5.5 million). Lastly, it will
be noted that mainland China is expanding its sales ($A2.2 million in 1970) but
does not purchase any New Guinean products. The countries of South-East Asia and
the Pacific, many of whose products are competitive with, rather than complementary
to thos e of New Guinea, appear to have some difficulty in increasing their
pu.rchases at the same rate as their sales. Nevertheless, Japan, which has
contr~cted for the purchase of 1 million tons of Panguna copper and ie interested
in forestry and fishery projects, should shortly restore -the balance of its trade
with the Terri tory • '

383. The Administration and some members of the House of Assembly are apprehensive
of the consequences if the United Kingdom should enter the EEC. A mission from the
Territory visited Europe in 1970 to inform Governments of New Guinea's concern.
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At present, agricultural products are freely admitted to the United Kingdom and
are protected by a preference of 15 per cent in the case of copra and 10 per cent
in the case of palm oil; although the EEC does not impose any duty on copra, its
other dutIes are 7 per cent on coffee, 6 per cent on palm oil and 4 per cent on
cocoa. It is, of course, for the United Kingdom alone to decide whether to ask
the EEC to allow special treatment for New Guinean products, as it has done in
the case of Commonwealth sugar. Also, of course, the EEC may object that it is
already the Territory's third largest customer but is still only a minor supplier.
It should be possible to reach agreement, however, on the maintenance for a
specified period - say, five years - of a flqor to purchases by the enlarged EEC
(including the United Kingdom). Consideration could be given to New Guinean
participation in trade fairs in the countries of the EEC and Australia could
discuss with the Governments concerned ways of increasing their trade with the
Territory in both directions.

381.~. The Territory's balance of current payments is in deficit when the negative
balance of invisibles is added to that of foreign trade, and in 1970, for the
first time in ten years, Australian grants and direct e:A.-penditure were unable to
restore the balance.

385. Since 1960, the trend of the balance has been as follows:

1960/1961 1.964/1965 1969/lgr0
(million Australian dollars)

External trade • • • • • • • -19 -55 -125
Invi s i 1) les • • • · • • • • • -16 -26 - 34
Private transfers - 1 + 1• • • · • ~ ...
Public transfers • • • • • • +37 +71 +128
Balance • • • • • • • • • • • + 1 +11 - 32

386. On several occasions during its visit, the ..Missi.on heard speakers assert
tha t public transfers to the Territory were fully offset by remi ttances to
Australia from expatriate public servants ~nd settlers. The statistics do not
bear out thi s view. In the firs t place, i,ncome derived in the Territory from
capi tal invested abr'oad io s lightly less, at $A15 million, than income derived
abroad from capital inves ted in New Guinea, which amounts to $A19 million.
Secondly, Ghe balance of private transfers is substantially in equilibrium. The
Administration should, however, remain alert to the fact 'chat much the great.er
part of the capital invested in"New Guinea in agriculture, forestry and mining
operations, especially the Panguna mine, is owned by non-indigenous persons. If
the :yield on those investments should increase and if the owners systematically
remit their profits to their country of origin, New Guinea might find itself
dre3Ged into the "deficit-investment-deficit" cycle which many developing countries
have experienced, and massive grants would continue to be necessary in order to
restore the balance of payments.

387. After a difficult survey relating to the years 1~7/l968 and 1.968/1969 and
covering 300 enterpr~ses, the Territory's Burea~ of Statistics concluded that,
during chose two years, the flow of private investment into the Territory from
abroad had been $A32.7 million and $A43.5 million respectively, while income
payable abroad on capital had amounted to $Al4.6 million and $A18.3 million.
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E. Financing of the development programme

Amount Of external aid--
388. Although the development programme was drawn up on the assumption that there
would be active participation by the private sector, it provided for pUblic
expenditure of close to $A1,000 million over the five years of implementation of
the Porgramme. Despite the increased capacity of the population to contribute,
the Territory did not have sufficient resources of its own to achieve this target,
and Australian grants had to be both diversified and increased. The fact is that
New Guinea's financial equilibrium (even more than that of Papua) has always
depended on external. aid. The revenue of the Territory (not including Papua)
continues to cover only about 30 per cent of its expenditure: $Al8.4 million out
of $A60.3 million in 1965/1966~ and $A40.1 million out of $A135.8 million in
1969/1970.

389. As these figures indicate, the increase in local revenue is, of course,
striking - about 122 per cent in five years. However, the increase in expenditure
is no less striking - so much so, that the Territory's financial equilibrium still
rests on Australian grants ($A71.4 million in 1969/1970) and, in the last few years,
on loans ($A10.5 million in 1969/1970), to which must be added, in 1969/1970, the
special loan for the purchase of shares in the Bougainville company and the loan
for the port of Arawa.

390. The Administering Authority is a"Tare of the disadvantages of this. situation.
In the first place, the House of Assembly discusses a budget which is to a large
extent beyond its control, and secondly, grants are intermingled with revenues as
a whole. In 1970, the Australian authorities separated i1developmeT.lt aid",
earmarked for specific projects, from the grant towards expenses. In addition,
the cost of the overseas allowance paid to expatriate pUblic servants is now
borne directly by the Commonwealth budget and no longer appears in the budget of
the Territory. Lastly, various Australian ministries and publi.c establishments
are engaged in the Territory - about $A36 million in 1969/1970 (Papua included).
This reduced to 23 per cent the share of public expenditure borne by the ta.xpayers
of the Territory.

391. In his statement of 6 July 1970, the vunister for External Territories of
Australia said that the aim of his Government Was progressively to reduce the
grant-in-aid tmTards recurrent budgetary expenditure, with Commonwealth assistance
going mainlY for development projects and other specific forms of aid. In addition,
the Administration has tried to involve the elected representatives of the people
as intimately as possible in discussion of the grant. When the budget estimates
have been prepared by the Treasury, it is the Estimates Committee of the
Administrator's Executive Council, composed of three members, which negotiates
the amount of the grant in Canberra and, in the words of the Hinister, "the
Administrator's Executive Council will be the final authority within the Territory
for the draft budget 11 •

392. These decisions are a step in the right direction. It cannot be expected
that the Territory "Till be able in the short term to obtain locally the resources
needed to meet its expenditure. Yet, on the other hand, the political self';'
government Which New Guinea is to attain would be meaningless if it were not
accompanied by financial autonomy.

."- :.,","--~.
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393. The Mission therefore proposes. that a study of all the items ip the budget
should be undertaken. In this study, consideration might be given to suggestions
such as the following: Some items of direct expenditure by the Commonwealth, such
as public works, might be absorbed into the territorial budget; others might be
taken over by foundations (higher education) or by joint territorial Australian
public agencies (civil aviation, air safety, meteorology)~ All expenditure that
can be treated as intended for specific projects would be singled out as eli3iblc
for development grants; developn~nt expenditure generally would be more clearly
distinguished in the budget from operational and maintenance expenditure,; the
costs of expatriate public servants would be taken over by the Australian bUdget;;
and only their numbers would be a subject for discussion'between the Australian
and New Guinean authorities; the annual negotiation concerning the amount of the
grants would be conducted by the territorial Minister responsible for finance; the
scheme for an income tax adapted to local conditions \'lOuld be speedily finalized
in order to increase the Territory's direct revenues. .

2. Financial role of the local government councils

394. In lr:;j)9/1grO, the personal tax, collected by the local government councils,
brought in a 'revenue'of $Al.6 million for the Trust Territory. The Mission noted,
however, that in many districts, especially in the islands, the percentage of
arrears is quite high. The reasons for this fiscal evasion are apparently
sometimes political (disagreement with the council) and sometimes economic
(the tax being cons idered too high).

3. Credit

395. Commercial credit is extended by the branches of Aus tralian banks, the
Reserve Bank itself being represented at Port Moresby. Its New Guinea branch
already performs the financial functions of a reserve bank but does not sup.ervise
the banking system nor give instructions to banks. The establishment of a
terri torial reserve bank is under consideration, but a recent panic showed that
depositors took this to mean the introduction of a local currency which would not
be backed by the Australian dollar. The Mission considers it desira;.ble that,
~erhaps after an educational carnpaign, a New Guinean reserve bank, which would
provide credit guidelines, should be set up in the Territory, since the latter's
needs are not necessarily the same as those of the Australian market. At a later
stage, the creation of a territorial currency, fully backed by the Australian
dollar and freely convertible into Australian currency, might be considered in
order to facilitate the observation of monetary transactions relating to the
Territory.

396. The Mission was struck by the number-of subsidiary branches, sometimes managed
by shopkeepers, missionaries or public officials, which the savings banks have
opened at even the most remote stations in the Territory. These agencies take no
part in extendiqg credit, but at least they familiarize the rural people with
the concept of banking.

397. Wherever the Mission went, it was able to gauge the importance of the role
played by the Development Bank, a public agency created in 1965 and opened in
1967, many indigenous farmers and businessmen referred to the Bank's activities.
The Bank administers the few loans made by the former "Native Loans Bureau"
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and the large "programme of loans to ex-servicemen", the volume of which is still
equal to that of its own lending. The Bank has also assurae~ responsibility for
loans granted by the IDA to finance agricultural and stock-raising proj~cts.

Apart from an increase in capital in the :eorm of a grant, the B~nk received an
additional $Al million from the Australian CJOvernment in 1~9/1970 to overcome
liquidity problems.

396. As noted by the Trusteeship Council, the Bank had in the .past made a larger
numbe:c of loans to indigenous persons than to expatriates but had lent a greater
amount to the latter than to the former. Since 1 July 1970, the trend has been
reversed; loans contracted by indigenous persons up to 24 February 1971 amounted
to $A1.2 million, teus exceeding the amount of loans to expatriates, which totalled
$Ab60 ,000. These figures seem to indicate that, for the year as a Whole, loans to
New Guineans will be larger and loans to expatriates smaller than in the preceding
year.

399. Indigenous bori'owers, especially in .New Ireland, complained to the Mission
that the time allowed for repayment of loans was too short and th.e rate of interest
was too high. The usual rate for indigenous persons is only 6 per cent, as
against 7 1/2 per cent for expatriate borrowers. The repayment period varies,
especially in New Ireland, from twelve months to eight years. Although it applies
an interest rate that is close to commercial rates, the Bank, which because of
its social function incurs high managemen~ expenses for very small loan$ (in some
cases less than $200» has -not yet been able to bring its working account into
balance.

~~OO. The Bank has no exceptional difficulty in obtaining repayment of its loans,;
an'ea.rs an:ount to 10.4 per cent of the total amount of loans in the case of
indigenous borrowers and 8.8 per cent in the ca$e ef expatriates. No legal
proceedings have had to be instituted, and inere have been only sixteen
foreclosures.

F. Conclusion

401. 'The Visiting Mission found a Territory which, while undeniably still poor,
was beginning to develop rapidly and to benefit from the cons~derable efforts made
by the Administering Authority during the last ten years.

402. It notes, however, that the political and social framework within which the
Development Programme is being carried out will be substantially changed in the
near future; the Australian Administration will be gradually replaced by an
autonomous New Guinean Government which will be responsible, inter alia, for the
ierritory's economic progress; there will be more graduates of the higher
educational institutions and first tens and then hundreds of young New Guineans
will gradually come to occupy highly technical posts and take on increasing
responsibilities; lastly., a hitherto basically agricultural economy will have to
prepare itself for the time when a mineral deposi t, gigantic for New GUinea,.
"(vi 11 come into operation.
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403. To overcome the expected di.fficulties, those responsible for the devel~..~bt
of the Territory must obviously not only take account of these fal'-reaching
changes but must also be able to rely on the continuance of sUbstantial assistro!~,

from Australia and the United Nations.

404. The Territory's cons~quent continuing state of financial dependence will thus
have to be one of the main factors to pe reckoned with in the economic policy of
the future New Guinean Government.
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CHAPTER IV

SOCIAL ADVANCEMENT

A. Education

1. General

405. The educational system of the Territory is broadly outlined in the reports of
the 1962, 1965 and 1968 Visiting Missions. 9/ This report will therefore deal
mainly 'tvith the changes that have occurred since the last Visiting Mission's report
in 1968.

406. In 1969, an Advisory Committee on Education, under the direction of
Mr. W.J. Weeden, was appointed to advise on any changes in the educational system
it considered desirable. Following the report of the Committee, which the
Government accepted, the following bodies have been established:

(~) Territory Education Board. The Board consists of the Director and
representatives of the Administration, the churches and missions, local government
councils, teachers, business and civil interests and the tertiary institutions.
The Board is given major functions in the planning and administra.tion of education
at the nat ional level.

(b) District ~ducation Boards. The Boards are groups representative of the
community and responsible for the local app1icati.on of policy and for the planning
and development of education in the districts.

(£.) Teaching Service Commission. The Commission is the employing authority
for all members of the territorial teaching service irrespective of 'Whether the
employing agency is the Administration or a mission. The Ordinan~e bringing into
effect the Teaching Service Commission prescribes that, in the new service, the
starting salaries of member teachers in schools conducted by education agencies
other than the Administration, will be at the base rates payable to teachers in
administration schools. Increments for years of service and eJ.lo'Wances for
positions of responsibility will be introduced in July 1972. The Chairman of the
Commission is an indigenous officer.

407. The objectives and purposes of the educational system of the Territory are
outlined in the Education Ordinance of 1970, as follows:

" •••

"(1) Subject to this section, the objects and purposes of the Territory
Education System are, by means of the maximum involvement and
co-operat ive effort by persons and bodies interested in, education in
the Territory (including churches and missions, the teaching,profession,
Local Government Councils, the Administration and the community as a
whole) and the maximum utilization of the resources available from all
sources -

9/ See Officia.'1. Records of the Trusteeship Council, Twenty-ninth Session 2
SUEP1ement No. 3, chap. Ill, Ibi~.: ~hirty-second Session, Supplement No. 3,
Chap. V; and ibid., Thirty-fifth Session? Supplement No. 2, chap. IV.
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," (8;) to dev'elop and encourage the development of a system of education
fitted to the requirements of the Territory and its people;

;t Cb) to establish, preserve and improve standards of education
throughout the Territory; and

a(c) to make the benefits of such education available as widely as
possible,

'~n so far as this can be done by legislative and administrative measures,
and in such a way to foster among other things a sense of common purpose
and nationhood and a sense of the importance and value of education at
all its various levels.

ii ( 2) in achi.eving those object.s and purposes -

11 <.!) the right of parents to obtain the education which they wish for
their children~

" (b) . the desirability of making due allowance for reasonable diversity
of educational methods provided that standards of educational achievement
are not sacrificed; and

:7 (£) the desirability of preserviIl,~ the identity and character of schools
and colleges of a particular nature (whether of a religious or other
nature, not being based on distinctions of race or colour or other
criteria unacceptable to civilized society),

. .
"are and shall be, to such extent as is reasonably practicable and u..Jt
inconsistent with the basic aims of the system, specifically recognized.

Nothing in this ordinance restricts, or authorizes the making of
regulations restricting, the giving of religious and doctrinal
instruction in schools or colleges, but -

•

! (a) no school or college within the Territory Education System i.s
entitled to exclude a child solely on the ground of religious or
doctrinal affiliation;

;; (b) no child in a school or college within the System shall be compelled
to attend any religious or doctrinal instruction contrary to the expressed
wishes of its parents or guardians; and

;1 (c) the governing body of each school or college within the SysteM shall,
if requested, permit suitable and reasonable arrangements to be made for
the children of denominations other than that of the educational agency
of the school or college to receive religious or' doctrinal instruction
in the doctrines of their own beliefs; provided that such arrangements are
practicable without interference to th,·~: normal conducting of non-religious
and non~·doctrinal teaching ill the school or college. tI

~e development of a system of education fitted to th2 requirements of the TerritorY
~nd its people· leads to the following broad educational aims:

(~) the politics]" economic', social and educational a.dvane~1ment of the
pe,')ple,
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i'
an understanding and an appreciation of traditional indigenous
culture and the cultures of other societies and the growth of a
distinctive national cultural identity appropriate-to the present. L

,

2. Primary education

'408. In primary schools, the emphasis in recent years has been upon consolidation
rather than expansion and upon ensuring that more children who begin the primary
stage complete it to Standard VI. Total enrolment of the Territory of Pap~aand

New Guinea increased by 4.37 per cent, from 209,645 in 1968 to 218,800 in 1971,
but enrolment in Standard VI increased-by 65 per cent over the sam: period. At
the sanle time, the number of primary school teachers increased by 6.6 per cent.
III 1970, 53 per c;ent of the children between the ages of seven and twelve years
~tended primary school, as against 50 per cent in 1968.

409. In some districts, notably the Western Highlands, Chimbu and West Sepik
district~" as well as in the remoter ar~as of other districts, the situation is less
encoura~1ng than the figures for the whol~ Territory suggest. In West SepikDistrict,
for example, only 18.4 .per cent of the children, of primary school age attend school.

410. The Mission believes that urgent attention should be directed towards the
provision of more primary schools in the less privileged districts so as not to
give the impression that some districts are more favoured than others. In view of
the gravity of the situation and the numerous requests received from the people of
these areas 'for more primary schools, immediate attention should be given to this
problem.

411. The Mission notes that the long-term objective of the educational programme is
to provide 'a comprehensive educational system covering the whole Territory, under
which primary education will be available to all. ,The Mission believes that in
trying to achieve this objective, the pace in the less favoured regions should be
accelerated.

412. Numero:us representations were made to the Mission in every distric~ about the
"dropouts" at the Standard VI level. The problem arises out of the fa"t that there
a.re not enough high schools" vocational and technical schools to absorb the number
of students graduating each year at the Standard VI level.

413. The Mission is well avTare that this problem is not peculiar to Ne~ Guinea but
is co~on toma~y developing countries. Nevert?eless, the Mission belieYes that
a special eff~rt should be made to' solve this question before ~t deteriorates into
a serious social problem. ' The Mission we.s inf9rmed that the majority of tb:ese
children return to their villages where no attempt is made to improve or make use
of the limited knOWledge gained at school. The basic aim of primary education
should be to provide th~ children with an education which is both related to the
present circt:;1.stances of their lives and a suitable preparation for the rapid
changes resulting from modernization. It might be ,useful to include in their
curriculum ~ome elementary principles of agriculture which could be uS,eful 'to them
When they return to their own communities. At the same time, 'the Mission believes
that more technical and vocational schools should be provided to meet the needs of
the Territory.
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3. Secondary education

414. The past three years have seen certain significant developments in secondary
education in the Territory. On the recommendation of the Advisory Committee on
Education, a Board of Governors for each school has been appointed with strong
representation from the community served by the school, as well as from pupils and
staff and the agency running the school. In an attempt to raise the quality of
education in the high schools, the secondary inspectorate has been expanded. All
secondary syllabuses are being completely revised.

415. The main emphasis has been upon expansion. The number of secondary students
increased by 43 per cent from 14,371 in 1968 to 20,555 in 1971 and that of
technical students by 95.7 per cent, over the same period. The number of seconda~

teachers increased by 83.5 per cent. The first senior high school in the Territo~

was established at Sogeri in 1969 for students in fifth and sixth forms and
produced its first gradua.tes in 1970. This school filled a long ~elt need as all
other high schools take students only to the fourth form. It is understood that a
second senior high school is to be established at Keravat in East New Britain in
1972.

416. During its tour of the Territory, the Mission heard numerous requests for the
provision of more high schools, technical and vocationaJ. schools. It became evident
that the people of the Territory see education as a passport to a brighter future.
The Mission believes that a further effort should be made to do away "Tith the
bottle-neck which now exists between the primary and secondary school level. From
the statistics available, i~ is clear that there are not enough high schools to
absorb the large number of children who pass the qualifying examinations each year
for entry into high schools. In 1969, for example, there were 11,504 standard VI
leavers and, of this number, only 4,646 were enrolled in high schools.

417. To tackle this problem: more school buildings and more qualified teachers are
needed. In New Guinea itself not enough local teachers could be found at this
stage to fill the present need. Goroka Teachers Training College, established in
1966, is the only secondary teacher-training coll~ge in the Territory. Its first
graduates became available for service in 1969, and, compared "Tith the tremendous
need of the Territory, it is far from adequate. The Territoty largely depends on
Australia for the supply of its high school teachers. There are also a number of
volunteer 3ervice o~ganizations from the United Kingdom and Canada. The supply
from these sources is limited, as there is also a relative shortage of qualified
teachers in Australia, the United Kingdom and Canada. Representations were made
to the r1ission about the possibility of recruiting teachers from some of
New Guinea's neighbours. It is understood that requests had been made to the
Administration for teachers to be recruited from the Philippines but that all such
requests have been turned down. The Mission believes that, because of the gravity
of the problem, serious consideration should be given to the possibility of
recruiting qualified teachers from other countries on contract for specified
periods. . Depending on whether the need for such teachers continues, their contracts
could be renewed until sufficient local material is available. The situation in
New Guinea warrants some special attention.

418. The Mission paid visits to a number of high schools, as well as the Technical
College in Port Moresby. It was impressed by the quality of the staff and students
in all these institutions. The equipment in the Technical College was of a very
high standard indeed. .
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419. The Nission observed that apart from English, 10Thich is the official language
of the Territory, no foreign language was being taught in high schools.
The Mission recommends that this anomaly should be rectified and, in this connexion,
it would be commendable if one of the languages used in the Pacific area could
be included in school curricula. The high school curricula should also include
studies on the geography and history of countries in Africa and Asia going through
a similar phase of development as that currently experienced by New Guinea.

4. Higher education

420. The University of Papua and New Guinea began operations with a preliminary
one-year course in 1966. At present, the University has students undertaking first
degree and post-graduate courses in arts, law, science and education. Students
normally underta~e the preliminary one-year course before commencing degree
studies. When sufficient numbers of sixth form students become available this
one-year preliminary course will be phased out. Over 1,000 part and full-time
students are enrolled for various courses at the University this year. The
Mission paid two visits to the University and't'las satisfied with the progress .1

being made. The students were of a high calibre and the buildings and equipment
were of a high standard.

421. The Institute of Technology at Lae began its first courses in 1967. It has
students undertaking diploma courses in civil,engineering surveying, mechanical
and electrical engineering, accountancy, architecture and building. The Mission
visited the Institute during a school holiday and was unable to meet any of the
students. It is a fine institution and even thoug~ certain parts were still under
construction, the Mission was satisfied with its progress. The Institute will,
undoubtedly, play a significant role in the future of a rapidly changing country.

422. Although the output of these two institutions is at present not substantial,
the number graduating annually is expected to reach 160 by 1973.

423. The Administrative College is situated near the University of Papua and
Ne't'l Guinea in Port Moresby and shares wi th it some common facilities. The :Mission
paid a visit to the College and had discussions with the students, most of whom
are civil servants 'tnlO have been selected for special training to assume more
responsible positions within the Administration. The ~tission believes that this
College is bound to p~ay an even greater role in the future of the Territory as
the process of localization is accelerated.

424. For lack of time, the Mission was unable to visit the Medical College at
Port Moresby, the Agricultural College at Vudal in East New Britain District or
the Forestry College in Bulolo, Morobe District.

425. On the recommendation of the Advisory Committee on Education~ a Committee of
Inquiry into Higher Education was formed in 1970, under the chairmanship of
Sir AlIen Brown, to undertake a study and malte recommendations in respec't of
institutions that conduct post-secondary and tertiary courses. The Committee has
already begun to gather evidences, and its report should be of valuable assistance
to the Administration in determining the future pattern of higher education in the
Territory.
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B. Public health

426. It is probably in the field of pUblic health that the Administration has scored
the greatest success in both the quality and extent of service offered throughout
the Trust Territory. In 1970~ the Administration and missions maintained a total
of 249 hospitals, 263 maternal and child welfare central clinics; as well as
2,310 mobile clinic centres, 1,611 aid posts and medical centres and 11 rural
health centres. In 1968, administration expenditure on health services was
$A7,838,510~ whereas in 1970 the figure had risen to $A10,072,211. The Mission
visited the Goroka Base Hospital and was impressed by the facilities available
and the quality of service offered. Evidence of the success of the health
programme is everywhere apparent and in some areas, notably Rabaul, this has given
rise to a significant increase in the birth rate and an improvement of the quality
of life of the people.

427. According to the latest statistics available, pneumonia accounted for no less
than 370 out of 2,084 deaths recorded in administration hospitals during the year
ended 31 March 1969. The Mission recommends that urgent attention be paid to this
problem, which seems to be pre1evant in the Highlands.

428. The Mission also paid a visit to the Malaria School in Kundiawa and met the
principal and a group of students who were undergoing training. On completion of
their course, they will be employed as malaria control officers and posted to
stations thrOUghout the Territory. The Mission, whilst satisfied with the extent
of the training, was disappoi:nted to see that not more than eight to twelve
students could be accommodated and trained at a time. In view of the fact that
malaria is fairly widespread in New Guinea and that a fairly large staff would be
required to eradicate the disease, the Administration should consider expanding
this school and increasing the intake of students to meet the present and future
needs of the Territory.

429. The Mission believes that special emphasis should continue to be placed on
preventive medicine, medical training and community·hea1th education.

C. Labour relations

430. Previous missions had observed that there were no organized trade unions in
the Territory. Although the position is still the same, workers' associations have
been formed at Lae~ Wau/Bulolo, Goroka, Mount Hagen, Madang, Wewak, Lorengau,
Kavieng, Rabaul, Vanimo and Panguna and have been registered as industrial
organizations. The Bougainvi11e Catholic Teachers' Associ~tion is also registered
as an industrial organization. Other associations representing workers in Papua
and New Guinea include the Bank Officials' Association, the Police Association, the
Staff Association of the University of Papua and New Guinea, the Staff Association of
the Institute of Technology and the Local Teachers Association. Altogether, there
were twnnty-seven industrial associations for the Territory of Papua and New Guinea
registered with the Department of Labour as at 30 June 1970. Their total
membership was 19,169 of whom 15,569 were indigenous employees. The Public
Service Association which had a total membership of 11,953 in June 1970, is the
largest trade union organization in the Territory and possibly the best organized.
With the strength of its membership, the Associ~tion is~ no doubt, in a favourable
position to bargain effectively with the Administration in determining conditions
affecting the employment of its members.
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431. A Federation of Workers' Associations was formed and registered as an
industrial organization on 4 Harch 1970. The present members of the Federation
are the Lae, Madang, Northern District, Gorol{a, vTewak and Rabaul 'I]'orkers'
Assoc iations.

432. The Mission met with the president of the Lae Workers' Association, who
stated that his organization had great difficulties in financing its activities
because indigenous wages in the Territory were very low and 3 as a result, workers
round it difficult to contribute to the Association's expenses. He also believed
that the membership fees might have prevented many workers from joining the
A~sociation. The president expressed the view that if the workers' associations
were to progress it might be necessary to obtain both financial and personnel
assistance from the International Labour Organisation •.
433. The Mission believes that in New Guinea, where most of the development
projects, both public and private sector, are labour intensive, trade unionism
has a major role to play in the bargaining process for wages and other conditions
of employment. Workers do not seem to understand the benefits to be derived from
effective trade union organization. Assistance from the ILO, for example
secondment of personnel to help organize trade union movements, might be of
considerable significance. The Mission recommends that the Administration consider
the possibility of sending young and promising representatives of workers'
associations to countries with backgrounds similar to that of New Guinea to observe
and study the process by which trade union organizations are developed. Exposure to
international conferences could also be of benefit to these representatives,
and the Mission therefore recommends that when participants are selected for
such conferences, members of the workers' associations and the Federation of
Workers v Association should be included.

D. Status of women

434. In the traditional society of New Guinea, the woman~s role was the production
of food and care of young children, while the man vs was fighting, protecting,
and the making of weapons. This division of labour still affects the position of
women today, even though'the men's role has evolved with the cessation of tribal
fighting and the spread of cash crops and paid employment. In most areas, one
sees women hard at work cultivating the subsistence gardens or carrying heavy
loads of food-stuffs in string bags slung from their foreheads, while on the new
highways men drive the lorries of the cash economy. It is true that women can
be influential in the life of the village, especially in groups where inheritance
of property is based on matrilineal descent. They may generally own and inherit
property and are not deprived of essent~al human rights. But, the traditional

, inequities still remain.

I 435. With the spread of education, the disp~rity between men's and womenvs roles
I is being reduced, especially among younger people. In many areas, there is
i reluctance among parents tl" allow their daughters t,o attend school, especially

if it means leaving home. Even so, girls form one third of total enrolments at
all le'vels in the primary schools of the Territory. Girls are well catered for
also at secondary and tertiary level. With the exception of four boys' high
Schools, all administration high schools are now co-educational, while the missions
run a number of high schools for girls only. From the schools it visited, the
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Visiti~g Mission formed the impression that girls played a full and active part
in the activities of these institutions. At Goroka Training College for
secondary teachers, there is one girl to every four boys and, in 1970, a girl
was president of the Students' Representative Council. Girls are also well
represented at the University. In addition, an increasing number of girls are
undergoing training as nurses, nursing aides, welfare officers and welfare
assistants.

436. Women's clubs, which now number 423 in the Trust Territory, are active in most
districts and help to improve village living standards and the women's way of life.
Moreover, considerable attention is paid by the missions, schools and women's
organizations to ~he teaching of basic home economics and domestic crafts a~d

skills. Ever more important are the excellent maternity and child health services
of the Department of Public Health and the missions, which afford a remarkably
wide coverage of almost the whole of the Territory. These services have provided
some family planning advice and facil~ties, though these are still on a relatively
limited scale.

437. Women play a very small part in politics. There are no women members of the
House of Assembly and the Mission did not meet any women members of local
government councils. The Mission was struck by the paucity of women speakers at
its public meetings, although, at discussions in schools and colleges, girls
spoke up well. Women are, of course, eligible to vote in both national and local
elections on the same basis as men. In some, though n:·t all, local government
council areas, they are assessed for taxes, but al~ays at a considerably lower
rate than men.

E. Discrimination

!~38. Discriminatory practices in public places are prohibited by the Discriminatory
Practices Ordinance of 1963. In fact, the Mission found no real evidence of overt
discrimination on racial grounds, and the main relations between the cOIDnlunities
were relaxed and easy. There are certain private c~ubs and societies where, in
practice, membership is limited to a single race; members would say that this is
not because other races are excluded but rather because they do not choose or
cannot afford to join. Equally, there are hotels and bars where, in practice
indigenous people tend to congregate in one area and expatriates in anoth~r; here
again it would be argued that this is a matter of differing prices and social
preference rather than of deliberate exclusion.

439. Such habits, while by no means universal, are nevertheless sYmptomatic of
a social separateness which, particularly in some larger urban areas, could give
rise to social and even political problems if it continues unchecked at a time
of rapid political and economic advance. To some extent, such separation is the
result of disparities in living standards which are very marked. This problem has
been discussed in chapter 11 in so far as it affects the public serviqe, and a
number of indigenous pUblic servants spoke to the Mission abo~t what they regarded
as discrimination by the Administration in respect of salaries, housing and
conditions of service. The disparities also extend to the private sector, however,
and it is as important in this field as in the public service that conscious
efforts should be made to prevent their generating social frustrations or
resentments, especially among the younger educated New Guineans. Some of these
young people told the Mission of their fears that the difficulties which they
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claimed to experience in establishing easy social relations on a footing of equality
witll expatriate businessmen might lead, after self·-government, to a demand for
political action against foreign businesses, which they recognized would be
disastrous for the Territory in view of its heavy dependence on foreign capital
and expertise.

44·0. There can be no single or easy remedy for sucb fears. The answer can only
lie in a general recognition by all men of good will of the need for social
attitudes in keeping with the trend of political events. The initiative must
generally come from expatriates. It may' often be found that the best course is
not to expect indigenous members to join existing societies or institutions but
rather to establish new ones on a basis of joint initiative and partnership
between different communities. 'I'he Mission saw eX8.IJ1.ples of both social and
sporting clubs which are fully multiracial and this seems, in fact, to be a fairly
normal pattern.

F. .E.opulation growth

441. In 1966/1967, the indigenous population of New Guinea was estimated to be
1,635,902, compared -vlith 1,772,744 during 1969!lgTO. The net increase over the
period was 136,842, or nearly 3 per cent per annu~.

442. As mentioned elsewhere in this report, intensive economic development
expansion of education, infant and maternal welfare and general health services
have resulted in population increases in many areaS. In some parts of the Gazelle
Peninsula, for example, where there is evidence of general economic prosperity
and a relatively higher standard of living than most parts of the Territory, the
net rate of increase is the highest in Papua and New Guinea and ranks amongst the
highest in the world. Such large annual increments of population, if allovled to
go unchecked, could pose a serious threat to e~onomic and social progress.

1+43. Internal migration from rural to urban areas, as in many other countries, is
beginning to pose a problem in New Guinea. The rapid growth of urban centres and
the growing influx of rural migrants with no established roots in the new
surroundings give rise to many social problems. This influx brings enormous
pressure on many aspects of health, housing, education and employment, and
represents a heav~ burden on all social services. In Lae, the Mission heard of
squatter settlements and prostitution. All these problems need urgent attention
before the situation becomes worse.

444. Family planning is viewed with suspicion by many people, whtle others are
against any form of birth control for religious reasons. Nevertheless, the Mission
believes that at least in certain populous areas, measures for family planning
such as the Administration has in hand are justified. The Mission also suggests
that the growing need to check the movement of popuJ.ation into the tOims adds
strength and urgency to the case, already recognized by the Ailllinistration, for
increasing employment possibilities in the rural areas, and to this end for seeking
a solution to the land problem which often hindered agricultural development.

445. The Department of Social Welfare should be equipped, both in terms of personnel
and material, to deal with the problems now arising in the main urban centres. The
Mission observes that a good start on these lines seems to have been made in Lae.
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CHAPTER V·

Dln]'ENCE, INTERNATIONAL BT LJATIONS AND THE ROLE OF
THE UNI~'';.0 NATIONS

)~46. The Mission encountered a growing interest in all aspects of the Territory's
relationship with the outside world as s01,f-govej'.'nment and independence approach.
After centuries of isolation, !IEiW Guineans are beginning to be aW8.re of the
existence of other countries. Australia has, of course~ been known about, and
even visited by some, for many years. But it 1.s only recently tllat a few have
begun to visit other countrtes in the South Pacific and South-East Asia, and even
the United States, Africa and Europe. Those who have done so have returned with
'3, new perspective on their own country's protlems and have been encouraged to
discover that these are not unique. Members of the Mission found everywhere
particularly keen interes"t in the experi.ences of other developing countries. In
the districts nearest to the West Irian border there was special interest in the
experiences of that nearby part of Indonesia. On several occasions the Mission
was asked about the future defence of the Territory, especially after independence,
and the role of the United Nations in ensuring its security.

1.~4'7. It is generally understood that after internal self-government, defence and
for8i.gn relations will remain the responsibility 01' Australia until independence.
In each of these fields, however, considerations arise that call for early
attention.

41.~8. In the field of defence it is becoming desirable that t he present~ defence
forces in the Territory, while remaining part of the Australian f\.')rces and under
Australian command, should be given a. focus of local loyalty. At \\Tewak, the
Mi ssion visited one of the two batallions of the Pacific Islands Hegiment, which,
de spite its mi sleading nRme, is the nucleus of t!'le fut'..lre Papua. and New Guinea
Army, and also the naval training establisrunent on Manus Island, where five small
naval patrol vpssels are based, forming the nucleus ef the Territory's Navy.
The Mission was impressed in both places by the emphasis placed on training local
officers and on inculcating into officers and men a sense of natibnhood and of
service to their own country. But so long as the units stay, as for the present
they must, under Australian command, there is a ri'sk that they may remain
somewhat isolated from the civic life of their country. To avoid thi.s and to
ensure that by the time independence comes the armed forces are accustomed to
acting under the control of indigenous poli.ticians and not independently, a
ministerial member might be appointed with responsibility for liaison with the
defence forces and with the task of visiting all units from time to -time and
impressing upon them that they are to be the servants of the House of Assembly.
The M:i '3sion formed the impression that such loyalties are already well instilled
in the police force$ This force, with a strength of about 3,700, including some
200 overseas officers, will have a vital role to play in future years, and special
a.ttention should be paid to maintaining its disci.pline and morale at a high level.
The Mission understands that it is intended to increase the si~e of the police
force so as to extend its regular policing activities and provide a permanent
police presence in more. areas.



449. In the field of foreign relationb, steps have already been taken to prepare
for the day when an independent Papua and New Guinea will handle its own affairs.
It to the policy of the Australian Government increasingly to consult the
Territory on all significant policy issues, including foreign affairs. To
facilitate the handling :within the Administration of matters c'oncer-ning
international relations, en International Affairs Branch has been set up 'in the
repartment of the Administrator. In }970, two indigenous officers were selected
for foreign service training with the Department of Foreign Affajrs in Canberra.
One of the officers has completed the course and is now receiving further training
in the Territory. The Territory is represented dire~tly at meetings of the
Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East" of which it is an Associate
Member, and of the South Pacific Commission. 'Representatives of the
Territory are regularly included in Australian delegations to meetings of other
United Nations bodies, Commonwealth conferences and similar sui,table organizations.
Membership has bet~n sought in the Asian Development Bank, and consideration is
being given to se(~king membership in other international organizations. A
significant numbeJ:' of local politicians and officials has been sent overseas for
specific purposes during the past year and the flow is continuing. While the
Mission was in Port Moresby, an invitation was accepted from the Indonesian
Parliament to the Speaker and five Members of the House of Assemb.ly to visit
Djakarta. Such visits can be of value in improving relations and removing
misconceptions.

450. It is important that all such activities should be continued and every
opportunity taken to open new windows on the world for New Guineans. It will be
particularly valuable for the Territory's young peopl~ to gain experience in
other countries, particularly in developing nations. It is to be hoped that
every possible assistance may be provided, both by the United Nations and by
individual member countries, in making available scholarships, student ~xchanges

and other means to thisend.

~ 451. In New Guinea there is much interest in the United Nations, particularly in
.1 its role in relation to the Trust Territory, both now and in the future, arid its
~.! financial and technical assistance. But there is also much ignorance. The
~ Territory has attracted aid amounting over the past five years to about

$u84 million from the United Nations Development Programme and about $US22.5 million
in loans and credits from the International Ban'k for Reconstruction and Levelopment
and the International Levelopment Association. The Mission met very few people
who had any knowledge of this assistance. There was similar ignorance about the
r€lationship of the United Nations to the Trust Territory. The Mission was often
asked whether trusteeship would continue under self-government and whether any
United Nations support would be available for the defence of the Territory after
independence. There seems to be an urgent need for much basic education on these
matters. It will be particularly important, as self-government and independence
approach, to give all possible reassurance to broad sections of the population of
the continuing interest and .support of the United Nations for the Trust Territory.
It might 'also be desirable for the United Nations to demonstrate by all available
means its continuing interest and support for the whole Territory of Papua and
New Guinea.

452. The Mission discussed this whole question with the Director of the United
Nations Information Centre at Port Moresby. The Centre receives good co-operation
both from the Administration's Department of Information and Extension Services
and from the radio services, and it is active in using the materials and the
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re.sources available to it. The Mission formed the impression, however, that
neither are adequate to meet the special requirements of the situation. Most of
the material received from New York is not suitable for local use, since it either
deals witll United Nations activities remote from NeW Guinean concerns or is too
sophisticated for ready comprehension by the general pUblic. The Information
Centre does not have the money to produce much suitable material locally nor
has it either the funds or the staff to do the travelling which is indispensable
if direct personal contact is to be made with the people of this very extensive
Territory. Personal meetings, lectures and oral discussion are by far the most
effective means of comnlunication, as illiteracy is general and vernacular
newspapers are non-existent.

453. The Mission considers that there is a strong case for adapting the role of
the Centre to the special needs of a Trust Territory on the way to self-government
and independence, for substantially increasing its budget so as to enable it
to concentrate on the local production of suitable material and for providing it
with both the funds and the staff necessary to enable tl1e Director and his
colleagues to travel far more extensively than at present. The Mission hopes
that urgent consideration may be given to this recomnlendat10n.
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CRAFTER VI

FUTURE OF THE TERRITORY

454. The question of future constitutional'advance loomed large in the Mission's
public meetings and discussions in all parts of the Territory. There were special
reasons for this. The House of Assembly's Select Committee on Constitutional
Development had been touring the country to seek the views of the people on this
subject only a week or two before the arrival uf the Mission. There were known to
be differences of view and the question was thus an active political issue in the
Territory. Interest had been aroused by General Assembly resolution 2700 (XXV) of
14 December 1970, and especially by its provisi.on calling upon the administering
Power to prescribe, in consultation with the elected representatives of the people,
a speci.fic time-table for the free exercise by the people of Papua and the Trust
Territory of New Guinea of their right to self..determination and independence.
The whole question was also well known to be the SUbject of debate in Australia.

455. The Australian Government had consistently stated that Australia was ready to
move on to full internal self..government and independence when a majority of the
people of Papua and New Guinea wanted it. In a speech at Port Moresby on
6 July 1970, intrcducing proposals for constitutional adv~nce, the Prime Minister
of Australia, Mr. John Gorton, had put it thus:

"We don't want to remain in the Territory one week against the wishes
of the majority of its people. We don't think we ought to get out of
the Territory against the wish of the majority of its people. We don't
want to rule any peoples without their consent. We don't think it
proper to move out and possibly help a vocal minority rule a majority
without that majority's consent, and one can't put a time-t.able on this
but one can say these are steps towards the time when this Territory
will be self..governing and when its people will express their views.
And we will take account of those views instead of imposing our views
on them as to a date for self-governmer.l.'t and inde,?endence. n

On the same day, Mr. C.E. Barnes, the Minister for External Territories,
stated:

liThe Government reaffirms its policy that it will continue to develop
the Territory for self-government and independence but it will not
set any arbitrary date or time-table against the wishes of the people
of the Territory. Moreover, tnese changes do not in any way affect
the Commonwealth's policy on the level of aid to Papua and New Guinea.
They do not affect the Government's intention that large scale aid will
be maintained after self-government and independence. It

456. On the other hand, Mr. Gough Whitlam, the Leader of the Opposition in Australia,
had stated, during a visit to Port Moresby on 12 January 1970, that if a Labour
Government emerged from the elections to be held in Australia before the end of 1972,
then

" .•. New Guineans will have home rule as soon as a Labour Government can make
the necessary arrangements with the House of Assembly which will also be elected
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in 1~72. This means that lal';s made by the Assembly will 110 longer' be subject
to veto by the Australian Government; that all matters affecting the welfare
of tbe Nev1 Guinean people except defence and foreign affair s will be subject
to laws made by the Assembly alone; and that those laws v1ill be administered
by a public service responsible only to the House of Assembly. Australians'
who remain in the service of the New Guinea Government will equally be
responsible to the House of ~ssembly but the Australian Government will accept
responsibility for their salaries and the welfare of their' families. The
House of Assembly ,vill decide the form of thp. cor.'.stitution New Guinea is to
have after independence. It is certain tha't the assumption of an increasing.
measure of responsibility will accelerate the desire and ability to accept
total responsibility. In this sense it is true that the people of New Guinea
will decide their ov;n time- table for independence'. It

In the same statement, Mr. vfuitlam also spoke of Australian aid:

"There is no divergence ')etl1een the parties on this crucial point. It is
Labour policy and it is Liberal policy that aid in finance and advice will
continue. It is our firm belief that it will increase. It is certain that
for the rest of this century at least Australia will ~e a donor nation to
developing nations. New Guinea Ivill long be a principal recipient."

During a further visit to the Territory a year later, on 17 January 1971,
Mr" vfuitlam stated:

"In Papu8 Ne-v1 Guinea i"t will be found increasingly that t.he question of the
timing of self-government involves a quibble about the matter of two or three
years. Even if the Gorton Governrrbnt were to survive, self-government will
come in the lifetime of the next House of Representatives. The Austral'ian
Government has a clear duty to speed up preparations for the inevitable day"
Target dates for self-government and independence should be set now, as we
are obliGed to do by the unopposed decision of the United Nations
General .\ssembly."

)~57. Similar differences of emphasis have manifested"themselves in the attitudes
of the two main political parties in Papua and New Guinea, the Compass Party
advocating a gradual step-by-step approach without naming dates, and the Pangu Pati
advocatinG self-government in 1972. The matter was dealt v1ith in the final report
which the Select Committee on Constitutional Development presented to the House of
Assembly on 4 March 1971. The Mission was present at this meeting. The Select
Committee recalled that it had made two tours of the Territory, the first in
April-May 1970 and the second in January-February 1971. It stated that on the
evidence submitted to the Committee during its tour in 1970, the majority of the
people of Papua and New Guinea had expressed opposition to early internal
self-government. The Committee also noted that there was a widespread lack. of
appreciation and understanding of the meaning and implications of internal
self-government. The Committee's report continued:
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liThe majority of the people of Papua and New Guinea agaiI]. expressed their
opposition to early internal self-government during your Committee's tour.
P.oliever Hhile in the first tour the majority .CJf the people Here: not prepared
to cr..msic1er 'tiben inter nal self-government should come about in P~pua and
Neli Guinea your Committee f;)und in its recent tour that the response of the
people to this question had changed. Most people are nOH prepared to discuss
vi:hen they feel the time would be appropriate for internal self-government
ta CQlj1e to Papua and New Guinea.

"At the moment the majority of the people of Papua and New Guinea feel
that internal self-government should come about no·sooner than during the life
of the 1976-1980 House of Assembly. Many people, particularly those of the
Western and Southern Highlands oppose early internal self-government. Those
Hho oppose early internal self-government feel that there is a need for much
economic, social and. educational development and ~hat there is a need for
skilled local manpower in all aspects and ar'eas of g';)vernment before internal
self-government can become a reality for the Territory. On the other hand,
there are a number of people uho feel that the time is nOli ready for internal
self-government to come about in Papua and Nevl Guinea. 1\ summar~l by districts
af the opinion of tbe people of the Territory on the issue of internal
self-~overnment is attached as 8,I>pendix 'A I to this repc:rt.

"Your Committee believes that the -rate of political development and
awarenGSS in Papua and Ne,.y Guinea :i;,s accelerating. Your Committee is a\-1are
that the policy of the Aust.ralian government is far the steady advancement
of Papua and New Guinea along the road to self-government unger the terms of
the Papua and New Guinea Act. ~~e changes announced by the Right Honourable
the Prime Minister in July 1970 hav~ resulted in an acceleration in the
advancement of this country t';)Hards internal self-government. Becanse of this
rate of advance the possibility may exist that the majority of the people of
the Territory may request that the country move to internal self-government
befor'e the end of the life ';)f the next House of Assembly. Also your Committee
is a'care that there could be a change of government in Australia which could
result·in internal self-government becomine; a reality before the majority of
the people are prepared to accept it.

"Your Committee therefore recommends that the devel';)pment of the Territ';)ry
be geared to preparing the c~untry for internal self-government during the
life of the next House of Assembly so that should it bec';)me a reality earlie:r:
than eJ~pected or if it is in fact requested by the people then ~ then the move
to internal self-government can be made at that time i'lith the least pos!:!ible
amount of administrative disrupti';)n.

"Your Committee is concerned that attention be given to the sort of
economic and political arrangements and relationships -vlhich might be developed
betueen Papua and New Guinea 'and Australia at internal self-government and
recommends that these be considered as part of the programme of development
touards internal self-government.

"Y';)ur Committee feels tl1at target dates for internal self-government and
independence should not be arbitrarily set. Your ·Committee nevertheless
believes that an approximate tim3... table, such as it nO'-1 recommends, ,,1i1l provid~

a sense ';)f direction to the development of Papua and Neu Guinea for internal
self-government.
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"If programmes are developed now with the view that the Territory may
become internally self-governing during the life of the 1972-1976 House,
your Committee feels this should ensure a smooth transition to internal
self-government when the people are ready for it.

"Your Committee believes in the planned gradual development of Papua
and New Guinea for internal self-government and believes that the
attainment of internal self-government should merely be a further step in
an orderly process of development." 10/

458. The Select Committee in its report then went on to recommend that the
Territory's system of government should be a single central government as at
present and that the legislature should 'comprise one house of parliament as at
present. It made recommendations for modifying the membership of the House of
Assembly by increasing the number of open and regional electorates to eighty-two
and eighteen, reducing the number of official members to four and providing for
three nominated members. It recommended that the name of the whole Territory be
Niugini and proposed designs for a crert and a flag. The report said nothing
about independence.

459. From its own observations, the Mission believes that the Select Committee's
findings are sound. At the Mission's meetings many speakers, especially in
the towns on the coast and islands, spoke strongly in favour of self-government
in 1972 or soon after; but even more speakers, chiefly in the remote areas and
the Highlands, said that they were not yet ready for it. Of these, some were
prepared to name a date such as 1976 or later, while others would say only that
they would be ready when their area had more economic, social and educational
development. It was noteworthy, however, that few condemned self-government;
the argument was mainly about the timing. Some confusiol'l was evident about the
meaning of self-government. For example, it seemed often to be assumed that it
meant all Australian officials would leave and all outside aid cease. Independence
was less often discussed. Many seemed not to understand the distinction
between independence and self-government. Most of those who did understand
preferred to leave the date of independence to be decided only after self-government,
though a few were prepared to suggest independence in 1976 or during the life of the
1976 House of Assembly. Many speakers expressed forcip1y the view that dates for
self-government and independence should be decided by the people of Papua and
New Guinea and not imposed from outside.

460. The Mission is convinced that there has been a marked evolution of opinion
on this whole matter and that people who in 1968 't'Tere not willing to contemplate
self-government or independence are now 'thinking seriously about it. The Mission
therefore considers the Select Committee to have been fully justified in believing
that the rate of political development is accelerating and in suggesting that
because of this rate of advance t~.lere may be a majority demand for internal
self-government before the end of the term of the House of Assembly which will
serve from 1972 to 1976. Moreover, the Mission strongly supports the Committee's
recommendation that the development of the Territory be geared to preparing it
for self-government during the life of the next House.

461. The Mission considers it important that progress towards full self-government
should be seen to continue without interruption as a continuous process. This
will call for the gradual transfer of further powers to ministerial members and

10/ Final report of the Select Committee on Constitutional Development,
March-r971, paras. 7-14.
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for the full ~se by those meml:>ers and by the House of Assembly df th.e fairly
extensive powers and responsibilities which they already pQssess but which some
have been hesitant to exercise. It will demapd an intensification of present
efforts to localize the 'pllblic service, especlally in district administra,tion and
the magistracy, and to conclude satisfactory arrangements for the retention in
the service of expel'ieDced e.xpatriates and for the compensation of those who leave.
It will else) require a redoubled effort to meet the rising demand, especially in
'backward areas, for more educational facilities, more economic development and
greater indigenous participation in business enterprises. Above all,) it will
call for more interJsive poli.tical education and for -an improvement in corn.rnunication
'between the Admini. f>trat ion , inclUding the House of Assembly, and the people.

462. It wil.l be important no'c to over-dramatize the advent of self-government hut
to ensure that, as it approaches, it is fully understood and accepted as a step
in a f:teady process of poli.tical evoluti.on. It will be part.icularly important to
avoid 'a situation where political differences develop on purely regional li'nes,
and whole areas seek either to go it alone to self-government or to opt out .of
it, or even to oppose it by vi.olent means. To this end, it will be necessary to
take ca:ce to associate representative.s of all shades of opinion with the preparation
for self-government and to make sure that all measures are seen to have been
worked out in joint. consultation with all such representatives and not decided
arbitr'arily by some outside authority.

I

463. Similar considerations will apply also to the eventual. move from self
government t·:) independence.' The Mission believes that the chief responsibility
for deciding about this step should rest 'with the goverment of a self-governing
Papua and New Cuinea. in consultation wi.th the Australian Government.. While it
would therefore. be premattlre t;) attempt to set a firm date for independence at
this stage, the Mission considers that it would be 'both prudent and realistic to
assume for planning purposes that independence will be achieved during the life of
the ]'ourth Rouse of .A ssembly.

464. The Mission heard many expressi.ons of concern ab.)ut the unity of the Ttlhole
Territory as it moves towards self-government and independence. This concern
rela.ted both to incipi.ent separati.st tendencies in areas such as Bougail1ville and
the Gazelle Peninsula. of New Britai.n and to fears that Papua's dtfferent
international status might cause it to move away from New Guinea.. It will be
important to give what assurance is possible on Dntt counts.

lf65. The Mission s~ares the view expressed by _the Select C:)mmittee that the vast
majority of the people of Papua and New Guinea desire a strong central government
and a united country. It accordingly believes that in the interest. of the c0untry
as a whole separatism must be discouraged. In the Mission's opinion, however, the
surest answer to separatist tendencies probably lies in steady progress towards
fUll self-government and independence for the whole country. In Bougainville,
the present sense of separateness might be further diminished if at some later
date the people of the British Solomon Islands Protectorate were to opt for
unification with an independent Papua and New Guinea.

466. The fact that Papua is an Australian Terri:;or~- and Papuans are Australian
citizens, while New Guinea is a Trust Territory of the' United Nations and its
people are Australian pr.Jtected persons, confers no practical benefits but it' !

does cause confusion. As the Select Committee has recorded, it has given rise to
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a claim by certain Papuans that Papua should be treated separately as regards
int~i.·nal self-government and to a suggestion by some New Guineans that Papua should
be brought under the International Trusteeship System. The Mission considers this
latter suggestion to be questionable at this late stage. But they do believ~ 'it to
be desirable that ~a single citizenship law shoula be established for i~ternal

purposes as soon as possible f0r the whole Territory. Any proposal to' this
effect should first be initiated by th~House of Assembly for discussion with the
Australian authorities. It would also be helpful if both the Australian Government
and the competent organs of tbe United Nations were to take any appropriate
opportunity to emphasize pUblicly that the destiny of Papua and New Guinea is to
move on to full self-government and independence as a single united country.

467. The united Territory's relationship with Australia will continue to be of
the utmost importance for its future ,peace and .prosperity. The Mission is
satisfied that present and future Australian Governments will wish that
relationship to be harmonious and will be ready to consider affording the Territory
continued aid and support to that end. It is with this in mind that the Mission
wishes to draw attention to one question that could harm good relations in the'
future. This is the question of the border with Queensland. The bprder runs
within a mile of the Papuan coast and includes under Queensland jurisdiction all
the intervening islands, including three, with a total popqlation of 370, which
lie close inshore. This situation is regarded locally on the Papuan side as
anomalous and there is incipient pressure for revision of the boundary in the
Territory's favour. This is far from being a national issue as yet, but could
develop into a source oo? potential friction unle ss sympathetically handled. The
Australian Government has sought to establish an equitable settlement of fishing
and oi.l explorati.on rights in the Torres Straits and Papuan Gulf area; but they
point out that boundary revision would raise constitutional problems in Australia
as well as particular difficulties in relation to possible resettlement of the
inhabitants of the islands, who have expressed opposition to being transferred to
the jurisdiction of Papua and New Guinea. The question is one which, in the
opinion of the Mission, merits being kept under constant review.
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CHAPTER VII

SUMHARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Political advancement

468. Recent arrangements involving substantial transfer of authority to local
ministerial members seem to be working well; the process of trans fer will need
to be continued, especially in the fields of internal administration and economic
development (paras. 282-284).

469. The lack of political parties with a solid nation-wide base is a source of
weakness in the House of Assembly; consideration should be given to possible
means of encouraging existing parties to establish a truly national organization
(paras. 286-289).

470. The programme of localization of the judiciary needs to be speeded up
(paras. 290-292).

471. In local government there remains a gap between the local councils and the
central government; the proposed new area authorities are to be welcomed and should
be given as much real authority and responsibility as is consistent with the
overriding aim of maintaining the unity of the whole Territory (phras. 293-298).

472. Localization of the public service needs a new impetus, especially in the
Division of District Administration; there is urgent need to establish a clear
programme for retention of experienced expatriate officers with special skills
and for adequate compensation of those displaced; special attention needs to be
paid to conditions of service of local officers, especially in the field of
housing (paras. 299-306).

473. Political education will require the co-operation of all administration
officers) teachers and others to prepare the people for self-government; some
expatriates will need to adapt their attitudes and business methods; confident
indigenous leadership.will be. called for (paras. 307-311).

B. Economic' Advancement

474. The economy is beginning to develop rapidly, thanks to substantial overseas
investment and to various measures of encouragement for indigenous enterprises;
help for the co-operative movement should be maintained; and the establishment of
enterprises financed wholly from public funds should not be excluded
(paras. 312-326).

475. The proposed measures of lana reform will depend for their success on the
allocation uf sufficient personnel and the adoption of suitably simplified
techniques; alienated land presents a problem ill certain localities and the
Administration should acquire it where opportunity offers; land should also be
acquired in urban development areas and along the' main highways (paras. 327-335).
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476. Despite sustained efforts at diversification of agricultural production,
coffee is the only major crop of which the bulk is produced by indigenous growers.;'
consideration might be given to soil improvement, to further expansion of fishing
with protection for traditional rights and to encouragement of indigenous
participation in forestry enterprises (paras. 336-354).

477. 11ining offers encouraging possibilities; the experience of the Bougainville
Copper Company underlines the importance of associating the local people closely
with operations from the outset; in Bougainville alternative means of emploYment
will need to be fostered, especially for the 7,500 employees to be laid off after
completion of the initial construction of the mining project (paras. 355-362).

478. Manufacturing industry, small in scale and mostly in expatriate hands will
continue to need limited tariff protection (paras. 363-365).

479. Tourism offers possibilities, especially if greater resources can be devoted
to the development of nature reserves and the establishment of museums
(paras. 366-368).

480. Road construction has made good recent progress and needs developing into a
territorial network; sea communications still suffer from high freight rates
(paras. 370-373, 376 and 377).

481. Imports have grown faster than expo~ts, owing in large part to exceptional
imports of equipment for the Bougainville copper projects; Australia, the United
States and Japan have increaped their favourable balances of trade with
New Guinea, while the United Kingdom and t.he European Economic Community (EEC)
have unfavourable balances; agreement should be sought to ensure the maintenance
of purchases by the enlarged EEC from New Guinea after the United Kingdom's
entry (paras. 380-383).

482. The remittance of profits on the increasing amounts of overseas capital
invested in the Territory will need careful vi'atching in the future (paras. 386 and'
387) •

483. Financially, the Trust Territory is still heavily dependent on external aid;
consideration should be given to further means of reducing this dependence so far .~
as the Territory's annual budget is concerned and of treating separately various 1
forms of development expenditure (paras. 388-393).

484. Indigenes are benefiting increasingly from the credit operations of the
Development Bank; it will be desirable eventually to set up a reserve bank for
the Territory and perhaps establish a local curr'ency entirely guaranteed by the
Australian dollar (paras. 395-400).

485. Economic development will have to take account of political and social changes'
and of the Territory's continuing financial dependence on Australia and
international aid (paras. 401-404).
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C. Social advancement

486. In primary education, attention should be paid to the needs of the less
favoured regions and ways of mitigating the social problems resulting from
failure of primary school leavers to secure secondary places (paras. 408-413 l.

487. Emphasis should continue to be placed on further development of secondary
education, including vocat~or'l and technical training, and on relating these to
the opportunities availa·;:.'!..,· fO! employment and for higher education (paras. 414-416).

488. Consideration should be given to the recruitment on contract for specific
periods of qualified teachers from other countries such as the Philippines; and
to the inclusion in the high school curriculum of more foreign language teaching
and studies of the geography and history of other developing countries
(paras. 1~17-419) .

489. Public health services are impressive. Emphasis should continue to be placed
on preventive medicine with special attention to control of.pne'!lInonia and 'malaria
(paras. 426-429).

490. Workers' organizations are still weak and assistance from the International
Labour Organisation could be of value (paras. 430-433).

491. Improvement in the status of women is most marked among the educated younger
, women (paras. 434-437).

492.There is no overt discrimination, but social segregation needs watching
(paras. 438-440).

493. The growth and increasing mobility of the population are beginning to create
social problems that call for attention (paras. 441-445).

D. Defence? international relations and the role of the United Nations

· 494. While defence and foreign relations will remain the responsibility of
· Australia until independence, the present locaJ. forces should be given a focus

of local loyalty through the early appointment of a ministerial member with
responsibility for liaison with them (paras. 447-448).

· 495. All opportunities should continue to be taken and further assistance given
to enable New Guinean politicians and officials, as well as young people, to gain
knowledge and experience in other countries, particularly in developing nations
(paras. 449 and 450).

· 496. The United Nations should demonstrate its continuing interest and support
~ for the whole Territory; to this end the budget and staff of the United Nations

Information Centre in Port Moresby should be increased (paras. 451-453).
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E. Future of the Territory

497. The Mission endorses the findings of the Select Committee on Constitutional
Development; in partj,cular it agrees with the Committee that since the rate of
political development is accelerating there may be a majority demand for internal
self-government before the end of the 1972-1976 House of Assembly; and that, in
consequence, the development of the Territory should be geared to preparing it
for self-government during the life of the next House (para. 460).

498. The Mission cOnsiders it important that progress towards full self-government
should be seen to continue without interruption; there are matters in the fields
of localization, economic development and political education which, in its
opinion, will merit particUlarly close attention in the years ahead (para. 461).

499. While the chief responsibility for setting a date for independence should
rest with the government of a self-governing Papua and NeT,., Guinea, the Mission
believes that it would be both prudent and realistic to assume for planning
purposes that independence will be achieved during the life of the Fourth House
of Assembly (para. 463).

500. The Mission recommends that, since the vast majority of the people desire
s" strong central government and a united country, separatism should be discouraged;
that a single citi~enship law should be established soon for internal purposes
for the whole Territory; and that appropriate opportunities should be taken
to emphasize pUblicly that the destiny of Papua and New Guinea is to move on to
full self-government and independence as a single, united country (paras. 464-466),

501. The Mission considers that in the interest of future good relations between
Australia and the Territory, the question of the border with Queensland should
be kept under constant review (para. 467).
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Date-
24 January

25 January

26 January

Place

Papua

Eastern
Highlands
District

ANNEXES

ANNEX I

ITINERARY OF THE MISSION

Remarks

Mission assembled in Port Moresby

Held discussions with the Administrato~

and senior Administration officials

Visited University of Papua and New
Guinea

Visited the Administrative College

Visited United Nations Information
Centre

Held discussion with Economic Adviser

Visited Bomana Police Training
College

Visited Papua and New Guinea
Electricity Commission Training
School

By air to Goroka

Meeting with Asaro-Watabung Local
Government Council

Inspected Council Pig Project, Asaro
Rural Police Post and Health Centre,
Goroka Base Hospital

Departed from Goroka by air overflying
Lufa, Marawaka, Okapa, Aiyura
Agricultural Experimental Station,
Ukarumpa summer Institute of
Linguistics headquarters and Arona
Valley - site of the Ramu
hydro-electric scheme

Arrived Kainantu

~1eeting with Kainantu Local Government
Council

Departed Kainantu by road

Meeting with Okapa Local Government
Council
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Distance covered
(statute miles)

11,980

268

40



Date

29 January

30 January

31 January

1 February

Place

Morobe
District

Remarks

Meeting with Henganofi Local Government
Council

Returned to Goroka

Visited Goroka Teachers Training
College and held discussion with
students

Held pUblic meeting in Red Cross Hall

Held a joint meeting with Highlands
Farmers' and Settlers' Association
and Goroka Chamber of Commerce

Visited. J.K. McCarthy Museum,
Tropical Pig Breeding Centre of
Department of Agriculture and
Fisheries, Mr. John Akunai's
plantation, Mr. Auwo Kotauwo' s
poultry and mixed business
enterprises, and the business
enterprises of Mr. Harry Gotaha

By air to Lae

Discussions with administration
officials

Visited Butibum Village

Departed by air to Kabwum

Inspected AgricUltural Station

Held pUblic meeting
.

Departed by air to Finschhafen

Held public meeting

Returned to Lae by air

Distance covered
(statute milesr

50

120

30

55

60

2 February Visited Namasu Marketing Society

Visited Institute of Higher
Technology

Visited New Guinea Containers Factory

r1eeting with Huon Local Government Council

Meeting with leaders of Morobe
District Workers Association

Meeting with members of Chamber of Commerce

______________..H.e.l.d.p.Ulllb.l.i.c..m.e.e.t.i.n.g .a... .t1IIIII
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Date-
3 February

Place

West New
Britain
District

Remarks

Departed Lae for Kandrian by air

Held 'public meeting

By air to Hoskins

By trawler from Hoskins to Kimbe

Distance covered
1statue miles)

180

85
20

204 February By trawler to Hoskins

Public meeting with peopl~ from
Talasea and Hoskins a.re\~

Inspected oil palm processing plant

Public meeting with representatives
from all palm oil resettlement areas

By trawler to Kimbe 20

5 February East New
Britain
District

By trawler to Hoskins

By air to Rabaul

Meeting with Gazelle Peninsula, Mengen
and Bainings local government
councils

Meeting with Chamber of Commerce

Public meeting withrepresentativ~s

of various organizations and uJ"ban
community

20

150

6 February Discussion with administration officials

Meetine w'i.th Planters' Association

Meeting with Mengen and Bainings local
government councils

Meeting with Mat&ungan Association

Meeting with Warbete Group at Navunarem

Discussions with secondary and tertiary
student representatives at
Vunakanau round trip 24

7 February Meeting with l·ofr. Oscar Tammur, member
of House of Assembly and patron ot
Mataungan Assoc.iation

Visited Mr. Merima Tomakala's farm and
business enterprises

Visited Ralum Club, Kokopo

Meeting with Gazelle Peninsula Local
government council members
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Date

,8 February
\

9 February

10 February

11 February

Place

Bougain
ville

District

Ne~;,

Ireland
Distri~t

Remarks

By air to Hutjena, Buka

Inspected fer.mentery of Hamuri
Society

Visited Hutjena High School

Pu~lic meeting at Buka Local
Government Council Chamber

By air to l'tTakunai

Held pUblic meeting at Wakunai
local government council
chamb~r

By air to Kieta

'Held public meeting

By air to Buin

Held public meeting

Inspected Buin Marketing Society

Returned to Kieta

.By road to Pan~una

Inspected Bougainville Copper
pty .. Ltd.

Returned to Kieta

Visited Radio Bougainville

By air to Namatanai

Held public meeting

By air to Kamiraba

By road to Konos

Held public meeting at Konos

Py road to Kamiraba

By air to Kavieng

By air from Kavieng to Taskul,
New Hanover

Held public meeting with Lavongai
council members and public

Visited an aid post at Taskul

Visited Carteret Primary School in
Kavieng

Visited Utu High School,

Held public meeting at Civic Hall
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(statute miles)

190

50

35

42

42

25

25

280

55
11

11

80

round trip 50



Date- Place Remarks
Distance covered
(statute miles.).

12 February Manus
District

By air to Momote (Manus)

By car to Lorengau

Discussions with administration
officials

Visited Fisheries Technology Block

Visited Manus High School

Visited Co-operative Wholesale
Society store

Held pUblic meeting in IDrengau

237
13

Visited the naval base at Lombrum 18
425

Discussion with administration
officiiils

We s t Se pik By a,ir to Vanimo
District

13 February

Held public meeting at Vanimo local
government counci1 chamber

30

75

140

146

170

Discussions with administration
officials

By air to Telefomin

Held public meeting

By air to Aitape

,. He ld public mee ting
",

By air to Lumi

Held public meeting

Returned to Vanimo

East Sepik By air to Maprik
District

16 February

15 February

Visited Sepik Baynyik Agricultural
Station

Visited Sepik Producers' Co-operative

Visited ~~u~~ambaran

He ld pUb lic mee 'cing

Visited Dual Curriculum Primary School

By ail" to Wewak 40
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Date-
11 February

18 February

Place Remarks

Departed for Ambunti by air

Held public meeting at Local
Government Council House.

By air to Angoram

Held public meeting

Returned to Wewak

Visited Yarapos Girls' High School

Visited Kainde Teachers' Training
College

Visited Pacific Islands Regiment,
Moem Barracks

Held.public meeting at Papua
New Guinea Vo lunteer Rifles'
Drill Hall

Visited Catholic Mission Wirui

Distance covered
(statute miles)

12

.. 85

46

20819 February

20 February

Madang
District

Departed Wewak for Madang

Discussion with administration
officials

Meeting wit~ council members and
people of Ambenob and Sumgilbar

Visited Mr. Kiup Nalon's business
premises

By air to Karkar Island 48
Meeting with people and council

members of Karkar Island

BY' air to Saidor 81

Meeting with people and Councillors
of Rai Coast local Governmen'c Council

'By air to Madang 52

Visited Madang Market

Visited Mr. Tom Makis' business
premises

By air to Bundi

Meeting with people and Council
members of Bundi, Us ino, Simbai
and Arabaka

Visited Catholic Primary School
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i
i 20 February
i (continued)
t

,

i 22 February
I
I
I

I
i

Place Remarkf3----
Returned to r'1adang

Public meeting at Madang

Inspected low covenant houses

Inspected cocoa plantation owned
by Mr. Besabes

Departed l'1adang for Mendi

Discussion with administration
officials

Informal discussion with district
elected officials

Visited Council weaving centre

Visited Hendi High School and held
informal discussions with
students

Visited vocational school

Distance covered
(statute miles)

52

160

9023 February Chimbu
District

Departed Mendi for Kundiawa by air

Discussion with administration
officials

Public meeting at Kundiawa Council
chambers

By vehicle to Dumun Primary School 12
for a public meeting with Sinasina
council members and public

24 February

By rvad to Elimbari council chambers

Public meeting with E11mbari Council
members and public

Returned to Kundiawa by road

Visited Territory Maiaria School

Visited Chimbu Coffee Co-operative

Departed KundisMa for Wandi by vehicle

Public meeth:.g

Departed by road to Kerowagi

Public meeting with council members
and public

Inspected Kerowagi High School

Meeting with students of Kerowagi and
Kandiu high schools
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Date

24 February
(continued)

25 February

26 February

27 February

Place

1'1estern
Highlands
District

Papua

Remarks

En route to Kundiawa visited
Mr. Danga Hondo's agricultural
block

Returned to 'Kundiawa

Departed Kundiawa for Mt. Hagen
by air

Discussion with administration
officials

Public meeting at council chambers

By air to Banz

Public meeting at Wahgi local
government council chamber

Returned to Mt. Hagen

By road to Baisu Corrective
Institution

Returned to Mt. Hagen

'By air to Laiagam

Public meeting

By air to Wabag

Public meeting

By air to '~Tapenamanda

Public meeting

Visited ~laso Harketing Centre

Returned to Ht. Hagen

Departed "Qy air from Mt. Hagen to
Port f10resby

Distance covered
<Statute milesJ

round' trip 24

52

round trip 60

round trip 30

60

8

7

14

314

2 March 1/festern
District

Discussions with the Administrator

Attended sitting of House of Assembly

Departed Port Moresby for Daru

Informal meeting at Kiwai local
government council chamber with
administration officials, Council
memqers and public

Visited Daru High School

By air to Balimo
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Date-- Place Remarks
Distance covered
(statute miles)

2 Harch
(cont inued)

Informal meeting with Administration
officials, local government council
members and public

R(~turned to D{U'u round trip 150

3 March

4 Harch

5 Harch

Centre.l
District

Departed Daru for Tapini by air

Informal meeting with administration
officials and people of Tapini
area

Visited Administration School

Ret....trned to Port Moresb;y by air

Visited United Nations Information
Centre

Mr. Blanc held discussions with
Mr. Meerteris, Registrar, Land
Titles Commission

Visited Technical Training School

Discussion with members of House
of Assembly

Visited University of Papua and
New Guinea

Meeting with students

Attended evenin~ sitting of House
of Assembly

Discussion with members of Select
Committee on Constitutional
Development

Discussion with manager, Development
Bank of Papua and New Guinea

Discussion with Economic Advisor

Discussion with F~ecutive of Public
Service Association

Discussion with th~ Administrator

262

81

6 i·iarch Australia

8 March

Departed from Port Moresby to Canberra

r1eeting with Secretary and senior
officers, Department of External
Territories
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Date

8 Harch
(continued)

Plac,e Remarks

Called on Secretary, Department
~f Foreign Affairs

Meeting with senior officers,
Department of Foreign Affairs

Distance covered"l'"
(statute miles)

9 Harch

10 Harch

11 March

Meeting with members of Parliamentary
Foreign Affairs Committee

Meeting with Minister for External
Territories

r.leeting with Hr. Gough l-fuitlam,
Leader of the Opposition

Departed from Canberra for New York

Total
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ANNEX 11

PAPUA AND NE~" GUINEA ACT 1949-1968

Approved Arrangements Under Section 25

WHEREAS sub-section (2.) of section 24 of the Papua and New Guinea Act
1949-1968 provides that the Hinister for External Territories shall determine
from time to time the matters in respect of which the holder of a ministerial
office is to perform his functions being all or any of the m~tters to which the
functions of a specified department of the Public Service relate;

AND WHEREAS sUb-section (1.) of section 25 of the Papua and New Guinea Act
1949-1968 provides that in respect of the matters so determined the functions of
a Hinisterial Member or Assistant Ministerial Member are to assist in the
administration of the government of the Territory and in particular -

(a) to take part in the formulation of policies and plans and of proposals
for expenditure in relation to those matters and in the direction of activities
of the department of the Public Service dealing witn. those matters;

(b) to represent or assist in representing, the Administration in the
House of Assembly; and

(£) in the case of a Ministerial Member to make recommendations to the
Administrator's Executive Council in relation to those matters;

AND ~mEREAS it is further provided by sub-section (1.) of section 25 that
such functions are to be carried out to the extent and in the manner provided by
arrangements approved by the Minister for External Territories and applicable to
the office of the Ministerial Member or Assistant Ministerial Hember,

NOH THEREFORE I, Charles Edward Barnes, Hinister of State for External
Territories, DO HEREBY APPROVE the following Arrangements applicable to each
office of Hinisterial Member and Assistant Ministerial t1ember.

A. Responsibilities in connexion with the Department

(1) In accordance with the Governor-General's Instructions given to the
Administrator, pursuant to the powers conferred by section 15 of the Papua and
New Guinea Act 1949-1968, a Ministerial Member or Assistant Ministerial Hember
shall exercise full authority, and accept full responsibility, in relation to the
matters specified for the respective designations in the appendix attached hereto.
In so doing a Ministerial or Assistant Hinisterial Member shall not act
inconsistently with -

(a) the programmes and policies of development from time to time
agreed upon by the Commonwealth of Austra.lia and the House of Assembly of the
AdministratorVs Executive Council, as the case may be;
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(b) any lawful agreement or obligation entered into by the
Administration of Papua and New Guinea or by the Commonwealth of Australia
in respect of the Territory of Papua and New Guinea.

(2) In respect of those matters not specified in the appendix, a
I'1inisterial or Assistant Ministerial Member shall -

(a) be responsible within the framework of broader government policy
for decision~ regarding policy and for administrative actions of the
department, or part of the department as may be determined, in its day-to-day
activities (other than management and Public Service aspects):

(b) be responsible for the formulation of plans and proposals for
departmental, or part of the Department as may be determined, expenditure
including the formulation of draft departmental estimate3.

(3) In carrying out his functions~ a Ministerial or Assistant Ministerial
Member shall -

(a) refer policy decisions or other matters to the Administrator's
Executive Council where

(i) he considers it necessary to do so; or

(ii) the Administrator's Executive Council or the Administrator so
directs; .

{b) cons:Lder papers and recommendations submitted to him by th~

department and his decisions shall be recorded in writing and shall be
retained as part of the records of the department;

(c) receive advice in all matters relating to the exercise of his
functions from the departmental head of the relevant department who ~s

responsible for the general working of that department.

B. Re~.E..o~!.?ili~ie~ in connexion with the Administrator's Executive Council

(1) Except as may be otherwise arranged in any ~articular instance a
Ministerial or Assistant Ministerial Member shall in relation to matters within
his competence -

Ca") introduce submissions into the Council including proposals for
legislation;

(£) present draft est imates of annual expentliture ;

(c) give effect to decisions made by the Minister or the Administrator
after consideration of the advice of the Administrator's Executive Council;

(2) A Hinisterial Hember shall participate in the general functioning of
the Council under section 19 of the Papua and New Guinea Act;
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(3) Uith respect to the Administrator's Executive Council an Assistant
Hinisterial Hember may, with the agreement of the Administratbr, attend a meeting
of the Council, when matters in respect of which he is performing the functions
of an Assistant Ministerial Member are under discussion, and may be heard at the
meeting.

c. ~~~P9.!l:dbiJ!~i~s in connexion with the Hou~C?f Assembly

A Hinisterial or Assistant r-1inisteria..l Hember shall generally be responsible,
in the House of Assembly for matters within his competence and in particular -

(a) he shall answer questions and make official statements concerning those
matters and by arrangements other matters; and

(b) h~ shall introduce legislation concernihg those matters and by
arrangement other ma.tters, being legislation approved by the Administrator is
Executive Council or the Minister for External Territories as the case may be,
and shall guide the legislation through proceedings in the House.

In addition to the foregoing in the performance of their functions under
section 25 of the Ac~MinisterialMembers and Assistant Ministerial Members should
conform with the accepted code of co!...duct applicable to holders of ministerial
office, notes on which were attached to the Approved Arrangements of
4 Harch 1970. They should also respect the convention that they will not publicly
oppose policies or decisions approved by the Administrator's Executive Council.

I HEREBY REVOKE all prior approved arrangements made pursuant to the powers
conferred by section 25 of the Papu~ and New Guinea Act 1949-1968.

Dated this twenty-first day of August 1970.

{!1igned) C•E. BARNES
Minister or Sta~e for External Territories
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APPENDIX

}1INISTERIAL MEMBER FOR AGRICULTURE, STOCK AED FISHERIES
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, STOCK.AND FISHERIES

Agricultural extension services

Agricultural training other than post-secondary level

Research and technical s~rvices in agricultural industries

Fisheries excluding those matters falling within the ambit of the Fisheries
Act (Commonwealth)

Export quality control

Primary processing and internal marketing of agricultural products

Flora and fauna conservation and surveys

Disease and pest control

Soil surveys and land use assessments for general and resettlement
development

Field implementation of agricultural aspects of settlement and development
schemes

Note: 'Agriculture'; and !'agricultural ll includes pastoral and fishing
activities.

HINISTERIAL MEMBER FOR EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION.

Location? administration and operation of schools, vocational centres and
teachers' colleges excluding Goroka Teachers' College

Syllabi

Fees and charges

,
Mission education operations including grants-in-aid

School commencing age

P. and C. subsidies

Correspondence tui~ion for secondary school~ and vocational centres
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Maintenance of students

Scholarships allocation for tertiary training

Education research and teaching methods

Transport of school children

M.INISTERIAL MEMBER FOR PUBLIC HEALTH.
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Location, administration and operation of hospitals, health centres and
aid posts

Ambulance services

School medical and dental services

Dental services including fluoridation

Pharmaceutical services

Cr.{ld health including pre-schools

Mission health services including grants-in-aid

T1ental health services

Red Cross blood transfusion service

Fees and charges for health services

Quarantine

Medical research, including visiting specialists and surveys

Paramedical and nursing training and dental auxiliaries

Environmental health

Con~rol of disease both communicable and non-communicable

Community health services

Family planning

Medical statistics and epidemiology

~ealth education services

Control of the Hedical Board and the Nursing Council
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HINISlrEHIl\L MEMBE.'R FOR TRADE AND INDUSTRY
DEPARTMENT OF TRADE AND INDUSTRY

Administration of customs and excise including the collection of duties

Prohibited imports and exports

Alien registration

Censorship

Tourism

Control of dangerous drugs

Promotion and assistance for development of handicraft and cottage
industries

Industrial estates

Pioneer industries

Operation of co·.operative registry

Provision of co-·operative extension services and co-operative education

Business Advisory Service

Territory staffing of overseas trade displays

MINISTERIAL MEMBER FOR LABOUR
DEPARTMENT OF LABOUR

Conciliation in industrial disputes

Industrial safety, health and welfare

Licensing, inspection and technical advisory services on weights and
measures, factories' boilers, packaging J explosives and inflammable liquids

Research on labour matters

Employment advisory services

Labour inspections

Workers' compensation

Trades licensing

Industrial and commercial training courses
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Apprenticeship training scheme

Horker education programmes and day-to·-day advice and assistance to 'Workers
industrial organizations

MINISTERIAL MEMBER FOR PUBLIC WORKS
DEPARTMENT OF FUBLIG WORKS

Design, construction and maintenance of pUblic \vorks to approved standards.

MINISTERIAL MEMBER FOR POSTS AND TELEGRAPHS
DEPART~1ENT OF POSTS AND TELEGRAPHS

Provision of facilities for collection and transmission of mails and other
postal services

Philatelic services

Telephone, telegraph and telex services

Provide~ install and maintain broadcasting equipment and operate technical
services for administration service.

ASSISTANT MINISTERIAL MEMBER FOR TREASURY
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

Revenue raised within the Territory excluding protective tariffs

Hanagement of the public debt

Price control

Public utilities excluding those operated by local g·overnment c'ouncils and
other authorities

ASSISTANT tUNISTERIAL MEMBER FOR TRANSPORT
DEPAR~·mNT OF TRANSPORT

Coastal shipping services

Vehicle operating standards and load limits

Control of passenger transport

Road safety

Advisory service to privately owned shipping, airline and road transport
services

Administration-owned aerodromes

...-!;--~
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Operation and maintenance of Administration fleet and transport vehicles

Wrecks, salvage and inquiries into shipwrecks and disasters inside
territorial waters

Registration and regulation of shipping

Regulation and operation of ports (other than ports controlled by Papua
New Guinea Harbours Board) and pilotage

Nautical training other than post-secondary level

Examination and certification of masters and engineers

ASSISTANT HINISTERIAL MEfl1BER FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENT
DEPARTMENT OF THE ADHINISTRATOR

Rural and urban local government but not area authority

Local government elections

Local government training

Supervision of the local government service

Grants allocated to local government councils·

ASSISTANT HINISTERIAL MEHBER FOR LANDS AND SURVEYS
DEPARTHENT OF LANDS·:) SURVEYS AND MINES

Grant of leases

Acquisition and reservation of land for purposes within !the specified
functions of a Ministerial or Assistant Ministerial Member

Conversion of customary land

Town planning

Surveys and mapping

Valuation

National parks and gardens

Declaration of Administratio~ land
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ASSISTANT MINISTERIALMm~BER FOR SOCIAL DW·ELOPMENT
AND HOME AFFAIRS

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT MlD HOHE AFFAIRS

Community development

Child welfare

Grants to volunta~y agencies

Social welfare assistance

Pensions and aid to destitutes

Government printing services

Undertaking services and cemeteries

Supply, property accommodation and hostels

Fire-fightinp, services

Archives

ASSISTANT MINISTERIAL MEHBER FOR FORESTS
DEPARTMENT OF FORESTS

Resource assessment

Forestry training other than post-secondary lev~l

Regulation of saw·~milling activities

Botanical Gardens, including the Herbarium

Afforestation

Research and technical services

ASSISTANT HINISTERIAL ME!'1BER FOR CORRECTIVE INSTITUTIONS
DEPARTMENT OF LAW

Supervision of the Corrective Institutions Service

Location, adrninistration and operation of the corrective institutions

Parole and release on licence

Rehabilitation of offenders

Liquor licensing
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ASSISTANT MINISTERIAL Mm1BER FOR MINES
DEPARTHENT OF LANDS, SURVEY AND MINES

Grant of prospecting authorities except where these are of a scope likely
to lead to the issue of a speciaJ mining lease

Grant of mining tenements other than special mining leases and leases for
mining purposes associated therewith

Safety and inspection of mines

Declaration of gold fields and mineral fields

Mining Advisory Board

Royalties in respect of tenements within his specified functions

Geological surveys
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ANNEX III

RESOLUTION 2155 (XXXVIII), ADOPTED BY THE
TRUSTEESHIP COUNCIL ON 18 JUNE 1971

2155 (XXXVIII). Report of the United Nations Visiting Mission

The Trusteeship Council~

to the Trust Territory of New Guinea, 1971

2. Expresses its appreciation of the work accomplished by the Visiting
Mission on its behalf;

Having heard the oral observations made by the representative of Australia
concerning the report,

1. Takes note of the report of the Visitng Mission and of the observations
of the Administering Authority thereon;

I
I
!
~
~:.: Having examined at its thirty-eighth session the report of the United Nations
, Visiting Mission to the Trust Territory of New Guinea, 1971 (Ti171T),
!
1,
~

f
~
~
~
~
~

I
~

~

4. Decides that it will continue to take these recommendations, conclusions
Md observations into account in future examination of matters relating to the
Trust Territory concerned;

~ 3. Draws attention to the fact that, at its ~hirty-eighth session, in
~ formulating its own conclusions and recommendations on conditions in the Trust
ij
~ Territory, the Trusteeship Council took into account the recommendations and
~ observations of the Visiting Hission and the observations of the Administering
~
~ Authority thereon;
~

I
6

5. Invites the A&ninistering Authority to take into account the
recommendations and conclusions of the Visiting Hission as well as the comments
made thereon by the menfuers of the Trusteeship Council;

6. Decides, in accordance with rule 98 of its rules of procedure, that the
report of the Visitng Mission and the text of the present resolution shall be

t distributed in an appropriate form.

l387th meeting,
18 June 1971.



ANNEX IV
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